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ABSTRACT 

A method for production of silicon carbide matrix composites containing continuous 

fibre reinforcements was developed and the effect of the process parameters on material 

properties and microstructure investigated. Composites were produced by aqueous 

slurry impregnation of unidirectional fibre lay-ups and consolidated by hot-pressing in 

argon at temperatures of 1750°C and 1800°C to produce a dense composite. The 

composites were reinforced with as-received pitch-based carbon fibres and pyrolytic 

carbon coated fibres. Densification was promoted through the use of AI2O3 and YiOg 

liquid phase forming additives. For comparison, densification behaviour of monolithic 

SiC, sintered without the application of mechanical pressure was investigated. 

The surface and suspension properties of sub-micron powders used were investigated 

using an Electrokinetic Sonic Amplitude measuring device. Interpretation of these 

results and application of high energy ultrasonic disruption allowed production of stable 

aqueous suspensions containing up to 50vol% of ceramic powders. Determination of 

the rheology and casting behaviour of the slurry allowed consistent pressure casting of 

monolithic and composite material. Monolith sintering revealed that heat treatment at 

1800°C or above causes densification and that manipulation of sinter additive content, 

hold time and ultimate sintering temperature have a major effect on the ceramic 

microstructure. In particular, AI2O3 was lost from samples and yttria rich material 

migrated to areas of free space. The possibility of manipulating this effect to form a 

stable fibre matrix interface in-situ during composite production was identified. 

Hot-pressing composite material successfully proved challenging at the lowest 

temperature used (1750°C) but a fibre/matrix interface exhibiting pull out (interfacial 

shear strength estimated at 3MPa) and imparting non-brittle properties in 4-point 

bending was produced. Better densification and improved properties (final failure stress 

of up to 450MPa) were achieved by hot-pressing at 1800°C where fibre/matrix reaction 

was still largely avoided. Composite density was the most influential factor on 

composite performance. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

To exploit the useful high temperature properties of ceramics in engineering 

applications, it is necessary to overcome those detrimental to performance. Ceramic 

materials are available which retain strength, hardness and chemical stability to high 

temperatures and have low density, low coefficient of thermal expansion and high 

thermal conductivity. Such materials can be utilised in structural components only if 

some increase in the inherent low toughness is achieved. Increased strength and 

toughness can be achieved by reducing the concentration and size of flaws through 

careful processing but significant toughening of a ceramic is achieved only through 

through the incorporation of a second, reinforcing phase. 

One of the main toughening effects of a secondary phase is derived from the ability of 

the fibre matrix interface produced to deflect cracks, reducing the stress intensity 

around the crack zone and to absorb energy whilst doing so. The priority in composite 

manufacture, is therefore to produce a material containing an interphase layer which 

fractures at lower stress than the fibre, weakly bonded to the matrix. Continuous fibres 

as composite reinforcements have the added advantage that as well as delocalising 

stress effectively, load transfer and crack bridging occur in the wake of matrix cracks, 

provided the strain to failure of the added fibres is higher than that of the matrix. The 

strain to failure of the composite is thus increased and fibres continue to absorb energy 

due to debonding, frictional sliding and fibre pullout as cracks propagate and a 

proportion of the fibres break. A volume fraction of fibres well above a critical value 

must be incorporated into the matrix to allow these effects to improve the properties of 

the composite significantly relative to those of the matrix material. 

Considerable effort is currently being expended on design and fabrication of 

prospective ceramic matrix composite (CMC) systems. The problems are complex and 

numerous. Even excepting the individual properties required of the constituent 

materials, the composite must accommodate interphase interactions including chemical 

interaction, thermal expansion mismatch and microcracking. To date an industrial 

successful ceramic matrix composite has not emerged but efforts are continued because 
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of the huge potential improvements in performance which could be obtained by 

successfully replacing existing materials with ceramic matrix composites. Thermal 

systems, such as engines and heat exchangers, are more efficient when run at higher 

temperatures and the ability of containment materials to withstand these conditions 

becomes the limiting factor to further development. Stainless steels operate up to 

temperatures of around 750°C and superalloys to just over 1000°C. Silicon carbide and 

silicon nitride reach a service limit of 1300°C without significant loss of performance 

and alumina raises this limit toi500°C. Ceramic materials not only allow operating 

temperatures to be raised but offer a significant weight saving. The densities of silicon 

carbide (3.2g/cm^), silicon nitride (3.1 g/cm") and alumina (3.9g/cm^) are half th^^of 

steel (~7.8g/cm^) and Ni-Co based superalloys (6g/cm^). Weight savings contribute to 

efficiency in transport applications, or indeed in any application where the part in 

question moves. CMC's can give improved performance in applications where the 

temperatures are not as extreme and thus not the primary economic driver, e.g. brake 

pads, liners, grinding wheels, seals, nozzles, but where some heating results from 

friction. These applications also indicate ceramics' good wear resistance, another 

potential area for exploitation. 

The potential advantages of ceramic matrix composite materials will not be available to 

end users until materials which achieve performance figures at least equivalent (though 

not necessarily identical) to metallic materials currently in use are widely available and 

produced in such volumes that they become economically viable. The composite 

systems being assessed and developed towards this aim include reinforced carbides 

(SiC, B4C, TiC), nitrides (BN, SiaN^) some intermetallics (NiAI, TiAl, MoSii) and more 

recently oxides (AI2O3, ZrO], SiO]) and mixed oxides (mullite 3Al203:2Si02, spinel 

MgOiAliOs). Fibres for reinforcement of non-oxide ceramics are mainly based around 

carbon and silicon carbide. Carbon fibres are commercially available with a wide range 

of properties and in large quantities, mainly due to development for polymer matrix 

composites. Silicon carbide fibres are available in fewer varieties and only in 

development quantities. Large diameter monofilaments (~100|j,m) are manufactured by 

CVD onto a carbon or tungsten core but spun fibres, pyrolysed from a polymeric 

ceramic pre-cursor and typically 10|im in diameter, are also available and are more 
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analogous to carbon fibres. The best known of these is Nicalon (Nippon Carbon 

Company), which contains significant amounts of oxygen and free carbon. Limited 

quantities of high purity, stoichiometric SiC fibres (Hi-Nicalon) are becoming available 

from the same source. Reinforcements for oxide systems are all based around alumina, 

and vary from pure and even single crystal fibres to those containing significant 

amounts of SiO] giving a mullite composition. Both silicon carbide and alumina fibres 

retain room temperature tensile strength properties to temperatures around 900°C. 

Alumina is however very susceptible to creep at lower temperatures. Carbon fibres 

perform well up to 2500°C in vacuum, but will oxidise readily at temperatures above 

600°C. Complete oxidation protection of components will be necessary if carbon 

containing composites are to be used outside of vacuum. Boron fibres lose strength at 

about 700°C [Fitzer & Gadow 1986]. 

The most commonly studied non-oxide systems are SiC fibre reinforced SiC (SiCpSiC), 

SiCf-Si3N4 and C^C for space and vacuum applications. Quick comparison of 

mechanical properties of composites and monolithic material or even different 

composites is difficult, but it is agreed that the most important factor in imparting 

toughness to a ceramic matrix composite is the fibre-matrix interface. An interfacial 

layer with the properties required to produce debonding (fracture energy a quarter that 

of the fibre) and sliding (interface microstructure and topography producing an 

interfacial shear stress < lOOMPa) can be introduced as a fibre coating [Davis et al. 

1993]. In certain materials, a suitable interface is conveniently produced during 

composite processing via phase interaction, for example a carbon interlayer forms 

during processing of SiC fibre reinforced lithium aluminium silicate glass [Thouless et 

al. 1989]. Strong bonding between fibre and matrix produces an interface which does 

not easily debond and such reactions should be avoided. 

The combination of properties possessed by silicon carbide (low density, high Young's 

modulus, potentially high strength, chemical and mechanical stability at high 

temperature, low wear rates in sliding) make it one of the most promising choices as a 

CMC matrix, and is the material chosen for study in this project. Reinforcing SiC to 

overcome brittleness, however, is only the first problem to be addressed before silicon 
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carbide components can be used successfully. Silicon carbide's high temperature 

strength and chemical integrity present processing and shaping problems. The goal in 

producing a fibre reinforced silicon carbide composite, is not an academic investigation 

of processing, or interface and mechanical properties, but ultimately to produce a 

reliable material for industrial application. Thus, material costs must be kept as low as 

possible and the complexity of manufacturing processes, which contribute to high costs, 

reduced. Possible SiC manufacturing methods are the chemical formation of the matrix 

around the fibre pre-form by CVI (chemical vapour impregnation) or pyrolysis of a 

polymeric ceramic precursor (polymer pre-cursor impregnation, PPI) or the introduction 

of a pre-manufactured fine SiC powder and sintering aids around the fibres followed by 

consolidation of the green body at high temperature. There are drawbacks to all of the 

methods. CVI is a very slow process and this, coupled with the complexity and high 

cost of the equipment makes the components produced expensive. Ultimate densities 

are generally low. The yield of ceramic on pyrolysis of a pre-cursor can be low, leading 

to density or shrinkage problems. The constraint of the reinforcing phase means that 

pressure is required to consolidate a green body of SiC powder around a fibre pre-form. 

The need to apply pressure limits the shape of parts which can be produced to flat 

plates. Thus, machining of components is required, further adding to component cost. 

Moreover, the temperatures required to densify silicon carbide (1800 to 2100°C) are 

higher than the intended operating temperatures of the available reinforcements. 

Processing and properties of a silicon carbide matrix composite containing continuous 

fibre reinforcements, produced by slurry impregnation of pre-aligned fibres and 

consolidation by hot-pressing were investigated. Simplification of the fabrication 

processes and the capacity to produce consistent materials at lower temperatures or with 

simpler equipment all contribute to lowering the cost of a final product and bringing it 

closer to industrial viability. Composites manufactured contain carbon fibres in 

anticipation of the future incorporation of a high performance (high cost) silicon 

carbide fibre. Areas identified within the process route for possible development are 

simplification of the slurry preparation step and the production of more stable aqueous 

powder suspensions; infiltration to produce consistent green bodies with the highest 

possible density and lowest concentration and size of flaws; reduction of the 
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sintering/hot-pressing temperature during densification and alternative methods of fibre 

matrix interface formation. 

Suspensions of the sub-micron sized powders required for effective sintering of ceramic 

green bodies are generally very sensitive to slight changes in composition (powder 

volume fraction, pH, concentration of surfactants) or temperature. Suspensions stable 

over longer periods of time, and with tolerance to slight changes in conditions, allow 

the consistent production of high quality green bodies and are more flexible and thus 

suitable for use in an industrial process. Increasing the solids loading of a suspension 

leads to the production of a denser ceramic green body, but can at the same time cause 

an increase in viscosity beyond a level practical for pouring and casting and in some 

cases may lead to flocculation. These effects must be balanced. 

The addition of sinter aids facilitate) the consolidation of otherwise unsinterable silicon 

carbide powder either by the promotion of atomic diffusion (boron and carbon 

additives) or the production of an intergranular liquid phase (aluminium, yttrium and 

magnesium oxide additives). Adding larger amounts of sintering additives promotes 

better densification at lower temperatures. Adding more sintering aids however, alters 

the matrix microstructure from the proven structure of SiC and almost always results in 

poorer mechanical and oxidation properties. Reduction of processing temperature helps 

prevent degradation of the reinforcement properties and minimises the chance of 

reaction between fibres and the sintering aids. The densification temperature must be 

lowered significantly before crystalline SiC fibres can be incorporated in the matrix to 

prevent damaging crystallite growth during processing. This problem is not encountered 

withqlayered structure of carbon fibres. Paradoxically, more of the reactive sintering 

aids, damaging to the fibres are required to achieve high matrix densities at the lower 

temperatures required to protect fibres from thermal degradation. A balance must be 

sought here. 

Pressure is introduced during consolidation to minimise cracking and flaw density and 

to mechanically encourage diffusion and wetting by a liquid phase, thus reducing the 

temperature required for densification. This protects the fibres from degradation to 
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some extent. Hot-pressing rather than pressureless sintering, however, limits the shape 

of components that can be produced. 

Currently, interface work is focused on the few materials which can be deposited onto 

fibres by CVD or sputtering and have the required mechanical properties at room 

temperature - carbon, boron nitride and occasionally molybdenum. The process of 

applying these coatings is slow, complex and thus expensive. Carbon and boron nitride 

are both thermodynamically unstable at the operation temperatures required of CMC's. 

The scope for improvement in the technology of interface creation is huge but realistic 

and practicable alternatives are few. Work continues on C and BN only as long as they 

are still the only possibilities identified. Pyrolytic carbon was assessed as a potential 

interface material for SiC-Cf composites. 
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1.1 Objectives 

In practical terms, the objectives of this project are to formulate a feasible and 

potentially cost effective method of manufacturing a uni-directional fibre reinforced 

composite with a silicon carbide ceramic matrix. The methods of matrix formation and 

densification were pre-determined as the infiltration of a ceramic power slurry around a 

fibre lay up and hot-pressing. The most suitable sintering aid system and slurry 

composition, e.g. nature of the solvent and powder loading; likely sintering behaviour 

and thus details of time, temperature and pressure regimes required for composite 

densification are unknown. Because of the high degree of uncertainty and risk of failure 

in initial processing attempts, methods will be tested using a relatively low cost and 

widely available carbon fibre. As CMC's are intended ultimately for use in high 

temperature (>1400°C) oxidising environments (the degree of effort required in 

developing such a complex material would not otherwise be justified) on development 

of a successful processing method, a more resilient silicon carbide fibre such as Hi-

Nicalon would be substituted and some of the process conditions affecting the 

formation of a favourable interface then adjusted. A major condition to be satisfied 

before inclusion of high cost, crystalline SiC fibres is that the ultimate sintering 

temperature should be reduced to around 1700°C or lower. Above this temperature 

level, the fibres considered are subject to rapid crystal growth and consequential 

degradation of mechanical properties. Time permitting, methods for the formation of a 

fibre matrix interface and its mechanical behaviour should be investigated as the 

interface is key to the behaviour of the material. Further, parallel studies of both gas 

pressure and hot-pressing behaviour of the same green silicon carbide material are 

unknown and the comparison of the two processes is likely to produce valuable data. 

6b 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Composite Processing 

In the simplest terms, the processing of a fibre reinforced ceramic composite involves 

incorporating a suitable (commercially manufactured) fibre into a ceramic matrix. The 

wide range of matrix production methods available use either chemical precursors 

which must be reacted to form the polycrystalline matrix material or powdered matrix 

material requiring densification. 

Chemical Synthesis 

Gaseous ingredients are used in the production of ceramic material by CVD (Chemical 

Vapour Deposition) or CVI (Chemical Vapour Infiltration) as the process is renamed 

when composite production is discussed. CVI involves the endothermic reaction of one 

or more gaseous species to produce the ceramic. When conditions within the reactor are 

correctly controlled, heterogeneous precipitation onto the heated reinforcement preform 

occurs, otherwise the gases may react to form a powder in the body of the chamber. 

Examples of some important CVD reactions in ceramic production are given in Table 

2.1. 

Table 2.1 CVD reactions in ceramic processing [Rahaman 1995]. 

Reaction Temperature (K) Application 

2CxHy 2xC + yH2 1100 - 2700 Pyroiytic carbon, graphite, composites 
3SiCl4 + NH3 SigN^ + 12HC1 1200 - 1800 Films for semi-conductors 
CHjCIsS iS iC + 3HC1 1200- 1500 Composites 

Si3N4 + 9HC1 + 3H2 

Conditions required for CVD depend on the reaction being carried out, but generally a 
1 

reaction chamber maintained at a lower pressure thantatmosphere allows the production 

of more uniform material and the temperature of the substrate controls the deposition 

rate. The technique provides a low temperature processing route for highly refractory 

ceramics and has been applied successfully to fibre reinforced silicon carbide. Only a 
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single process is required to form the matrix, but this step must usually be repeat^everal 

times to achieve good density, which even then rarely exceeds 90% of the theoretical 

value. 

Reaction bonding produces ceramic material as a product of the interaction between a 

solid preform and an appropriate gas/liquid. The infiltration of a porous carbon prefonn 

with molten silicon metal produces silicon carbide with some residual silicon 

[Wolfenden et al. 1995, Singh & Behrendt, 1995] and the nitridation of a silicon body 

can be used to obtain silicon nitride ceramics [Yang et al. 1991] While reinforcing 

phases may be incorporated in silicon nitride produced in this way, the reactive nature 

of liquid silicon at high temperatures, makes reaction bonding an unsuitable process for 

the production of silicon carbide based composites. 

Using a solution of metal alkoxide (formula M(OR)x where R is an alkyl group) in 

alcohol as the liquid ceramic precursor allows production of material by the sol-gel 

process [Reed 1989]. Hydrolysis of the solution leads to the production of a rigid 

network consisting of fine particles of ceramic, know as a gel, which is dried and fired 

to produce the final product. Simultaneous hydrolysis and condensation of the solution 

leads to a polymeric gel which must be pyrolysed to produce a ceramic. This method 

has been applied to the production of both silicon carbide and silicon nitride through the 

pyrolysation of polycarbosilanes and polysilazanes respectively. Both sol-gel processes 

have the disadvantage of high shrinkage and the danger of cracking during the drying 

step. The ceramic yield from polymer pyrolysis can also be very low. Realistically these 

techniques are better suited to the production of small volume end products such as 

fibres, films and coatings. 

Powder Consolidation 

Powder processing is applied in the production of compacted green ceramic bodies 

prior to high temperature consolidation. Composite green forms are obtained by slip 

casting [Lange 1989a], filament winding [Shetty et al. 1985, Kristofferson et al. 1995] 

or extruding a powder/liquid slurry. The mechanical pressing of a dry powder with a 

binder, common in monolithic ceramic production, although useful for production of 

8 
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particulate reinforced material is only applied to fibre reinforced composites where the 

matrix is a glass or the parent glass of a glass-ceramic which is expected to exhibit 

considerable flow when hot consolidated. Densification of any composite powder 

preform (ceramic or glass) is attained through a hot consolidation step which could be 

pressureless sintering, hot-pressing [Nakano et al. 1992, Park & Vasilos 1996] or hot-

isostatic pressing (HIP-ing). 

2.1.2 Powder Processing; Wet and Dry 

When a manufactured, fine SiC powder is used to produce the composite matrix, it 

must be formed into dense, homogeneous, distortion free compact. Homogeneity in 

terms of microstructure and distribution of sintering additions is required. Complete 

mixing of the starting components is the first step towards homogeneity and is carried 

out wet or dry. Mixing can take place by convection, shear or diffusion and the most 

important mechanism operating in a specific mixer can be identified through 

calculation of the Reynold's number. A mixing process with a higher shear rate than 

required for bulk flow is needed to break down powder agglomerates [Reed 1989]; this 

can be achieved for liquid suspensions using paddles and blades, but will probably 

require a ball mill for dry powders. Industrial research into ceramics manufacturing has 

identified mixing as a key stage in manufacturing reliable products [Whalen & Trela 

1987] and has shown that a strength improvement in the final specimen of almost 

70MPa could be achieved with wet mixing of silicon carbide and its sintering additives 

as opposed to dry (mean strengths of 299MPa and 230MPa respectively) and that a 

liquid high shear process further improved strength to 325MPa. The improvement 

attained with good mixing is linked to the reduction in agglomerate size and number 

and hence the size of the flaws present and their number. Reduced agglomerate size is 

also credited by Freedman and Millard [1986] as the source of the increased flexural 

strength (440.8MPa as opposed to 235.6MPa) they measured for slurry pressed silicon 

carbide compared to samples manufactured from dry pressed powders. 

Dry powders are compacted by the application of mechanical pressure in a die. Binders 

are included to give the post-pressed powders strength and plasticisers to aid flow and 

therefore compaction of the powder. Part of the load from a vertical punch motion is 

9 
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transferred to the die walls so flaws and compact distortion can be minimised by the 

inclusion of a die wall lubricant. For instance, alumina is processed industrially using 

polyvinyl alcohol as a binder, polyethelene glycol as a plasticiser and aluminium 

stearate as a die lubricant where needed [Reed 1989]. For some systems, water is 

sufficient as a plasticiser. 

In wet processing powders are combined with a liquid to produce a paste, slurry or 

dispersion the properties of which are tailored to the subsequent fonning process. The 

benefits of high powder packing densities may be negated by flaws and distortion 

developed during drying [Scherer 1990]. 

Overall, dry processing is much simpler as the powder is used in its as-received 

condition and there is no complex removal of solvent required. The method is however 

restricted to simple shapes and poor dry packing of powders and inefficient use, and 

burnout, of binders and plasticers leads to green bodies with a low density giving 

distortion and shrinkage problems on sintering. The presence of isolated macro-defects 

(>100^im in size) in the form of voids or low density regions resulting from the 

inclusion of large agglomerates has been noted [Dutta 1984]. Although present in low 

density such defects are, because of their size, responsible for the initiation of fracture 

in the majority of cases and so are severely detrimental to the properties of the ceramic. 

Wet processing reduces the frictional forces between particles and allows much more 

widespread rearrangement during forming leading to a more homogeneous and dense 

green compact. If the powder is well dispersed and carefully dried fewer processing 

flaws are induced. Green densities up to 10% higher can be achieved with wet 

processing as opposed to dry [Fan & Rahaman 1992], and so quicker densification at 

lower sintering temperatures is possible. The properties of the resultant monolith are 

improved by the use of slurry processing. The effect of improved mixing processes in 

liquid media on ceramic strength was reported above [Whalen & Trela 1987] and 

comparative tests by Dutta [1987] showed a 23% strength improvement from slurry 

pressing over dry pressing. Subsequent analysis of the test specimens attributed this 

increase in strength to significant reduction of the population of flaws over 100)j,m in 

size. 

10 
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2.1.2.1 Powders in Liquids 

If sub-micron sized particles of a second phase are successfully dispersed within 

another continuous phase, the resultant mixture is a colloid. Colloids are further sub-

classified according to the nature of the two phases; a gas dispersed within a liquid 

gives a foam, a liquid dispersed within a liquid produces an emulsion or in the case of 

powder processing, a solid dispersed within a liquid is named a colloidal suspension 

[Hiemenz 1977]. When dealing with such small particles, where the surface to volume 

ratio is high, it is largely surface forces which determine colloidal behaviour [Horn 

1990]. Development of the theories of surface forces led to the DLVO theory (named 

after its originators, Derajuin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek) for predicting the 

stability of a colloid within a polar solvent [Overbeek 1977]. The basis of the theory is 

that colloidal stability may be calculated by simply balancing double-layer repulsions 

and van der Waals attractions using, 

Pr = 4-)^, (2. ]) 

where Va is the attractive potential due to van der Waals forces, Vr is the sum of all 

repulsive potentials and Vt gives the resultant magnitude of attractive or repulsive 

potentials [Sato & Ruch 1980]. 

In a van der Waals attraction dominated suspension, the colloidal particles will stick 

together, or flocculate, forming aggregates (groups of particles joined by their faces) or 

agglomerates (groups of particles joined by comers or edges) which sink to the bottom 

of the suspension. 

Electrostatic forces occur even in a non-polar solvent [Horn 1990]. Particles can 

become charged by the desorption of ions or electrons. Repulsive forces are developed 

by like particles as they develop the same sign of surface charge. When a polar solvent, 

such as water is used, both desoiption and adsorption of ions may cause surface 

charging. Mechanisms acting at the surface include hydrolysis, dissociation and 

complexation [Bleier 1983]. Regardless of the mechanism by which the surface is 

charged, a surrounding electrical double layer forms as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

11 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of Stem and Gouy layers for a positively charged particle [Brinker & Scherer 
1990]. 

The electrostatic potential drops linearly across the tightly bound Stem layer from 

the surface potential, to the potential in the Helmholtz plane, which defines the 

boundary between the Stem layer and the diffuse Guoy layer. Outside the Helmholtz 

layer the electrostatic potential decays according to. 

where 4" is the Debye-Hiickel screening length/given by. 

-< exp- l/cih - H)\ 

K' 

(2 2) 

/c • 
i F ' Z v f 

sskT 
(2 3) 

Where F = Faraday's constant, c, = concentration and z,- = valence of ion type /, £ = 

permitivity of solvent, Sq = permitivity of free space, k = Boltzman's constant and T = 

temperature. Low k indicates a wide, uncompressed electrical double layer. The slip 

plane separates the region of fluid which moves with the particle from the free flowing 

bulk and the magnitude of potential here - zeta potential - is correlated to the 

suspension stability. Increasing of the ionic strength of the suspension, compresses the 

Stem layer, which ahers the additive balance between van der Waals attraction and 

electrostatic repulsion pushing the position of the peak repulsion (marked as in 

Figure 2.2 below) to a lower value of separation. 
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total potential 
energy 

distance between surfaces 

secondary minimum 

suspension of higher ionic strength 

j>pnmary minimum 

Figure 2.2 Schematic of DLVO potential - Va = attractive van der Waals potential, Vr = repulsive 
electrostatic potential. 

From equations (2.2) and (2.3) it is apparent that as the ionic strength increases (if an 

electrolyte, acid or base is added to the suspension), k becomes larger and Vr falls off 

more quickly with distance. This lowers the barrier to the close approach of particles, 

first producing a secondary minimum in the combined energy profile (see dotted curve 

in Figure 2.2). Eventually if the ionic strength is increased still further Va becomes 

dominant causing attraction between particles. 

Varying the suspension pH changes the charge density on the particle surface, and so 

also alters the zeta potential. pH values can be identified where the surface charge is 

zero (Point of Zero Charge, PZC) and where the zeta potential is zero (Iso-Electric 

Point, EEP). These pH values will vary with ionic strength and accurate determination 

requires control of the concentration of electrolytes and that the ions present do not 

actively participate in the surface dissolution/adsorption chemistry [Feke 1987]. 

The electrostatic stability of a suspension can thus be manipulated by altering the ionic 

strength of the bulk solution, by the addition of a salt to alter the electrical double layer, 

or by changing the degree and even the sign of the surface charge of the solid by the 

addition of an electrostatic surface active agent or surfactant [Liden et al. 1991]. Further 

large non-ionic, polymeric molecules which associate with the powder surface, 

sterically hindering the close approach of particles may also be used as surfactants 

13 
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[Persson et al. 1987]. This steric barrier prevents the approach of particle surfaces to the 

intermediate separation where the additive total potential is attractive (secondary 

minimum marked on Figure 2.2) [Parfitt 1981]. The presence of a layer of adsorbed 

polymer on the particle surface effectively adds a second repulsive term to the DLVO 

sum of electrostatic and van der Waals forces. The stabilisation effect of a polymeric 

additive is insensitive to the ionic strength of the suspension, but relatively large 

amounts of polymer are required which may cause problems later in sintering. 

Polyelectrolyte additives combine features of both systems in that they are absorbed by 

ionic means but stabilise by steric hindrance. 

Both silicon nitride and silicon carbide powders are observed to have a thin silica layer 

on their surfaces [Rahaman et al. 1986], the native species on the surface being free or 

hydrogen bonded silanol groups and siloxanes as shown in Figure 2.3 [Feke 1987]. 

\ r A / 
0 0 o o o 

S t - S I Si-S' -ShSr -
A A / t \ A A A 

free surface silanol hydrogen bonded siloxane 
surface silanol 

Figure 2,3 Free surface silanol, hydrogen bonded silanol and siloxane surface species [Feke 1987]. 

Hydrophyllic silanol sites exist on hydrated silica surfaces whereas hydrophobic 

siloxane sites exist on dehydrated silica surfaces [Feke 1987]. The balance of these sites 

depends on the temperature and humidity history of a powder and determines its 

behaviour. The surface of SiC is dominated by acidic silanol sites in aqueous 

suspension which de-protonate readily [Feke 1987], giving the surface a negative charge 

in all but the most acidic solutions [Crimp et al. 1986]. The change in sign of the zeta 

potential (the isoelectric point or lEP) occurs, in the absence of any other surfactants 

over a range of pH values given as 2.5±0.2 by Crimp et al. [1986], lower than 3 by 

Whitman and Feke [1988] and in the pH range 2-4 depending on degree of surface 

oxidation by Liden et al. [Liden et al. 1991]. In theory, finding a large polymeric 
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molecule which absorbs onto the SiC surface should produce a sterically stabilised 

suspension, insensitive to changes in electrolyte concentration and the volume content 

of powder, but in reality few methods match the stabilising effect of increasing the 

dispersion pH [Persson et al. 1987]. In an investigation of two polymer groups 

(polyethyleneimines and ethoxylated dimethylamines) Persson et al. concluded that the 

stabilising effect of the second class of polymer molecules was in fact due to their 

ability to change the pH of the solution and that a steric effect was only active when 

using extremely long chain examples of polyethyleneimines, so presenting the problem 

of dewaxing during sintering. 

Dispersion Rheology 

The rheological behaviour of a dispersion is likely to have an effect on its consolidation 

properties and, ultimately, to limit the volume fraction of powder which can be 

included in a slurry which remains suitable for use. A theoretical treatment for the 

effect on viscosity of adding particles to a liquid was formulated by Einstein at the 

beginning of the 20th century. Particles are expected to increase the viscosity of a 

dispersion above that of the suspending medium by increasing the rate at which energy 

is dissipated during shear and by disrupting laminar flow lines [Goodwin 1975]. The 

treatment resulted in an expression for the dependence of dispersion viscosity, 77, on the 

volume content of particles, 

Ti = 'no[i+|'l>] (2-4) 

where % is the viscosity of the pure suspending medium and (f) is the volume fraction of 

particles added. Unfortunately, the assumptions made in this theory, namely that the 

particles are rigid uncharged spheres at low concentrations where there are no 

interparticle or boundary effects - makes the simple expression virtually useless for real 

dispersions. Development of this equation by many workers to account for the effects of 

interactions between particles in dispersions of realistic concentration and the 

interaction effect of the double layers around charged particles (which tends to increase 

suspension viscosity) has been carried out [Goodwin 1975]. Increased energy is 

dissipated by the distortion of electrical double layers around closely approaching 
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particles and more severe distortion of laminar shear layers is induced when electric 

double layers are present and cause particles to be held further apart, and thus a 

dispersion of charged particles will have a higher viscosity than a dispersion of 

uncharged but otherwise identical particles. Even the most detailed theoretical 

calculations, however have problems dealing with irregularly shaped particles and non-

Newtonian viscosity effects, so in reality most suspension rheology work is of an 

empirical, practical nature. 

When considering a single powder, the main parameters affecting dispersion rheology 

are powder volume content and surface charging state. Once the effects of pH and 

surfactant concentration on a particular substance have been studied in depth and 

documented, the pH and concentration values themselves are generally used a ^ a 

surface state. Low powder volume content slurries have been observed to be Newtonian 

in nature with non-Newtonian effects being seen only at higher powder contents. A 

summary of the likely rheological behaviour modes of dispersions is given in the shear 

stress vs. shear rate plot of Figure 2.4. 

lOt 

Dilatent with yield point 

Shear 
Stress 

Bingham 

Pseudopiastic with 
Yield Stress yield point 

Dilatent 

Pseudopiastic 

Newtonian 

Shear Rate 

Figure 2.4 Dependence of shear stress on shear rate for Newtonian, pseudopiastic dilatent and 
Bingham systems along with dilatent and pseudopiastic systems with yield points. 
Pseudopiastic and dilatent behaviour are also known as shear ning and shear 
thit^niKjrespectively. [Reed 1989]. 

For a Newtonian fluid the variation of shear stress, i, with shear rate, y, is a simple 

linear relationship. 
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1: = % Y (2 5) 

where t i l is the viscosity coefficient. The variation for a pseudoplastic material is more 

complex and given by, 

where K is the consistency index and n the shear thinning constant. 

Practical studies of aqueous silicon carbide dispersions containing a significant 

proportion of solids, [Ferreira & Diz 1992] in this case 34% by volume, reveal that the 

mixture shows pseudoplastic behaviour with a distinct yield point. Good correlation 

between the electrophoretic and rheological properties of the slip were observed. These 

effects are both illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 (a) The effect of pH on yield stress and plastic viscosity, (b) Relationship between yield 
stress and electrophoretic mobility of powder particles (NFO and NFl are a-SiC powders 
with mean diameters of 1.2 and 2.8|im respectively) [Ferreira & Diz 1992]. 

The yield stress of the dispersion was highest at a pH of 2, which corresponds to the 

Isoelectric Point of the powder dominated by a surface silica layer. At this point the zeta 

potential is zero and close approach of particles is unhindered, causing some 

flocculation as van der Waals attractions dominate the system. Large floes increase the 

viscosity by trapping some of the suspending fluid internally [Firth 1976]. This 
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effectively increases the volume fraction of solids. Yield stress and viscosity both drop 

off rapidly at pH values greater than 2, reaching minima at pH*6 and levelling out 

thereafter. Figure 2.5. The NaOH used in this study [Ferreira & Diz 1992] is judged to 

saturate the SiC surface at the concentration giving a pH of 8 and further additions serve 

only to increase the charge in the liquid phase thus reducing the potential between 

particle surfaces and destabilising the suspension. The close correlation between 

electrophoretic mobility (closely related to zeta potential) and the suspension yield 

stress (Figure 2.5 (b)) serves to confirm the link between surface charge state (and 

therefore degree of flocculation) and rheological properties. 

The effect on the rheology of the suspension of the volume fraction of powder is 

marked, but less easy to define in terms of standard parameters, such as pH. 

Rheological assessment of two SiC slurries based on particles of different sizes (median 

value 0.1 ̂ m and 0.7pm referred to as A and B respectively) showed that the slurry yield 

stress and viscosity were dependent on powder volume content [Hirata et al. 1993]. 

Both slurries showed Newtonian flow and low viscosity up to a boundary powder 

content value above which values of both yield stress and viscosity rose dramatically. 
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Figure 2.6 Solid content dependence of (a) yield stress and (b) viscosity for silicon carbide 
suspensions of particles 0.1 and 07(im in diameter which are referred to as A and B 
respectively [Hirata et al. 1993]. 

Large particles however produced a dispersion which remained Newtonian in nature to 

higher powder volume content («48vol%) than the slurry of smaller particles 

(«21vol%). As the powders had similar mobilities at the pH used the effect can only be 

attributed to physical differences in the powders. As the particle size decreases, so does 
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the distance between the particles in the suspension for a given concentration. The 

interaction energy between the particles thus increases accounting for the higher values 

of yield stress (So) seen for the smaller powder A in Figure 2.6(a). 

Bishop and Bowen [1987] examined the effect of powder volume content on the 

rheological behaviour of non-polar suspensions (heptane and toluene) of sub-

micrometer P-SiC powder. While low powder volume content suspensions exhibited 

Newtonian behaviour, illustrated by the horizontal plots of apparent viscosity against 

shear rate in Figure 2.7, when 20vol% powder or more was added, the suspensions 

exhibited shear thinning behaviour, i.e. apparent viscosity went down as shear rate 

increased. 
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Figure 2.7 Apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate for various fraction solid in the 
SiC/dodecane system with dispersant added [Bishop & Bowen 1987], 

Two suggestions are given as explanations for shear thinning behaviour. Firstly, a 

combination of reduced electrostatic component of inter-particle repulsive forces at 

higher solids content and hence flocculation could produce a suspension with a 

networked structure of particles which are immobile at low shear rates. The structure 

can be disrupted as the shear rate increases, lowering the viscosity of the suspension. Or 

secondly that a secondary electroviscous effect may be in operation. The repulsive 

interaction between electrical double layers which pushes particles out of their flow 

lines is increasingly reduced as the shear rate increases, causing shear thinning. The 

effect is observed in aqueous high powder volume content suspensions with low 
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electrolyte concentration. The suspensions studied by Bishop and Bowen can be 

considered analogous with such a case as the solvents used have low dielectric 

constants and are thus incapable of supporting high electrolyte concentrations. They 

suggest that this behaviour prevents differential settling when a dispersion is left to 

stand and that the shear thinning effect can be used to advantage as it eases slurry 

processing. The mechanism causing the observed shear thinning is thought to be the 

effect of imposing an increased shear stress (in order to produce an increased shear 

rate), that to some degree overcomes the repulsive force of overlapping electrical 

double layers, thus pushing particles closer together and decreasing the amount by 

which they are pushed out of flow lines [Bishop & Bowen 1987]. Studies of the 

variation of SiC suspension rheology with pH show that apparent viscosity decreases 

with increasing pH [Crimp et al. 1986]. 
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Wetting 

Successful consolidation of a slurry infiltrated composite depends critically on the 

ability to produce a homogeneous green body, preferably containing the required 

volume fraction of powders fully infiltrated between and within evenly spread fibre 

tows. The quality of the green body in turn depends upon the ability of the slurry to wet 

and infiltrate the reinforcement array [Thompson & Witt 1990]. The phenomena 

observed and measured when a liquid wets a solid are useful in explaining some of the 

effects seen, although a powder dispersion cannot be assumed to act in exactly the same 

way as a liquid and a bulk solid coming into contact. 

The fundamentals of liquid solid-gas-interaction are illustrated by Young's equation in 

the simplest case of a drop on a solid surface. 

Ysi 

Yh 

Figure 2.8 Young's equation illustrated by a sessile drop, where y represents the interaction energy 
between two phases, s is the solid phase, I the liquid phase and v is the vapour phase. 9 
is the liquid-solid contact angle [Hiemenz 1977]. 

Although Young's equation illustrates the balance between the three interaction 

energies simply, it cannot be used in a predictive sense. The contact angle may seem to 

be a simple measurement of wetting ability, and cannot be ignored, but all three surface 

interaction energies may vary independently with a change in liquid composition, each 

having an unquantifiable effect on the change in 0. Low Y/v and y.,/ and large should 
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give a low angle of contact, but whether these interaction energies will be maintained in 

a dynamic wetting situation is not known. 

An alternative measure of wetting is the work of spreading or spreading coefficient, Wg, 

given by, 

which is the difference between the work of adhesion between surface and liquid, 

and the work of cohesion of the liquid, Wn, [Steenkamer et al. 1995]. When written in 

terms of the surface tension terms it becomes, 

= (2.9) 

A positive spreading coefficient indicates good wetting. So here similarly a large value 

of and small y/v and give good spreading. 

Measurement of liquid interface properties from the dimensions of a sessile or 

suspended drop are difficult unless the liquid surface profile is hemispherical, which is 

true only in a minority of cases. More often the density difference between the 

atmosphere and the liquid causes a sessile drop to have an oblate profile, the properties 

of which can only be measured once the profile has been matched to a theoretical plot 

[Hiemenz 1977] and the properties if measured give only a very vague indication of 

possible wetting behaviour. 

Practical Measurement of Contact Angle 

Contact angles are most often measured by the sessile drop method. A quantity of liquid 

sufficient to give a drop of convenient base length is placed on a smooth, flat surface 

and photographed with a careftilly levelled camera or examined with a microscope. 

Pressure, temperature and humidity in the surrounding atmosphere should be carefully 

controlled during testing. If assumed to be hemispherical, the drop profile yields a value 

of contact angle from its base diameter and maximum height. To be strictly accurate the 

solution to the Laplace Equation relating the pressure difference across a liquid surface 

to its shape yields a solution for a symmetrical drop with two radii of curvature. 
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Figure 2.9 Definition of co-ordinates for describing a liquid profile with an axis of symmetry (OP) 
[Hiemenz 1977]. 

The values of/?/ and Ry depend on the relative magnitudes of the liquid surface tension 

and the density difference between the liquid and the surrounding atmosphere 

(gravitational effect). Only in a small number of cases will Ri and Ri take the same 

value, yielding a hemispherical drop profile. The hemispherical profile approximation 

is thus extremely inaccurate and so complex profile analysis would be necessary to 

yield contact angle from this experiment. 

It is known that the fibre surface has its own radius of curvature yielding an unduloidal 

drop profile [Carroll 1984], will be chemically and topographically different to the 

experimental substrate and that the contact angle in a dynamic (real processing) 

situation is likely to be different to that measured from a sessile drop. It is difficult to 

apply the sessile drop method of contact angle to composite processing and hence the 

method was not employed. 

Measuring Surface Tension 

A low value of liquid vapour surface energy is considered critical to good wetting 

(equations (2.7) and (2.9)). Low surface tension actually facilitates liquid spreading, 

whereas high surface tension produces a greater driving force to infiltrate a liquid 

between two solid surfaces [Hiemenz 1977]. The same effect in composite 

manufacture, however, also pulls laid-up fibres together into undesirable bunches. 

Surface tension can be considered as a force acting perpendicularly to the liquid surface 

boundaries. From this approach the definition of surface tension is the force acting at 
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the liquid surface boundary divided by the length over which it acts. This allows the 

surface tension to be quantified from the force exerted on a partially submerged plate or 

wire attached to a tared balance or alternatively and more commonly through the force 

needed to balance the gravitational acceleration on a volume of liquid suspended in a 

capillaiy tube. 

Ysv 

Y i v K A 

N 

e 

R 

Figure 2.10 Liquid profile in a cylindrical capillary tube. R = tube radius, h = height rise to base of 
meniscus, 9- three phase contact angle. 

By equating the gravitational force on the mass of liquid suspended in the tube below 

the apex of the meniscus to the surface tension component acting upwards in the tube 

the following relationship is reached; 

2^R{r!v cos 6*) = TtR^hApg (2.10) 

where variables are as defined in the Figure 2.10 and Ap is the density difference 

between the liquid and the atmosphere. Cancelling a factor of ;rand of R simplifies the 

equation. Substituting from Young's equation, equation (2.7) also allows the 

relationship to be considered in terms of the other surface interaction terms. 
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Young's equation balancing the three surface forces always holds in a static equilibrium 

case of a three phase boundary, but since all four of its variables are unknowns, 

provides no information on individual variable values. Capillary rise experiments 

provide equations with two unknowns and allow some inferences to be made from 

practical observations, but 6 is still not measurable. Although h (liquid meniscus base 

height in capillary) can be measured, this ignores the small mass of liquid present in the 

crown around the tube above the level of the base of the meniscus. Applying equation 

(2.10) in a case where ^ = 0 °, or is assumed to be zero, apparently gives values for y/v 

very easily. But the case where 0=0° also corresponds to the case with the largest 

ignored crown of liquid suspended in the tube. So although the error involved in 

measuring 6*accurately has been eliminated the error in the mass of liquid in the tube is 

at its largest. Accurate determination of a liquid's properties is difficult using the 

capillary tube method. 

Chemical surfactants can be added, mainly with the aim of reducing y/̂  and work on the 

principle that one end of the molecule has an affinity for the solvent and the other does 

not. The energy state of the liquid can thus be lowered by the production of more 

vapour/liquid surface area allowing the lyophobic end of the surfactant molecule to 

protrude into the air. Long hydrocarbon chains usually form the lyophobic part of the 

surfactant molecule and sulphonate (salt of an SO2.OH sulphonic acid group) and 

sulphates (producing the SO^ '̂ ion) are the most common lyophilic groups. Sodium 

salts are preferred as the small size of this counter ion is less likely to cause flocculation 

in a powder dispersion [Moreno 1992]. It is likely that any surfactant used to modify y,y 

in a powder dispersion, may also influence the solid/liquid surface energies for both the 

powder and the reinforcement phase to be wetted. Ionic surfaces, for example can 

attract the charged, lyophillic end of a surfactant, so coating the substrate in a layer of 

lyophobic chains making the substance even more difficult to wet [Rosen 1978]. So 

properties of the dispersion other than the liquid surface energy may change with the 

addition of a surfactant and hence, surface energy on its own is not a complete 

assessment of surfactant efficacy. 
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2.1.2.2 Slurry Consolidation 

Traditionally slip casting is the method of slurry consolidation used in porcelain, 

whiteware and refractory production. The slurry is poured into a plaster of Paris mould, 

and the capillary suction developed by the porous mould allowed to remove solvent. 

When the desired thickness has built up, the excess slurry is poured away [Tiller & Tsai 

1986]. Initial developments of slip casting models were driven by the need to increase 

the rate of cake build up [Aksay & Schilling 1981]. Expressions for conservation of 

matter are combined with the filtration rate expressed as Darcy's law, 

f - f 

dP 
where — is the pressure drop across the system, ju is the fluid viscosity, q is the 

apparent filtrate flow rate and K is the permeability of the medium. Aksay and Schilling 

concluded from their work [1981] that fast filtration could be achieved by maintaining a 

high pressure gradient across the consolidated layer and minimising the hydraulic 

resistances of the layer and mould. Small pores in the mold produce a higher suction 

pressure, but the resistance of the mould increases. Larger particles in the suspension 

form a cake with a higher void fraction and thus lower hydraulic resistance but the 

properties of such a cake are likely to be unattractive for sintering. A suspension of high 

volume content solid helps to produce a fast filtering, high quality cake. In an extension 

to this model. Tiller and Tsai [1986] accounted for the behaviour of compressible 

cakes, gave a more detailed analysis of the optimum relationship between suspension 

and mould properties for fast casting and pointed out that some earlier laws based on 

assumptions about the pressure drop across the filter cake were only applicable in 

special cases. Increasing mould resistance with time due to pore clogging by fine 

particles transported through the filter cake have also been successfully modelled 

[Hampton et al. 1988]. The understanding of the slip casting process helps in the choice 

of the best mould for each dispersion, but the process is still considered slow. Attention 

has therefore turned towards methods where the pressure generated in the porous mould 

is augmented by the application of vacuum or air pressure or where the mould is 

entirely replaced by a filter paper or membrane and pressure is applied mechanically 
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[Lange & Miller 1987, Bishop & Bowen 1987, Freedman and Millard 1986] or by 

manipulation of the gas pressures in the casting chamber. Pressure filtration has 

advantages of speed and the potential for complex shape formation over slip casting and 

the quality of the body produced is similar. Care must be taken, however, not to 

continue applying pressure after the final layer of slurry has deposited as this may cause 

a build up of strain which causes distortion on the release of pressure [Lange & Miller 

1987]. 

Flocculated slurries are sensitive to the magnitude of pressure applied in slurry pressing 

or vacuum slip casting. Electrostatically dispersed slurries consistently produce denser 

green bodies than flocculated suspensions and under lower applied pressures. The 

repulsive forces between particles in a well dispersed slurry active up to very close 

approaches, preserve the network of particles in a rearrangable state until a high 

packing density is achieved. The network of particles in a flocced suspension is 

macroscopically deformable but cannot be rearranged into a close packed structure in 

the same way as a dispersed slurry, and have a final microstructure bearing a 

resemblance to a dry powder compact. This deformability means that a 'skin' of dense 

and highly compressed material forms during casting of a flocculated dispersion [Tiller 

& Tsai 1986]. This density differential can lead to warping during drying or warping 

and cracking during sintering, as the porous upper layer of the compact shrinks more 

than the dense under layer on sintering. The problems encountered in drying and 

sintering mean that the use of flocculated slurries is generally avoided. 
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2.2 Ceramic Densification 

Sintering is the consolidation of a ceramic green product at elevated temperature, 

producing a dense ceramic body with a microstmcture giving the required physical 

properties [Reed 1989]. The processes of densification in glasses have been widely 

studied and are generally well understood [Rahaman 1995]. However the situation is 

less well defined for crystalline solid materials where densification usually occurs by 

either solid state diffusion or in the presence of a small amount of a liquid phase. 

2.2.1 Solid State Densification 

Most crystalline solids, if sufficiently highly divided will density at high temperature 

[Prochazka 1973]. The driving force for sintering is the reduction of total free energy of 

the compact associated with a reduction in the total surface free energy. For a compact 

of spherical particles of a substance with molar volume F„, and radius a, the molar 

energy which is gained by full densification is 

3y F 
Jf, == (2.1:*) 

where is the solid-vapour surface energy. The motivation for sintering is provided by 

the curvature of the particle free surfaces and an externally applied pressure, if used 

[Rahaman 1995]. A difference in the chemical potential of vacancies below convex and 

concave surfaces in the compact leads to the 'chemical potential gradient' down which 

vacancies must flow. This unusual concept is best illustrated by consideration of a 

model consisting of two adjoining smoothly curved surfaces (one concave, one convex) 

in an elemental solid where the only possible defects are vacancies. Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11 Schematic diagram showing the direction of flux for vacancies below a curved surface. 

The surface area of the convex region (and hence its contribution to the surface free 

energy) will decrease if the volume of material below it is reduced, which occurs if the 

vacancy concentration in the region is increased. This is what happens as the vacancy 

concentration below the concave surface is above the normal for a flat surface and 

hence a vacancy gradient is causing vacancies to flow from the concave to the convex 

region, or atoms to flow from convex to concave. The chemical potentials of atoms and 

vacancies have been altered by the topography of the surface. The new values may be 

calculated as a function of the curvature of the surface and the surface tension 

[Rahaman 1995]. 

External pressure applied to the compact does work equivalent to, 

ffr (2.1 4) 

where pa is the applied pressure. By application of this formula, any energy contribution 

to sintering, such as the driving force for reduction in compact surface area described by 

equation (2.13) may be expressed as an effective pressure for densification. 

Similar arguments are applied to the variety of defects present in solids. The range of 

diffusional mechanisms are illustrated below, volume and grain boundary diffusion 

being the only two which encourage densification. At firing temperatures, however, 

surface diffusion and transport of matter in the vapour phase can cause enlargement and 

elongation of the inter-particle necks, strengthening a green powder compact without an 
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accompanying increase in density and preventing the possibility of particle centre 

approach [Ashby 1974], 

BOUND 

Mechanism number Transport Path Source of Matter Sink of Matter 
Surface Diffusion 

Lattice Diffusion 

Vapour Transport 
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Figure 2.12 Six alternative paths permitting diffusion controlled sintering. All lead to neck growth, 
only mechanisms 4 and 6 allow centres to translate together allowing densification [Ashby 
1974]. 

2.2.2 Liquid Phase Sintering 

Liquid phase sintering (LPS) provides an alternative densification route especially 

useful for systems where solid state sintenng is difficult or requires very high 

temperatures. The liquid phase facilitates density increase by accommodating particle 

rearrangement and providing a fast diffusion route for atoms dissolved from the solid 

phase, hence encouraging particle flattening [Svoboda et al. 1996]. Advantages are, 

thus, the possibility of sintering "unsinterable' covalent compounds and in less severe 

cases, lowering of the sintering temperature. A disadvantage of the method is the 

possibility of the persistence of a non-crystalline mter-granular phase after densification 
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which may impair high temperature mechanical properties, but the seriousness of the 

problem depends on the system considered. For advanced technical ceramics however, 

the volume of liquid phase is generally restricted to a figure somewhere below 5vol% 

[Rahaman 1995]. The liquid volume is insufficient to fill the inter-particle pores, a fact 

which has implications for the mechanism of densification. 

2.2.2.1 Features of Liquid Phase Sintering 

Driving Force 

A liquid phase which has a contact angle with the solid sufficiently low to allow wetting 

of its entire surface eliminates all solid-vapour interface from the system. The 

elimination of any liquid-vapour interfacial area surrounding pores in the liquid phase 

provides the driving force for densification. The pressure difference across the curved 

pore surface is given by 

= (2.15) 

where is the liquid-vapour surface energy and r the radius of the spherical pore under 

consideration. This is a special case of the Laplace equation, the derivation of which is 

given in Appendix A. The pressure in the liquid is lower than in the pores and therefore 

a compressive stress is generated on the solid particles. 

Persistent and Transient Liquid Phases 

Chemical as well as physical effects are often active in LPS creating conditions for 

reactive liquid phase sintering (RLPS). A chemical reaction is detected if the volume of 

the liquid phase changes throughout sintering or it is not present as a distinct grain 

boundary phase at the end of sintering. The liquid phase may be soluble in the solid e.g. 

SigN^ densified with AI2O3-AIN, may crystallise, an example being the Ti-B-C system, 

[Barsoum et al. 1995] or evaporate firom the body entirely (as in barium titanate sintered 

with lithium fluoride additions) in which case the process is renamed 'transient liquid 

phase sintering'. 
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2.2.2.2 Stages and Controlling factors in LPS 

When the solid displays at least some solubility in the liquid phase, the mechanisms of 

densification by LPS occur in three overlapping stages, each with a dominant 

mechanism. Figure 2.3. The success of the technique and final appearance of the 

microstructure is dependant on kinetic and thermodynamic features of the liquid phase. 

Sintering Stages 
Stage 1; rearrangement 

This stage is dominant for a short period (maybe only a few minutes) at the beginning 

of the sintering process; immediately after the formation of the liquid phase particles 

rearrange to a denser packing arrangement under the influences of the capillary forces 

produced. If the solid is soluble in the liquid, contact points within agglomerates will 

dissolve allowing rearrangement of these smaller particles and sharp edges will also 

dissolve. If the volume of the liquid phase is sufficient to fully fill the interparticle 

interstices, fiill density may be achieved in this stage alone. 
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Figure 2.13 The stages occurring in densification by liquid phase sintering involving some solubility in 
the liquid phase [McColm 1988]. 

The effect of the pressure exerted due to the reduced pressure within the liquid phase 

and its surface tension may be significant. Calculating values for the idealised model 

illustrated in Figure 2.14, [Rahaman 1995] we see firstly that the combined force acting 

between the particles due to the under pressure in the liquid phase and the effect of 
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surface tension is. 

F - -tjX^ISp + cos^ (216) 

Ap being calculated by application of the Laplace equation for a pressure difference 

across a curved surface. 

(2.17) 

where is the liquid-vapour surface energy and h and r are the two radii of curvature 

of the liquid surface in this simplified case. By substituting angles for distances in 

equation (2.17) it can eventually be illustrated that for small contact angles {0) the force 

F is always compressive, whereas for larger contact angles the force is compressive at 

large separation and repulsive for small, so an equilibrium at F = C may be reached 

preventing further densification. Thus good wetting of the solid by the liquid (i.e. small 

G) is required for successful densification. 

Figure 2.14 An idealised model of two particles separated by a liquid bridge [Rahaman 1995]. 

STAGE 2: SoLunoN-REPRECiPiTATioN 

Densification by particle rearrangement slows and the dissolution and reprecipitation of 

solid material from areas of higher to lower chemical potential accelerates in this stage 

of sintering. The dissolution of sharp edges and points of contact in stage one facilitates 

particle rearrangement and fortuitously these volumes of material beneath areas of high 

curvature are those with the highest chemical potential. Diffusion from these areas is 

enhanced in the same way as described for a convex surface in solid state sintering 

earlier, but analysis of the consequences is complicated by the presence of the liquid. A 
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differential analysis of the build up of an infinitesimal hump of material on a uniform 

surface leads to the following expression for the chemical potential of an atom just 

below the surface, 

Mao+iP + rsvK)0. + kT\nC^ (2.18) 

where /i is chemical potential, subscript a denoting any atom and ao an atom in the 

standard state, p is the hydrostatic pressure acting in the lattice just below the surface 

and K denotes the curvature of the surface - the sum of the inverse of the 2 radii of 

curvature, Q is the atomic volume and C. is the molar concentration of a. K is positive 

for convex surfaces and hence the more angular the surface (see Figure 2.15), the higher 

the chemical potential and the greater the propensity to dissolve. 

fa) (b) 

Figure 2.15 Possible shapes for particles with (a) high radius of curvature surfaces which dissolve 
and reprecipitate easily and (b) low radius of curvature surfaces which are more difl5cult 
to dissolve and reprecipitate. 

STAGE 3: OSTWALD RIPENING 

In this the final stage of liquid phase sintering densification becomes slow as the 

microstructure coarsens increasing the diffusion distances between dissolution and 

precipitation sites. Grain shape accommodation continues, and in compacts without too 

much second phase, solid-solid contacts develop and the compact becomes rigid. From 

equation (2.18) it is also apparent that the atoms below the surface of a small spherical 

particle will have a higher chemical potential than those contained within a spherical 

particle of larger radius. Thus, the higher concentration of solid atoms in the liquid 

around small particles leads to a flux of material towards larger grains leading to their 

growth at the expense of small particles. 
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Resulting Microstructure 

The appearance of the final sintered microstructure depends on the surface properties of 

the liquid phase and can be analysed through the dihedral angle, defined as the angle 

between the two liquid-solid surface tensions. Figure 2.16. 

Grain Grain 

Grain Boundary 

Figure 2.16 Definition of dihedral angle, \|/, for liquid in contact with grain comers. 

Applying a force balance to the arrangement and rearranging gives the expression, 

(2.19) 

So the dihedral angle decreases as the ratio of solid-solid to solid-liquid surface tension 

increases towards 2. With a vanishingly small value of ŷ /, it is energetically favourable 

to eliminate all solid-solid interface and so all grains are surrounded by liquid phase. A 

summary of the microstructural features observed in a variety of cases is presented in 

Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Microstructural features observed in ceramics produced by liquid phase sintering, related 
to variation in dihedral angle. 

Yss/YSI V Microsiructure 
>2 0° All grains separated by liquid phase 
V3->2 0-60° Continuous liquid phase penetrating all three grain junctions; 

partial penetration of the grain boundaries by the liquid 
60 - 120° Isolated liquid phase partially penetrating the three grain 

junctions 
<1 ^120° Isolated liquid phase at four grain junctions 
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A large amount of liquid phase leads to rounded grains, whereas in the presence of a 

smaller proportion, more efficient packing is obtained if the grain surfaces flatten and 

take polyhedral shapes. 

2.3 Densification of Silicon Carbide 

Silicon carbide has no identifiable melting point but will decompose into silicon rich 

vapour and a carbon rich residue at very high temperatures. Due to the highly 

directional nature of the primarily covalent silicon-carbon bonds, SiC is a strong and 

stable material, but is an exception to the rule that sufficiently fine division of a pure 

material will allow it to sinter [Prochazka 1973]. This rule of thumb is based on the 

assumption that any solid with an atomic mobility great enough to bring about internal 

mass transport under the influence of surface tension will density. Covalent compounds, 

such as SiC, Si3N4 and BN, seem to be an exception to this rule and have not, been 

successfully sintered in their pure state under attainable conditions of temperature or 

pressure indicating that the mechanism for densification is different and that this 

assertion does not apply to covalent solids. Where ceramic self diffusion coefficients 

are small, additives may be included to encourage densification [Prochazka 1973]. 

Silicon carbide will not density under the application of realistic pressures without the 

addition of diffusion inducing, liquid phase forming or reactive additives. 

2.3.1 Sintering Additives 

2.3.1.1 Boron 

The possibility of achieving highly dense silicon carbide components without the 

application of massive mechanical pressure through the addition of a small amounts of 
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A large amount of liquid phase leads to rounded grains, whereas in the presence of a 

smaller proportion, more efficient packing is obtained if the grain surfaces flatten and 

take polyhedral shapes. 

2.3 Densification of Silicon Carbide 

Silicon carbide has no identifiable melting point but will decompose into silicon rich 

vapour and a carbon rich residue at very high temperatures. Due to the highly 

directional nature of the primarily covalent silicon-carbon bonds, SiC is a strong and 

stable material, but is an exception to the rule that sufficiently fine division of a pure 

material will allow it to sinter [Prochazka 1973]. This rule of thumb is based on the 

assumption that any solid with an atomic mobility great enough to bring about internal 

mass transport under the influence of surface tension will densify. Experimentally, 

shrinkage has been observed when the ratio of the volume diffusion coefficient and the 

square of the diffusion distance (D/r^) reaches a value of 10"̂  for ionic solids and 10"̂  

for metals; that is, atomic mobility is sufficient to bring about internal mass transport 

under the influence of surface tension. Covalent compounds, such as SiC, SizNg and 

BN, seem to be an exception to this rule. Data from Hon and Davis [1979] produce a 

ratio (D/r^) of 2.73x10"^ at 2000K for a typical diffusion distance of Ijnm, indicating a 

similar rates of diffusion to those in ionic solids. These solids have not, however, been 

successfully sintered in their pure state under achievable conditions of temperature or 

pressure indicating that the mechanism for densification is different and that this simple 

rule of ratios does not apply to covalent solids. Where ceramic self diffusion 

coefficients are small, additives may be included to encourage densification [Prochazka 

1973]. Silicon carbide will not densify under the application of realistic pressures 

without the addition of diffusion inducing, liquid phase forming or reactive additives. 

2.3.1 Sintering Additives 

2.3.1.1 Boron 

The possibility of achieving highly dense silicon carbide components without the 

application of massive mechanical pressure through the addition of a small amounts of 
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boron was first identified by Svante Prochazka in his paper 'Sintering of Silicon 

Carbide' in 1973 [Prochazka 1973]. At this time the production of dense silicon carbide 

bodies had already been being carried out by hot-pressing with the aid of metallic 

additives under extremely severe conditions (a ISminute hold at ~2500°C under almost 

300MPa pressure) for some 20 years [Alliegro et al. 1956], and the attractive high 

temperature properties were noticed but remained unexploited due to the expense of 

mass producing material. Hot-pressing work on pure silicon carbide revealed a lower 

pressure limit of around 15MPa, below which no densification of SiC occurred at all, 

implying that silicon carbide has some inherent resistance to sintering and so would 

never be successfully sintered in its pure state without the application of pressure. The 

limit is consistent with the surface energy value of silicon carbide and a pore size of 

around lp,m. The pressure required to achieve an increase in density was observed to 

fall to 3MPa in the presence of 1% boron and so it appeared that in an extremely fine 

grained material (small pores), pressures sufficient to produce densification might be 

induced intrinsically. Prochazka obtained silicon carbide with density greater than 95% 

of theoretical (95%TD) with small amounts of boron and additionally carbon at a 

temperature of 2020°C [Prochazka 1973]. It was observed that when sintering with 

boron alone densification would not run to completion. Prochazka proposed that the 

effect of boron is to reduce the solid-vapour surface energy so lowering the negative 

pressure imposed on the surrounding material by pores. As densification proceeds, the 

total surface area of the compact decreases and so oxide impurities present in the 

original powder become more concentrated at interfaces thereby re-increasing the 

surface energy. Carbon was added to silicon carbide powder during sintering primarily 

to remove oxygen impurities (present as silica) and to bind free silicon into the SiC 

network, through the reactions, 

SiOz + 3C -> SiC + 2C0 (2.20) 

Si + C ^ S i C (2.21) 

While sintering (3-SiC, Prochazka encountered problems with the nucleation a-SiC 

regions, which grew rapidly into large tabular grains due to their highly anisotropic 

surface energy. Such rapid growth of a few grains causes microstructural coarsening 
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without increased density, yet still Prochazka insists that only P-phase powders are 

suitable for pressureless sintering, without consideration of the microstructure produced 

on use of a pure a powder. Sintering of a commercially produced a-phase powder with 

boron and carbon was demonstrated by Bocker and Hausner [Bocker & Hausner 1978] 

who showed that although the microstructure was extremely sensitive to sintering 

temperature and additive content a balance could be struck. 0.5wt% boron was 

sufficient to facilitate sintering up to 95%TD in the presence of 1.5wt% carbon. More B 

caused severe grain growth and elongation and density decrease due to the production 

of free carbon whereas further additions of carbon have little influence. Liquid phase 

sintering in the presence of high concentrations of B is implied from boron rich 

intergranular regions and the rapid grain growth [Bocker & Hausner 1978] which is in 

direct opposition to the theory of Prochazka [1973] but supported by the observations of 

Lange and Gupta [1976] and by the presence of a eutectic temperature as low as 1380°C 

in the SiC-SiBg-Si compatibility triangle. To date, no consensus on the mechanism 

operating has been reached with recent work proposing a solid state mechanism where 

carbon diffuses rapidly forming a uniform layer on SiC particles which is converted to 

secondary SiC by reaction with silica as the temperature rises [Wroblewska et al. 1990]. 

The boron which is initially present in the carbon layer is thought to diffuse totally into 

the matrix. In a detailed study of the densification mechanisms of covalent solids, 

Greskovich and Rosolowski [1976] used porosity and density measurements on SiC 

samples containing either boron, carbon or a mixture of the two sintered under vaiying 

time and temperature conditions to analyse the kinetics of densification. Observations 

showed that carbon alone allowed rapid densification at temperatures between 1300 and 

1500°C but that the densification slows above 1600°C and does not go to completion. 

When SiC is doped with both B and C surface area reduction begins at 1500°C and 

continues, accompanied by simultaneous density increase up to 1900°C, Fig 1.6. This is 

here attributed to the effect of boron which is thought to inhibit surface diffusion at 

lower temperatures, preventing neck formation, coarsening and grain growth but to 

facilitate bulk diffusion at higher temperatures. Sintering with boron alone produces a 

porous but fine grained material, which is taken to indicate that carbon's role is to 

remove oxides from the grain boundaries as this affects their ability to absorb 

vacancies. Even macroscopically non-sintering compacts are observed to show locally 
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dense regions, attributed to the preferential growth of certain particle necks containing 

low energy grain boundaries and the simultaneous shrinkage of others through surface 

and vapour phase diffusion. The conclusion of this work is that volume diffusion must 

be encouraged at the expense of vapour and surface routes. 
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Figure 2.17 Specific surface area vs. firing temperature for P-SiC containing O 0.8wt% C and • 
containing 0.8wt% C + 0.6wt% B. 

The operation of liquid phase sintering is, unsurprisingly, in general denied by those 

researchers sintering with concentrations of boron below or around its solid solubility 

limit of around 0.5wt% in SiC [Tajima & Kingery 1982] and supported by those 

observing deposits of B or B4C in material sintered with higher additive concentrations. 

2.3.1.2 Aluminium & Boron 

After some years of experimentation with boron and carbon sintering additives it 

became apparent that although these compositions could be sintered successfully to 

high density, conditions of temperature and carbon concentration had to be very 

carefully controlled to avoid exaggerated grain growth, detrimental to the mechanical 

properties. Additions of aluminium containing additives (A1 metal, AI4C3, AIN) were 

later found to allow pressureless sintering of silicon carbide at lower temperatures than 

with boron alone, typically 2050°C as opposed to 2150°C, [Schwetz & Lipp 1980] 

where grain growth did not occur so rapidly and control of the final grain structure was 

possible. Around 2wt% carbon must still be added along with aluminium additives, and 

additions of more than 0.4wt% A1 are not found to improve density figures further 

[Glissen et al. 1991]. The mechanisms of densification are not clearly understood, but it 
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is suggested that the aluminium enters into solid solution with the silicon carbide. This 

would increase the defect concentration and thus also raise the rate of volume diffusion 

[Bocker et al.l979]. The solid solution theory is supported by the absence of 

intergranular aluminium containing regions when small amounts of aluminium are 

employed and the observed limit to the effectiveness of further aluminium additions at a 

point possibly corresponding to its solid solubility limit in silicon carbide. 

2.3.1.3 Oxide Additives 

When sintering silicon carbide with boron and aluminium additions, the presence of 

oxygen as silica on the powder surface inhibited densification and the suppression of 

the oxygen level in the powder was thought to be imperative for reasonable density to 

be achieved [Kerber et al. 1990]. Hence, the use of alumina as a liquid phase forming 

additive, in order to reduce the densifying temperature much below that required for the 

solid state mechanism promoted by the boron-carbon additive system, was still being 

heralded with great surprise in the mid-eighties [Negita 1986] despite the fact that it had 

been successfully demonstrated by Lange [1975] to allow the production of dense SiC 

during hot-pressing at temperatures between 1950°C and 2100°C as early as 1976 and 

reasonable densification in pressureless sintering had been shown by Bocker et al. in 

1979 [Bocker et al.l979]. Theory caught up with practice on the appearance of Negita's 

study of effective sintering aids in 1986 [Negita 1986]. Working on the basis that metals 

for which the oxide's free energy of formation and the carbide's free energy of 

decomposition are both greater than the free energy of decomposition of SiC, will 

provide oxides suitable for use as sintering aids. This approach identified AI2O3, Y2O3 

and Ce^Og as possible sintering aids, all of which had already been successfully 

employed, as well as new suggestions such as HfOz Later development of the process 

of sintering SiC with AI2O3 additions by Cutler and Jackson [1989] has shown that a 

mixture of AI2O3 and Y2O3 gives a silicon carbide product with a density value closer to 

the theoretical maximum, smaller flaws and greater strength without the application of 

mechanical pressure at temperatures below 2000°C. Cordrey et al. [1990] attempted to 

distinguish between the separate and combined densifying effects of alumina and yttria 

by sintering pure silicon carbide and silicon carbide doped with 2 or 5wt% yttria 
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contained in either pure SiC or a SiC sinter bed containing alumina. They claimed to 

have shown that neither alumina or yttria would cause sintering in isolation . Heating 

pure SiC in the alumina containing bed produced a sample showing neck growth but no 

shrinkage and heat treating SiC containing 2wt% Y2O3 in a SiC powder bed at 2050°C 

gave no densification. The evidence against the efficiency of AI2O3 as a sintering aid 

seems weak as the additive was not included within the compact and other researchers 

have produced some densification with alumina alone, [Bocker et all979] but results 

were undeniably better when alumina was included in the sinter bed of the pellets 

doped with 5wt% yttria . 90% density was achieved after 45 minutes at 2050°C. A soak 

time of 90 minutes at this relatively high temperature, however, was required to achieve 

96% density using this indirect method of alumina addition. Auger analysis of the 

sample containing 5wt% yttria and sintered for 90minutes at 2050°C in the alumina 

containing bed, revealed no yttrium in the interior of the sample. This was accompanied 

by a skinning effect on the sample surface - a rough surface taking on the appearance of 

solidified liquid droplets. The skiiming effect was only seen with samples containing 

5wt% additives sintered at temperatures above 2050°C. All samples sintered at lower 

temperatures and shorter times in the alumina bed showed higher amounts of a second 

phase for which the Auger spectroscopy suggests an alumina.yttria ratio of 2:3. A high 

partial pressure of AI2O is credited with transporting aluminium into the samples and so 

producing the Y:A1;0 phases detected at grain boundaries. 

Following the lead of this work silicon carbide ceramics sintered with the liquid phase 

forming additives, alumina and yttria, to high quality and density, under conditions of 

low pressure and relatively low temperature in an argon atmosphere are now widely 

reported [Cutler 1989, Cordrey 1990, Omoru & Takei 1988, Mulla & Krstic 1994]. 

Mulla and Krstic [1994] obtained greater than 97% theoretical density (TD) at 1850°C 

for P-SiC and Kerber and Velken [1995] achieved similar density figures at 1875°C for 

black (slightly impure) a-SiC. The shorter times and lower temperatures now needed 

for densification, limit grain growth and the liquid phase prevents grains from touching 

and coarsening. The need to manipulate the chemical equilibria involving gaseous 

products in this reactive LPS method in order to obtain better material properties at 

lower temperatures is recognised [Mulla & Krstic 1994, Dijnen 1996]. Volatilisation of 
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alumina through reaction with silicon carbide may cause significant mass loss and 

porosity due to gases being evolved. Investigation of a system using alumina, yttria and 

carbon as sintering aids by van Dijnen and Mayer, p i jnen & Mayer 1996] led them to 

simultaneous consideration of all of three of the most important SiC decomposition 

reactions. The carbon was used to react with silica present on the SiC powder surface, 

preventing silica from altering composition and thus the wetting properties of the 

selected liquid phase and preventing the decomposition of SiC in the reaction, 

2SiO200 + SiC(s)-»3SiO(g) + CC^g) CL22) 

The decomposition of SiC by reaction with alumina follows the course, 

/Ll2()3(s) + 23iC}(s) -»:SiC)(g) 4-.AJ2(](jg) + (:()(g) (2.23) 

The addition of carbon suppresses reaction (2.22) and instead promotes the formation of 

secondary silicon carbide, 

SiOzOO + (3s)-»Si(:(s)4<:O20^ (Z24) 

The fi-ee energies for the above reactions may be calculated from the equations given in 

Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 Gibbs' free energy equations for reactions (2.22)-(2.24). 

Reaction Gibbs' free energy (J) 
2Si02(s) + SiC(s) ^3SiO(g) + CO(g) AG°T = 384400 - 165-4T 

AG°T= 1369700 - 551-6T 

SiOzCs) + C(s)^SiC(s) +C02(g) AG°t = 604000 - 339-4T 

Using these expressions to calculate the total pressure of gas produced at temperatures 

ranging from 1600°C to 2200°C results in the figures presented in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4 Gas pressures generated by SiC formation and decomposition reactions active during 
sintering. 

Temperature Reaction/Total gas pressure (bar) 
(°Q (2.22) (2.23) (2.24) 
1600 0.53 0.002 2.8 
1800 096 0.038 18.4 
2000 1.6 0.39 84 
2200 2.4 2.7 306 
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Apparently, in the presence of carbon, SiC decomposition is less favoured than 

secondary SiC formation (reaction 2.24 versus reaction 2.22) but that the carbon/silica 

reaction still produces a significant pressure of evolved gas. The reaction of AI2O3 with 

silicon carbide (reaction (2.23))is less significant below temperatures of 2000°C and so 

will not be a problem at the temperatures required to sinter in argon. 

The effect of evolved gases from ceramic decomposition on sintering was observed by 

Terwilliger and Lange [1975] for a system of Si3N4 +5wt% MgO and modelled. The 

model predicts that when the ceramic body being sintered has a density less than around 

94%, and all porosity is linked and open to the surface, it is the increasing volume of 

the pores due to the outward flux of material which hinders densification. As 

decomposition occurs the increasing volume of the pores results in reduced surface 

curvature and so a reduced pressure for densification, equation (2.15). Balancing the 

pore growth due to decomposition and shrinkage shows that when decomposition is 

significant the driving force for densification and shrinkage will cease after long periods 

causing an actual fall in density. At densities greater than 94% gas builds up within 

closed porosity causing bloating thus hindering densification. The use of a powder bed 

to trap evolved gases and so raise their partial pressure within the sintering 

envirormient, preventing fiirther evolution helps the sintering process. Use of a sinter 

bed which produces some of the gases concerned (i.e. inclusion of coarse alumina 

powder to produce AI2O) is even more beneficial [Kerber & Velken 1995]. Further 

extrapolation of this principle has le^ to the use of small pressures of carbon monoxide 

in the sintering atmosphere [Mulla & Krstic 1994] to suppress both reactions 2.2 and 

2.2 . Faster sintering rates resulting from smaller starting powders, high quality green 

bodies and well distributed sintering additives also serve to minimise AI2O3 

volatilisation. 

Volatilisation of products from the SiC/Al203 reaction may also cause the movement of 

the yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) low melting point liquid phase during sintering. 

YAG contains Y2O3 and AI2O3 in a molar ratio of 3:5 respectively. Constraint of the 

volatilisation of gaseous reaction products by the presence of a sinter bed is thought by 

Lee et al. [1996] to produce the excess liquid phase and resulting finer microstructure 
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they observe at the surface of LPS SiC samples containing around 3wt% of YAG 

additives. Kostic, however observed liquid phase segregation in sintering without a 

sinter bed but with much higher levels (15wt%) of alumina and yttria additives in the 

YAG ratio [Kostic 1988]. Observation of rough pellet surfaces after sintering lead to the 

conclusion that this was due to the mechanical propulsion of the liquid second phase to 

the sample surface during sample shrinkage. 

Amounts of alumina and yttria additives used rarely, if ever, exceed 10vol% of the total 

powder bulk [Cutler & Jackson 1989] and generally fall somewhere between 5 and 

10vol% [Kerber & Velken 1995, Mulla & Krstic 1994]. The wealth of concentration 

units used make comparisons difficult, but successful additive compositions contained 

amounts of alumina ranging ffom 50-80mol% of the total [Cutler & Jackson 1989, 

Kerber & Velken 1995, Omoru & Takei 1988, Mulla & Krstic 1994], the higher 

alumina concentrations being more common. This range represents a wide band of 

compositions straddling the YAG (3Y203:5Al203) composition which is one of the 

lowest melting point phases in the alumina-yttria system and is associated with the 

lowest melting point eutectic, Figure 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18 Equilibrium phase diagram for AI2O3 and Y2O3 [Cutler & Jackson 1989]. 
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The introduction of pressure during sintering should increase atomic mobility and thus 

lower this optimum temperature. Published work on hot-pressing of silicon carbide as a 

topic is sparse, as compared to the analysis of materials densified by this method. The 

application of pressure is generally used to reduce the amounts of sintering additions 

necessary for densification rather than to lower the sintering temperature. The main 

drawback is the possibility of rapid and exaggerated grain growth at the temperatures in 

excess of 2000°C often used [Prochazka 1973, Lange 1975]. Below «2000°C, 

increasing temperature, progressively produces more dense material, but a study of 

kinetics [Lange 1975] involving the first application of mechanical pressure only once 

the ultimate sintering temperature had been reached resulted in continual increase in 

density even in the final slow stages at temperatures up to 2025°C but a lower density 

and more porous microstructure was obtained at 2075°C. This effect was attributed to 

grain growth prior to the attainment of full density. 

The operative mechanisms of liquid phase sintering are not changed by the application 

of pressure, but the liquid phase may be squeezed into voids present in the green body. 

In this case layers rich in alumina perpendicular to the cold and hot-pressing directions 

have been observed and were thought to be the result of the filling of voids left behind 

in thick powder compacts which had relaxed after uniaxial pressing [Lange 1975]. 

2.3.1.4 Particle Morphology 

Effective sintering requires a powder containing a narrow size distribution of small 

particles [Kevorkijan et al. 1989]. The choice of a powder with high specific surface 

area seems logical as the energetic benefits of the surface area reduction will produce a 

large driving force for densification. In practice, specific surface area is reduced 

drastically by surface diffusion at temperatures well below the optimum sintering 

temperature for silicon carbide [Elder & Krstic 1989]. Little shrinkage, and hence 

densification, is associated with this reduction of surface area below 1800°C, and so 

densification at higher temperatures is still controlled by the drive for reduction in pore 

curvature. Small particles are manufactured and chosen in material production to 

reduce diffusion distances and hence sintering times, [Kato 1987] and produce a fine 

micro-structure with small defect size. However it is well known from powder 
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metallurgy [McGreary 1961] that a bimodal particle distribution produces the highest 

packing density and would result in green bodies closer to the final density required. In 

fact the required dominant densification method dictates an optimum green body 

packing structure which does not at first appear logical. When densitying a ceramic, 

diffusion fi-om surface to surface must be prevented as it simply serves to move porosity 

fi'om one place to another. Bulk diffusion from between the centres of particles 

(allowing shrinkage) is encouraged by maximising the number of contact points 

between particles to act as atom sources to fill in porosity. A high density of particle 

contacts also maximises the potential for the conversion of solid-gas interface to solid 

solid interface with a resultant energy reduction and associated driving force for 

sintering. This is achieved by using a powder of small particle size distribution. Thus, 

monitoring of specific surface area alone is not sufficient to determine the potential of a 

power to densify. 

2.3.2 Reinforcements 

2.3.2.1 Retardation of Sintering 

Incorporation of a rigid, non-sintering reinforcing phase into a ceramic matrix 

dramatically alters the way it sinters. The effect has been widely modelled for the 

densification of powdered glass matrices [Hseuh et al. 1986, Raj 1984]. Initial 

modelling relied on the observation that a densifying matrix shrinks around a rigid non-

sintering reinforcement, placing it under a compressive stress. This compressive stress 

in turn induces an equal and opposite tensile stress in the matrix ceramic, so retarding 

its densification. Earlier work in this field predicted discouragingly high values of 

tensile hydrostatic stress in the matrix produced by rigid inclusions, until Scherer 

[Scherer 1987] pointed out that such high values of tensile stress around the inclusions 

required a negative value of Poisson's ratio for the matrix. The much smaller stresses 

predicted by corrected models fail to predict the observed composite densification 

retardation. This along with the experimental observation that a single isolated 

inclusion has no effect on the densification of the surrounding matrix powder [Lange 

1989b] lead to the conclusion that it is interactions between reinforcements rather than 

their compression by the densifying matrix that control sintering [Lange et al. 1991]. In 
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fact, experiments involving the densification of AI2O3 powder within a rigid network of 

SiC whiskers showed no global densification but the powder within the network 

densified onto the network, opening up voids between whiskers. The anisotropy of a 

polycrystalline ceramic powder matrix caused by the development of grain boundaries 

is much more difficult to model than a glass, [Scherer 1987] although an attempt has 

been made by Lange et al. [Lange et al. 1988] which begins by analysing a 2-D array of 

reinforcements on a simple cubic lattice and introduces the concept of incipient crack 

opening during densification. Figure 2.19. The matrix powder between inclusions will 

be subjected to a force fi-om more than direction. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.19 Diagram illustrating (a) reinforcements on lattice sites, (b) edges shrink less than 
diagonals, constraint relieved by crack opening (c) densification potential of matrix 
deforms cell along edges, Lange et al. [Langel988]. 

The ratio of amount of powder between reinforcements to the distance separating them 

determines the amount of shrinkage between sites during densification. As the 

reinforcements on the diagonals of the cell are fiirther apart there is more powder 

exerting a force to densify. Maintenance of the lattice layout specifies that 

reinforcements cannot be pulled off their lattice sites and a tensile constraint results on 

the diagonal. The constraint is relieved either by the opening of a crack at the site of a 

void or powder packing flaw, or the reinforcements being pulled further into the cell by 

the densification potential of the powder and the material along the edges being 

deformed. In practice any crack like void in a real matrix will grow to relieve 

constraint, and also produce denser material either side of the crack. Producing 

uncracked composite green bodies is thus essential. This model however holds only for 

two dimensions or could be extended to a 3-D array of spherical particlejon cubic lattice 
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sites, but provides only a few qualitative indications of the mechanisms in operation on 

realistically placed particles or continuous fibre reinforced composites. Lange 

concludes [1993] that matrix densification involving shrinkage in a continuously 

reinforced composite can only lead to crack opening, resulting in a critical flaw size that 

is too large to give acceptable composite properties, so instead he advocates the 

strengthening of the powder matrix by neck growth without shrinkage while still 

limiting the maximum flaw size. Porous matrices are considered by many to give 

acceptable mechanical properties but leave the oxidation question un-addressed [Luthra 

&Park 1992]. 

2.4 Properties of Ceramic-Matrix-Composites 

The intention in producing a composite is to devise a material which has better or 

different properties to those of the individual components, whether the improvement be 

in mechanical, chemical or electrical properties. Adding fibres to a polymer or metal 

matrix imparts stiffness and limits matrix creep at elevated temperatures. Ceramic 

matrices, such as silicon carbide, silicon nitride and mullite possess sufficient creep 

resistance and stiffiiess to give good structural service to temperatures in excess of 

1300°C but lack resistance to crack extension. Continuous fibres are added with the 

intention of producing non-linear stress-strain behaviour through increased crack 

growth resistance, and indeed, R-curve behaviour where crack growth resistance 

increases as the crack lengthens [Lange 1993]. The non-linearity introduced by the 

addition of fibres allows permanent deformation to occur through frictional dissipation 

of energy through fibre debond and slide, increased compliance and a change in 

residual stress distribution due to matrix cracks. 

For intelligent development of new materials and for reliable production and 

predictable behaviour in service to be achieved, conclusive links must be drawn 

between micromechanical processes occurring at the fibre-matrix interface and global 

mechanical behaviour [Evans & Zok 1994]. Observation of mechanical testing of large 

specimens in tension or bending [Kodama et al. 1989, Grathwohl et al. 1992] produces 

data which, with the aid of behavioural models [Aveston et al. 1971, Evans 1994, Evans 
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1989b, Marshall et al. 1985, Thouless et al. 1989, Shetty 1988] and testing on individual 

fibres by indentation [Marshall & Oliver 1987, Weihs & Nix 1981] or pull-out 

[Charalambides & Evans 1989] methods, can be used to characterise interface 

behaviour. This information should be fed back to processors, continuing the 

development loop. 

2.4.1 Mechanical Behaviour 

2.4.1.1 Global Mechanics 

Most analysis of mechanical behaviour of long fibre reinforced composites is carried 

out on uni-directional laminates stressed in the fibre direction [Kerans 1989], which is 

unlikely to represent the situation for a composite in use but will, nevertheless, locally 

illustrate all possible deformation modes. The mode of deformation, and the efficiency 

with which energy is absorbed during damage is governed by certain key relationships 

between properties of the fibre, matrix and interface and can in some cases be plotted 

on a mechanism diagram using some carefully chosen dimensionless parameters, 

including residual stress state of as-processed material. 

On loading a composite sample in tension parallel to the fibres, the load is initially 

shared between the matrix and fibres in amounts proportionate to their volume fraction. 

The strain in the specimen is initially equal for both fibre and matrix components and 

increases until the matrix failure strain and hence the cracking stress of the matrix, Gmc, 

is reached. Following initial matrix cracking, further deformation follows one of two 

paths [Evans & Zok 1994]. In Mode I failure, a substantial number of fibres fail as a 

single dominant crack traverses the matrix. Provided the fibre-matrix interface is weak 

enough to allow some debonding and sliding, small amounts of energy are dissipated by 

fiictional pull-out in the crack wake as the two blocks of matrix pull apart. If the fibre 

matrix bond is very strong, the crack extends right through the fibres causing 

catastrophic failure. 
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Figure 2.20 The fundamental mechanisms operating in a CMC as a crack extends through the matrix 
[Evans & Zok 1994]. 

When first matrix cracking is not accompanied by substantial fibre failure, multiple 

matrix cracks develop gradually to saturation. According to a force balance in the 

original model by Aveston, Cooper and Kelly (ACK) [Aveston et al. 1971] the crack 

separation in a matrix with a lower strain to failure than its reinforcing fibres is between 

X' and 2X\ these limits being determined by interfacial firictional properties through. 

X' = 
F, ^nm ̂  

(2.25) 

Where and Vf are volume fractions of matrix and fibres respectively, CTmu is the 

ultimate fracture strength of the matrix phase and r is the fibre radius. The model 

simplifies the nature of the interface by assuming that no energy is absorbed during 

debonding and that the value of x, interfacial shear stress, is constant with position 

(which ignores Poisson's effects) and interface degradation. A high value of interfacial 

shear stress leads to the rapid transfer of stress back to the matrix and so its build up to 

matrix cracking stress over a short distance in the fibre direction i.e. a low value of X'. 
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Figure 2.21 A tensile stress-strain curve for a 'tough' ceramic composite. 

The stress strain curve shows a non-linear upward curve as matrix cracking develops up 

to a maximum tensile strength dictated by the ultimate strength of the fibres [Aveston et 

al. 1971]. Thus a small volume fraction of fibres will lead to single fracture as the stress 

transferred from the cracked matrix will result in a load on the fibres higher than their 

bundle strength. Failure is not catastrophic as energy is dissipated by pull-out of broken 

fibres, which, in general, do not break in the crack opening region despite this being the 

region of highest stress, as failure initiation sites are statistically distributed throughout 

the length of the fibre [Thouless et al. 1989]. Finally, if the matrix material redistributes 

stress through shear damage before failure. Mode IE behaviour is attributed [Evans & 

Zok 1994]. 

Matrix Cracking 

One of the fimdamental concepts in the analysis of composite behaviour is that the 

matrix and reinforcement constituents no longer behave as separate bulk materials. 

Matrix cracking no longer occurs in the range defined by the Weibull modulus for the 

monolithic ceramic but is a function of the elastic properties of the composite, which in 

turn depends on such as the fibre volume fraction but more critically on 

interfacial sliding stress and satisfaction of debond criteria through the debond energy. 

A lower limit for the matrix cracking stress is given by [Evans et al. 1991], 

E_. 
(2.26) 
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which is derived from the ACK model not accounting for debonding energy so is 

applicable when the ratio of Fj to Fm (interface to matrix cracking energy) approaches 

zero and has been corrected to take account of residual longitudinal stress in the matrix, 

p. Here V/ is the volume fraction fibres, R is their radius and E is the composite 

Young's modulus from the rule of mixtures. Pre-existing flaws in the matrix initiate 

cracking. Such a flaw will typically be a crack bridged by fibres over its entire surface 

area. As a uniform tensile stress, is applied normal to the crack, and parallel to the 

fibre direction the crack surface p r e s s u r e , w h e r e Vy is the fibre volume fraction 

and t the tensile stress in the fibres, and the crack opening displacement, u, increase 

monatonically with distance behind the crack tip towards asymptotic limits % and Og. 

This is a steady state configuration, and thus the critical stress required at the crack tip 

to extend the crack within the matrix Cc is independent of crack length. Hence, provided 

the cyc<Sft)̂  where S* is the bundle strength of the fibres, the crack extends indefinitely 

across the matrix without breaking fibres in its wake. If however the pre-existing crack 

is not long enough to facilitate asymptotic crack opening at aa=ac then critical matrix 

cracking stress is a decreasing function of crack length [Evans & Marshall 1989]. 

Analysis of steady state cracking leads to a relation from which <3̂  may be determined 

once the stress displacement relation, has been determined, 

= (2.27) 

where Uc is asymptotic crack opening at CTa=ac and is the fracture energy of the 

unreinforced matrix. 
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Figure 2.22 Stress, crack opening curves for (a) steady state cracking and (b) steady state toughening 
[Evans 1989]. 

In general, changes to the p(u) curve which stiffen the loading portion increase Cc while 

changes to the maximum value of p(ii) or the portion of the curve after the peak have no 

effect on <7o. If the pre-existing crack is initially unbridged by fibres (e.g. a notch added 

with a saw) a bridging zone develops behind the crack tip, increasing the crack closing 

pressure, p, and imparting R-curve (toughening) behaviour to the composite. In 

materials with short bridging zones, the increment of toughness with crack opening is of 

primary interest. In those materials with longer bridging zones the whole R-curve is 

examined, as steady state cracking might not be achieved within the width of the 

sample [Evans & Marshall 1989]. 

2.4.L2 Interfaces 

The type of damage behaviour exhibited by a composite is strongly influenced by the 

fibre-matrix interface properties, which must be manipulated to allow debonding and 

sliding. 

Debonding 

An upper bound on the interface fracture energy Fj is imposed by the need to satisfy the 

debonding criterion [Davis et al. 1993], 

r (2.28) 

as calculation and observation have shown that unless the fracture energy of the fibre 
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material Tf is at least 4 times higher than that of the interface, then an advancing crack 

will continue straight through the fibre leading to negligible toughening. Energy rather 

than strength based arguments produce the same expression for interfacial energy 

release rates. Such a simple debonding rule conceals the fact that the elastic properties 

of fibre and matrix are critically important in determining whether debonding occurs 

before fibre fracture [Hsueh 1990] so simply comparing F; and Ff should not be 

assumed to hold for all composite systems and loading situations. A composite interface 

giving no debond will not improve the toughness of a ceramic matrix and is thus of no 

practical interest. 

Sliding 

The sliding of an unbonded fibre (whether debonded or originally unbonded) through 

the composite matrix can be modelled through consideration of elastic frictional 

processes occurring at contact points along the fibre matrix interface which arise out of 

the combined effect of mismatch strain and roughness. The four variables in such an 

analysis are (i) the amplitude and wavelength of interface roughness, (ii) the mismatch 

strain, Q, (iii) the Coulomb fiiction coefficient and (iv) the elastic properties of the 

constituents [Evans & Zok 1994]. 
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Figure 2.23 The fibre sliding model indicating the location of debonding and frictional sliding [Evans & 
Zok 1994]. 

Such a model helps in separating out the individual influence of these factors on 

composite behaviour and to suggest possible processing modifications needed 

ko manipulate properties. As well as being elastic, contact is assumed to obey the Coulomb 

friction law. 

T^r„-/ua^ (2.29) 

where TO is the frictional shear stress required to slide the interface in tension, n is the 

Coulomb friction coefficient and cr^ is the stress normal to the interface and a 

compressive stress component is indicated by a negative value and acts to increase r. <3̂  

has components due to surface roughness and to thermal residual stress, the 

contribution of which is calculated through [Jero et al. 1991], 

a J = y(AaA7) (2.30) 

where 7 = 
E„.Ef 

(231) 

Aa is the fibre matrix coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch, AJ is the temperature 

difference between the upper limit of matrix plasticity and the testing temperature, and 
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E and v are the elastic moduh and Poisson's ratio of the composite constituents, the 

subscripts / a n d m referring%bre and matrix respectively. In a completely analogous 

manner to the thermal case, the misfit strain produced by a translation of a surface with 

aperiodic roughness with a wavelength much longer than the fibre radius r and mean 

amplitude A is A/r. As the thermal and roughness contributions to cr̂  are completely 

independent, they can simply be added to produce the final expression, 

+ (2.32) 

Jero et al. [1991] have tested this model using push-back tests on a model material of 

silicon carbide monofilaments in potassium borosilicate glass matrices. The residual 

thermal compressive stress normal to the interface can be calculated from existing 

models, as can the radial load acting at any distance into the fibre and the fiiction 

coefficient. Careful choice of boundary conditions and the results from load 

displacement curves as a fibre is pushed back through the 'seating drop' (a dip on the 

load required to move the fibre as it translates through its original position) allow the 

surface roughness to be calculated. Jero et al. claim fair agreement of roughness values 

back calculated fi'om applied loads through equation (2.32), values inferred from 

photoelasticity measurements of the fringes visible around fibres illuminated with 

polarised light and those measured directly from the fibre by interferometry, but lack 

the confidence to publish actual results. Interfaces which satisfy the debond energy 

criteria already detailed earlier [Davis et al. 1993], may still fail to produce a composite 

with attractive properties. If the debond crack is deflected in places into the matrix, a 

high surface roughness which will not deform on sliding reduces debond length 

drastically. Conversely an interface which debonds too smoothly, gives a value of x too 

low to absorb a significant amount of energy during pull-out. 

Residual Stress 

Many properties of a composite, and hence its performance, are sensitive to residual 

stress caused by misfit strain, Q, arising from the mismatch of thermal expansion 

coefficients between matrix, Om, and fibre, Of. Extremes in mismatch are where 

possible avoided as a large value of causes premature matrix cracking, while a large 
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value of ttf causes the fibre to shrink away from the matrix inducing partial thermal 

debonding on cooling [Evans 1989]. If such thermal debonding extends to a large 

proportion of the interface it can completely negate the effect of the fibres, but on a less 

extensive scale partial debonding or a tensile stress across the interface serve to lower 

the interfacial fracture energy, Ti, encouraging debonding. 

The longitudinal stresses induced in the matrix and the reinforcing ligaments are of 

opposite sign, so on a large scale, fracture mechanics approaches to analysing 

composite properties are unaffected in the absence of a bridging zone [Evans & 

Marshall 1989]. Furthermore, even in the presence of a bridging zone, although the 

stress-displacement relationship, p(u), is modified, the manner of its application 

remains unchanged. This alters the values if toughness and matrix cracking stress 

obtained. 

Inter-laminar residual stress in the direction of the fibres in a unidirectionally reinforced 

composite, q, is given by [Evans & Zok 1994], 

q (2.33) 

where Em and El are the Young's moduli of the matrix and ply in the longitudinal 

direction respectively, is related to the measurable misfit strain by the elastic 

properties of the composite constituents through. 

cr^ - JCJO (234) 2̂ 
\^\ J 

where Ci and Ci are constants derived by Hutchinson and Jansen [1990] for a composite 

containing many fibres and given in Appendix A. Although the expressions given for 

residual stress and strain are exact, not only thermal volume changes, but also those 

associated with crystallisation or phase transformations must be considered, so Q is 

usually measured. Usually X-ray diffraction is used, although this samples only a small 

volume of material close to the surface of the sample. Neutron diffraction, although not 

often available, gives a better measure of residual stresses in a bigger sample volume. 
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Coating Systems 

Carbon, boron nitride and less commonly molybdenum interfaces have been identified 

as having a low, almost negligible, debond energy and sliding frictional stresses in the 

range required [Evans & Zok 1994], the precise values in any particular instance being 

to some extent depend nt on the interface condition and topography. Since their initial 

identification these interfaces have been continuously manufactured (as coatings by 

CVD) tested and modelled (resulting in the absence of a consideration of finite debond 

energy in many models) despite the fact that carbon and BN posse^t t le inherent 

thermodynamic stability at the operating temperatures required of CMC's and in some 

cases react with the fibre or matrix material, such as carbon in the presence of silicon 

nitride [Lee & Jacobson 1995, Morscher et al. 1990]. Studies on silicon containing 

composites (SiC fibre, silicate glass matrices, SiC or Si3N4 matrices) at elevated 

temperatures have demonstrated the formation of a SiOz layer in the gap left behind by 

the oxidised carbon [Bischoff et al. 1989]. Silica layers are brittle and generally strongly 

bonded to matrix and fibre so are the cause of major embrittlement in composites. More 

recent acknowledgement that introducing oxide components with desirable properties 

to composites during production, rather than fighting their formation during service has 

lead to a new approach to fibre-matrix interfaces such as the investigation of the 

mechanical properties of layered micas [Roach et al. 1988], coatings such as silicon 

carbide and oxides where the porosity of the coating is carefully controlled in order to 

mimic the layered behaviour of pyrolytic carbon and BN [Carpenter & Bohlen 1991] 

and oxide coating application by sol-gel techniques [Chyung & Dawes 1993]. Further, 

interest in oxide-oxide systems, such as those based on alumina and zirconia has 

initiated work on Zr02, Y2O3 and some refractory metals (Mo, W, Cr, Zr) as interfaces 

[Davis et al. 1993]. Oxide interfaces do not naturally adhere to debond requirements but 

can be engineered to by carefiil porosity control [Kerans 1993]. As the prevention of 

fibre-matrix bonding during sintering is also a function in oxide-oxide system fibre 

coatings, fugitive carbon coatings which bum out during processing leaving a microgap 

are also a possibility [Moore et al. 1995], which is more attractive when a cheaper 

polymer pre-cursor rather than CVD is used as the carbon source. 
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2.4.2 Measurement Methods 

In the same way that the mechanical properties of composites can be divided into those 

observed as global properties of the material and those which are related specifically to 

interfacial properties, so can mechanical testing methods be subdivided. Bending, 

tension and torsion give values of ultimate in-service properties or information on the 

behaviour mode of the composite, from which can be deduced information pertaining to 

the interface. Alternatively, methods such as indentation, push-out and pull-out make 

direct interface assessments at some degree of isolation from the composite body. 

2.4.2.1 Bulk Mechanical Testing 

During composite development, mechanical properties are often assessed through 

bending tests [Davidge 1988] as the simply shaped samples are easily machinable and 

the test set up requires no careful alignment. Three and four point bending assemblies 

result in significantly different stress states, compared with that for tensile testing 

(Figure 2.24). 

t 

### 

1 
On, 

Figure 2.24 Variation in tensile/compressive stress with specimen length; (a) three point bend test; 
maximum occurs along a line in the centre of the span length; (b) four point bend test: a 
constant stress acts on the lower surface over the inner span length; (c) tensile test; the 
whole gauge length of the specimen is subjected to a uniform stress [Chawla 1993b]. 
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The geometry of the three point bend test and simple beam mechanics demonstrate that 

the maximum tensile and compressive stresses, <Jmax, occurring on opposite sides of the 

test bar at the inner loading point are, 

3 F/ 

(235) 

where F is the load applied, I is the load span measured between the outer load 

application points, b is the width of the specimen and h is its depth in the direction of 

the applied load. The maximum shear stress occurs at the neutral axis of the bar and is 

given by 

3 F 

^ and oc ^ 2 meaning that Tmax decreases less quickly than as the So T oc Yu and a oc 

sample thickness is increased or combining equations (2.33) and (2.34) that if the test 

geometry and material properties satisfy, 

cr„ 21 
- = - (2.37) 

then failure will occur by a mixture of shear and tensile/compressive modes [Shih & 

Ebert 1986], higher values of ratio l/h, typically >20 indicating tensile/compressive 

failure and l/h<5, shear failure [Chawla 1993b]. Changes to composite properties, such 

as fibre volume fraction and interfacial shear stress will also alter the values of CTq and 

To, and hence the specimen and testing geometries required to initiate a particular mode 

of failure. Mixed mode failure is unlikely to produce easily interpretable data on 

composite properties, but shear failure may be deliberately induced, by testing a short, 

deep specimen in order to measure a value of interlaminar shear strength. 

Shear forces are avoided and a slightly larger volume of material tested when four point 

bend testing is used, in which case the maximum tensile stress acting in the surface 

plane between the two inner loading points is given by, 
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where I and /, are outer and inner span widths respectively. Errors due to external 

sources such as load mis-location or beam twisting caused by non-uniform or non-

parallel loads should of course be minimised, especially when flexural testing is being 

used to assess materials during development as mis-measuring of properties might 

prevent an improvement from being noticed and capitalised upon [Baratta 1984]. A 

major drawback to bend testing, due to the sampling of a relatively small volume of 

material is the tendency to over estimate composite strength properties compared to 

those obtained in tensile testing. 

The small volume of material exposed to the maximum stress during a bend test (noting 

that the stress maximum occurs only at the surface of the sample) means that the 

distribution of failure causing defects in highly stressed zones does not reflect the true 

nature of the composite material. The analysis developed by Weibull, based on a 

concept of 'weakest link' statistics, allows the correction of strengths measured in 

ceramics for scatter caused by the variation in flaw sizes and for the volume variation in 

different test geometries, important in bend testing, and thus the spatial distribution of 

flaws, which determines the location of a fibre failure mentioned in the Multiple Fibres 

section. The partly empirical derivation of Weibull's modulus (the factor allowing the 

comparison of data from different materials and testing set ups) begins with a 

consideration of the probability of failure. A number of chains of the same length will 

have weakest links of differing strengths, the strength of all the weakest links 

determining the scatter in properties. If one of the chains is tested to failure and the two 

failed halves subsequently re-tested, the strengths of the second pieces of smaller 

volume will be higher than the original chain [Davidge 1979].Thus, a probability of 

failure, Ps(Vo), is assigned to a basic volume of ceramic at a given stress, and a volume 

Fisz times more likely to fail at the same stress, so 

P,iV) = P,(y.Y or P,(V) = ext{xlnP,(Vj] (2.39) 

and Weibull defined a risk of rupture, R, as, 

7( = -;cln;^(P;) (2.40) 

and postulated that since InPsfVJ depends only on stress. 
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R = 
f 

Cr-CT, C2 41) 

where a is the applied stress, £7„ the stress below which fracture has a zero probability 

(often taken as 0), GO is a constant and m is the Weibull modulus. Combining equations 

(2.39), (2.40) and (2.41) thus leads to. 

; ^ ( n = e x p - F 
f 

cr —<T„ (2.42) 

and taking a double natural log gives. 

In In = InF" + m\n{a - cr„) - /wina; (2.43) 

So a plot of lnlnf7/P^ against Infcr-aj gives a plot with gradient m. The probability of 

survival value is assigned by ranking N failure stress values for the samples in 

ascending order and thus for the n^ value is. 

n 

N+l 
(2.44) 

If the variation of stress within the specimen is known, equation (2.44) can be 

integrated with volume to compare testing methods, and yields an expression for ratio 

of failure stress in three point bending, to that in tension, o}, for equal Fs 

(2.45) 

Weibull's modulus values for ceramics typically vary between 2 and 20. An 

intermediate value of 10 demonstrates that in this case the failure strength in 3 point 

bending, is 1.78 times higher than the corresponding tensile value. 

2.4.2.2 Interfacial Measurements 

Information specific to the interface can be obtained by direct measurements on 

individual fibres, through push-in, push-out and pull-out tests or for all of the fibres in 

the sample simultaneously through observation of stress-strain curve after matrix 
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cracking, saturation matrix crack spacing (see Matrix Cracking section) and fibre pull-

out length during tensile testing. 

Individual Fibres 

Pull-out tests, originally designed for use on polymer matrix composites, are seldom 

attempted because of the difficulty involved in sample preparation and fibre alignment 

[Chawla 1993a]. Indentation testing is much more easily performed on a section of 

ordinary material with the fibres perpendicular to the surface to be tested. In the 

simplest indentation test a Vicker's indenter is applied to a fibre cross section with a 

load sufficient to make contact with the surrounding matrix, whence knowledge of the 

indenter geometry allows a value of interfacial frictional shear stress, x, to be calculated 

from, 

where F=2aHfdLX\d u=(b-a)cot74 F is the applied force, u is the fibre displacement, a 

and b are the half diagonal lengths on the fibre and matrix respectively and r. Ef and Hf 

are the radius. Young's modulus and hardness of the fibre hardness being measured 

with the same indenter on a fibre that doesn't move in the matrix [Marshall 1984]. In 

push-out testing a thin composite section is supported on a table with a centred gap to 

allow the free movement of the fibre out of the matrix. Simultaneous measurement of 

force and displacement while applying the load (available on modem machines) 

produces a central portion of data where the fibre is totally debonded and the indenter 

pushes the fibre out of the matrix without contacting the matrix material. The force at 

this point allows interfacial shear stress to be calculated through, 

r = — (2.47) 

where F is now the force applied and t is the sample thickness [Chawla 1993a]. These 

simple theories make assumptions the there is no elastic deformation of the matrix 

adjacent to the fibre, there is no stress concentration at the fibre surface, that there is no 

change to fibre diameter during compression and that there are no residual stresses. 

Many in depth analyses of fibre push-in and push-out have been proposed; Shetty et al. 
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[1988] includes the possibility of forces acting perpendicularly to the interface, so 

accounting for the Poisson's expansion of the fibre under load, Marshall and Oliver 

[Marshall & Oliver 1987] include a consideration for the debonding of the fibre and 

Hsueh [Hseuh 1990] includes the effect of the residual clamping stress on the interfacial 

properties. Bearing in mind that except in the case of fatigue, the interface will always 

fail in tension, and that the more a model is corrected, the further it becomes distanced 

from real experimental data [Kerans et al. 1991], a simple analysis to rank interface 

properties is probably the more realistic choice during material development, despite 

inevitable approximations. 

Multiple Fibres 

Measurement of interfacial properties of materials exhibiting Mode I behaviour through 

saturation matrix crack spacing and the analysis of a tensile stress strain curve after 

saturation matrix cracking has developed, give values of interfacial shear stress which 

are already averaged for the whole sample. 

A lower bound to the stress required to transmit a crack across the matrix was obtained 

in the ACK [Aveston et al. 1971] model and is given as equation (2.26). If the applied 

stress, <Jo, is increased, but remains below the load sustainable by the fibres, StVf, 

matrix cracking continues resulting in a periodic crack array, the saturation level of 

which is given by the average crack spacing, d, which is reached when the stress in 

every matrix block is smaller than the stress associated with the load that can be 

supported by the uncracked matrix. The interfacial shear stress, r, determines the length 

over which the stress is transferred back to the matrix and so is related to the saturation 

crack spacing by [Cao et al. 1990], 

T = X 
V,E,d' 

2 

(2.48) 

where ^ i s a constant with value 1.34. Matrix cracks are either observed directly or 

through a replica made of the surface with a polymer. 
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Another artefact of damage development yielding information on the interfacial 

properties of a composite, is the distribution of pulled out fibre lengths on the failure 

surface. The fact that fibres do not, on average, fail in the plane of the matrix crack, 

despite this being the point of highest stress is entirely due to the statistic of fibre failure 

[Evans & Zok 1994], which adhere to a Weibull distribution as described above 

(equations (2.39)-(2.44)). Knov^ledge of the failure statistics of the fibre and integration 

of the fibre failure probability in the crack wake allows and estimate for interfacial 

firictional shear stress to be arrived at from a measurement of the mean fibre pull out 

length, {h) [Thouless et al. 1989], 

(ra+l) 

p 
m + 2 

T jn + \ R 

S, ~ 2(m+l) {h) 

{m + l)Z 

i?ln2 
(2.49) 

where m is a shape parameter for the distribution of fibre strengths (Weibull's 

modulus), Sj is the median fibre strength, R the fibre radius and x the interfacial shear 

strength. The values generated by this analysis are referred to as an estimate because the 

method fails to account for the possibility of fibres in the lower end of the strength 

distribution scale failing ahead of the crack and fibre property data should really relate 

to in situ properties but in reality is most likely to be available for the material prior to 

processing. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL 

A powder slurry infiltration method was chosen as the means of silicon carbide matrix 

composite manufacture. Preparatory work included the choice of silicon carbide starting 

powder and of a sinter aid system, characterisation of the chosen powders and their 

behaviour in aqueous dispersion through electrokinetic, viscometric and wetting 

assessments. Monolithic silicon carbide of the selected composition was pressure cast 

and densified by both sintering and hot-pressing to detennine the likely densification 

behaviour and base line properties of the composite matrix. Fibre reinforced composite 

samples were manufactured by the pressure casting method, hot-pressed and 

mechanical performance assessed through bending tests. Microstructure and 

composition of samples were investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) analysis, x-ray diffraction (XRD) and atomic absorption 

spectroscopy. 

3.1 Ceramic and Composite Processing 

3.1.1 SiC Phase and Sinter Aids 

The choice of a or p-phase starting material for the production of silicon carbide 

monolith or composite matrix and the choice of a sintering aid system are inextricably 

linked. Early attempts at sintering (3-SiC powders with boron and carbon sintering aids, 

[Prochazka 1973] were not considered completely successful as a grains nucleated at 

high temperatures and quickly grew into large tabular grains which reduced the 

material's strength. This was taken to indicate by some that (3 powders were completely 

unsuitable for the production of dense sintered SiC. Further investigation of the system 

[Bocker & Hausner 1978] revealed that careful control of the level of carbon and the 

sintering temperature could be used to control the a-|3 transformation. Development of 

oxide sinter aid systems [Mulla 1994] allowed the sintering temperature to be lowered 

significantly, which reduced the amount of a-SiC nucleating and prevented run-away 

growth of tabular a grains. Thus, the choice of a low melting point oxide sintering aids 
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such as YAG (3Y203:5Al203) to give the desired hquid phase to assist sintering allowed 

the free choice of silicon carbide starting powder. 

A provisional decision was made to use mainly the widely available UF-15 a-SiC 

powder from H.C. Starck, to avoid any possibility of undesirable p/a phase transition, 

while at the same time assessing the P-phase powder B-20 also from H.C. Starck and 

considering the slightly finer a phase powder, FCP-15-NLC from Norton. Suppliers' 

details of the powders are included in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Suppliers' information on SiC powders 

Supplier UF-15, H.C Starck FCP-15-NLC, Norton B20, H.C Starck 

Phase (polytype) a-SiC (6H) a-SiC (6H) 3-SiC 

BET Surface Area (nt^/g) 14-16 15 19-22 

Particle 

Size dgaifon) 1.3 0.8 0.7 

Distribution dso(pm) 0.6 0.5 0.3 

(number) dioifm) 0.25 0.18 0.06 

Chemical Composition 
wt% 

C 29-30 29.5-30.5 

Free Si 0.12 0.04 0.1 

0 0,81 0.85 1.20 

A1 0.05 0.027 0.015 

Ca 0.006 0.008 0.0024 

Fe 0.04 0,028 0.078 

Na 0.007 0.023 -

Particle size distribution is quoted as a series of diameters (or equivalent diameters 

depending on the measurement method) corresponding to the fraction or percentage of 

the total mass particles in the distribution with diameters equal to or less than the 

boundary value - a more concise way of describing this concept is as 'cumulative 

(number) percentage finer'. Quoted values are typically for 90, 50 and 10% finer (dgo, 

dgo, dio (|Lim)) but from a full particle size distribution curve (see Figure 3.1) any point 

can be chosen as a reference. Cumulative number percent finer can be calculated from 
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the mass distribution curve and the powder density. Either distribution can be converted 

into a histogram or frequency distribution by allocating numbers or masses of particles 

to defined intervals. The two analyses can give very different impressions of the powder 

characteristics as a very small number of the large particles account for the bulk of the 

mass in a wide distribution whereas a huge number of small particles can account for 

only a very small fraction of the mass. The two classification methods are compared in 

Figure 3.1. 

qo o o' q 

(D 40 
CL 

Cumulative mass % finer 
e— Cumulative number % finer 

1 0.1 

Particle Diameter (p.m) 

0.01 

Figure 3.1 Comparison of cumulative number % finer and cumulative mass % jSner for a single 
powder (UF-15) from the manufacturer, H.C. Starck's data. 

Alumina and yttria powders of similar sub-micron sizes were chosen as the sintering 

additives. Varying attributes of powders can result in differential sedimentation in a 

mixture, differences in density, specific surface area and resistance to flow in liquid 

being influential parameters [Chandrasekar 1994]. Large alumina or yttria particles, 

even when well distributed in a SiC mixture, would result in patchy sinter aid 
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distribution. The alumina and yttria powders chosen have sizes and surface areas 

similar to the SiC powders (Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2 Suppliers' information on alumina and yttria powders. 

Material AhOs Y2O3 

Supplier, Powder Alcan, Baco RA 207 LS Grade H.C. Starck, Fine Grade 

Purity (wt%) 99.8 99.95 

BET Surface Area (m^/g) 7 10-16 

Particle 

Size dm (iJm) 1.2 2.5 

Distribution dso (/m) 0.5 1 

dig (fan) 0.2 0.4 

Theoretical Density 3.97 5.01 

(g/cm^) 

3.1.2 Dispersion Properties of Powders 

A matec™ Applied Sciences, Electrokinetic Sonic Analysis system was used to 

investigate the surface properties of the chosen powders, as inferred from 

electrophoretic mobility in aqueous suspension. Conditions of pH and concentration of 

surface active agents were varied and their effect on the surface properties measured. 

This information allows a set of conditions for a stable suspension of mixed powders to 

be chosen. X-ray sedimentation was used to measure the particle/agglomerate size both 

to check the suppliers information and to assess the effectiveness of the applied 

suspending techniques. The matec™ equipment allows the differentiation between 

suspensions of different stability levels, but gives no direct information on 

agglomeration. Viscosity measurements were also made on the suspensions, which as 

well as confirming that a particular suspension is suitable for monolith or composite 

production, also yields information on the powder dispersion state. 
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3.1.2.1 Ultrasonic Dispersion 

All high concentration slurries for casting (40 to 45vol% solids), 30-45vol% 

suspensions for viscometric analysis, 5vol% suspensions for MATEC™ experiments and 

dilute suspensions for X-ray sedimentation experiments, were mixed on a magnetic 

stirrer and then subjected to high shear rate agitation by means of a dip-in ultrasonic 

probe (Branson B30 Sonifier Cell Disrupter). 70% of the 3 SOW maximum power output 

of the unit was found to be sufficient to break up any large agglomerates, as 

demonstrated in the Sedigraph results Table 4.1 and 4.2. 

Ultrasonic dispersion is commonly used to homogenise biological samples. The power 

of an ultrasonic source to disperse powders is derived from cavitation. As a 

(longitudinal) acoustic wave of high fi-equency is transmitted through a solution, rapid 

reductions occur in local pressure to a value below that of the liquid's vapour pressure. 

This causes the formation of bubbles - cavitation or cold boiling. The bubbles 

apparently act as transducers converting the low amplitude plane waves from the 

ultrasonic generator into spherical waves of larger amplitude [Fridman 1972]. The 

powerful local shear stresses produced are effective in breaking down soft agglomerates 

in the dispersed phase [Konsztowiz 1990]. A coiled element water bath cooling system 

was used to prevent heating in suspensions. Some high concentration, high viscosity 

dispersions do not circulate sufficiently quickly to come into contact with the cooled 

beaker walls and make the cooling effective and so the length of time for which 

dispersions may be ultrasonically agitated at one time is limited. 

Table 3.3 Combinations of ultrasonic times and powder vol% and the powders used in each test. 

~ "—-—Time 
Powder Content vol%^ 

ISmins Ihour l.Shours 2.5hours 

5 UF-15, FCP-15, B20 
30 UF-15, FCP-15, mix UF-15 
40 UF-15 

Slurries were dispersed in distilled water containing enough NaOH to give a basic 

suspension with all the powder added. The amount of NaOH necessary was deduced 

from MATEC™ experiments on the powders and fixed at a rate of 0.185ml of IM NaOH 

per gram of powder. While the order of addition of powder and base is not critical for 
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5vol% suspensions the viscosity of a suspension containing a larger proportion of 

powder rapidly becomes too great to allow stirring. Thus in preparation of the 30 and 

40vol% powder suspensions the stability of the powders in suspension must be 

increased by the addition of base if the powder is to be incorporated without the 

suspension becoming solid. The B20 powder could not be stabilised enough to give a 

high powder volume content suspension for comparison. 

3.1.2.2 X-ray Sedimentation 

X-ray sedimentation particle size analyses were carried out on all three powders using a 

Micrometrics SediGraph 5000ET. The machine operates on the assumption that Stokes' 

Law holds for the settling of the ceramic particles through a solvent filled cell. 

(31) 

where D is particle diameter, v is particle terminal velocity, rj is solvent viscosity, p is 

particle density, is solvent density and g is acceleration due to gravity. 

Stokes' Law is derived by balancing the three forces acting on the particle: (1) 

gravitational acceleration, (2) buoyancy due to density difference between solvent and 

(3) particle and drag due to the viscosity of the liquid. The condition for laminar flow 

around the particle is also invoked. 

Using Stokes' law a prediction of the diameter of the particles present at a given height 

in the cell at a measured time from the start of the sedimentation can be made. An X-

ray source is scanned up the cell at a rate related to the viscosity of the solvent and the 

particle size measurement range required chosen to allow reasonable separation of 

particle size fractions, 

(3.2) 

f -
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where variables are as defined in equation (3.1) and is the maximum diameter in the 

measurement range. Measurements of the transmitted intensity of the X-ray beam can 

be converted to 'mass percent finer' values, when compared to a zero percent baseline 

obtained by measuring transmission through the solvent alone and the 100% absorption 

case measured as the sample is pumped through the measurement cell. The walls of the 

glass cell must be carefully aligned to prevent changing width of the transmission path 

falsely altering the intensity of the signal. The suspension under test is pumped through 

the cell until the X-ray scan begins to prevent premature settling. Thus, this method 

measures particle sizes indirectly by assuming conformation to Stokes' Law. This may 

not be true if particle shapes deviate far from spherical (which could be the case for 

plate like a-SiC particles) or if a small temperature change during analysis causes the 

solvent (water) to change in viscosity. In the temperature range of the measurement (25-

35°C) viscosity decreases by approximately 2% with each degree increase in 

temperature [Weast 1984]. The method is further limited to a small range of dispersion 

powder volume fi^actions - around 1.5vol%. It would be more interesting in this project 

if dispersions of powder volume fractions close to those required for the slurry 

infiltration (30 to 50vol%) could be analysed directly. In an effort to quantify the 

different particle size distributions seen when slurries were prepared in different ways, 

samples were prepared at high volume fraction and ultrasonified for various times 

(using a Branson B30 Cell Disruptor) and then diluted to 1.5vol% solids with minimal 

agitation in an attempt to preserve any interesting particle/agglomerate size variations. 

A sedimentation test was made on a slurry containing Al̂ Og and Y2O3 sintering 

additives. Differential settling due to powder density differences means that even when 

using an average density figure, this determination is probably not accurate 

[Chandrasekar 1994]. All determinations were carried out in the basic conditions found 

to be necessary to incorporate high volume fractions of powder in the dispersion. 

3.1.2.3 Laser Particle Size Analysis 

Cumulative mass percent finer and particle size distribution (also in terms of mass 

percentage) were measured by laser diffraction for UF-15 and B20 powders. The 

Malvern Mastersizer instrument, measures particles sizes by Low Angle Laser Light 

Scattering (LALLS), and relies on the fact that diffraction angle is inversely 
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proportional to particle size. The instrument consists of a laser source and a detector, a 

circular photosensitive silicon slice divided into a number of discrete detectors, the 

distance from the centre of the detector giving a measurement of scattering angle. 

Particle sizes are measured as a number distribution of and equivalent volume mean 

diameter D[4,3] - the diameter of the particle with the average volume of the 

distribution - calculated by accompanying software 

D[4,3] = ^ (3.3) 

where D signifies a mean diameter and d are the individual particle diameters. Also of 

interest is the diameter of the sphere of equivalent surface area or Sauter Mean 

Diameter, 

D[3.2] = ^ (3.4) 

Analyses are also expressed as cumulative volume percentage finer and number 

distribution. As all particles of a sample should be of the same density 'volume 

percentage finer' is equivalent to 'mass percentage finer'. This method is still sensitive 

to errors arising from non-spherical particles but as it makes a large number of 

measurements on a rapidly circulating sample, these will be eliminated to some extent. 

The technique can only be used at extremely low powder volume contents. 

There are as many possible values of particle diameter as there are measurement 

methods. No single value is correct, rather some measurements are more relevant in 

certain situations than others and a critical approach to the figures produced is 

necessary. 

3.1.2.4 Matec Experiments 

The formation of an electrical double layer on adding a ceramic powder to a polar 

solvent is described in Chapter 2 Literature Review, figure 2.1. Several 

'electroacoustic' effects can be produced and measured in a particulate dispersion and 

related to transport properties and hence microstructure of the dispersion [O'Brien 
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1990]. 'Electroacoustic' refers to any phenomena involving interaction of electric fields 

and sound waves. 

Liquid Motion 

Sound Wave 

Particle Motion 

Relative Motion 

+ + 

Half Cycle Later 

Figure 3.2 The UVP effect - the relative motion induced between particle and liquid on application 
of a sound wave causes the production of an alternating dipole. 

As a sound wave passes through a suspension, relative motion is generated between 

particles and the liquid surrounding them. The size of the motion depends on 

solvent/particle density difference, the size and shape of the particle and the frequency 

of the sound wave. During relative motion, the electrical double layer distorts, 

displacing the centre of charge from the particle producing an alternating electric dipole 

(UVP or Ultrasonic Vibration Potential). Superposition of the dipoles from all particles 

in a suspension produces an alternating electric field. Conversely, the application of an 

alternating electric field to a dispersion stimulates the production of an acoustic wave 

with an amplitude referred to as the Electro Sonic Amplitude (ESA). The second is the 

principle utilised by the matec™ Applied Sciences, Electrokinetic Sonic Analysis 

System™ used for dispersion assessment. Figure 5.3. An alternating electric field is 

applied in the gap between the gold probe cap bar and the probe end. A piezoelectric 

sensor in the probe detects the acoustic wave frequency and amplitude. Figure 3.4. 
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wm 

Figure 3.3 Views of MATEC™ equipment including measurement cell and probe, controlling 
electronics and interfaces and PC. 

ESA 
Ultrasonic Probe 

To Receiver Input ^ 
and Pulser Output 

Temperature 
Probe 

Titrant 

^ Conductivity 
Electrode (to 
computer interface) 

^ pH Electrode (to 
computer interface) 

Teflon Sensor 
Head Assembly 

Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of MATEC™ measurement cell. 
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High dynamic mobility, and thus high ESA, indicates a highly charged particle surface 

producing repulsion and hence a stable dispersion. The acoustic wave amplitude (ESA) 

can be measured and related to suspension mobility parameters and dispersion 

properties through equation (3.5) [O'Brien 1990]. 

ESA{Q)) = (3.5) 

where c is velocity of sound in suspension, Ap is solvent/particle density difference, <f) is 

powder volume fraction G/is electrode geometry factor and /i^is dynamic mobility. The 

expression holds for solid volume fractions between approximately 1 and 10% for the 

dip-in probe used, above which interparticle spacing and electrical double layer 

thickness become comparable and the variation in the amplitude of the acoustic wave 

produced is no longer linear with dispersion concentration. ESA values may only be 

used when comparing dispersions of the same material and solids volume content. The 

use of Smoluchowski's equation allows the inclusion of the more generally applicable 

quantities of zeta potential {Q and solvent di-electric constant {s), [Oja 1985]. 

where rj is solvent viscosity. 

Temperature, pH, and conductivity probes included in the set-up of the matec™ test 

cell allow monitoring of the suspension both to provide more information on the 

progress of the test and to allow conditions during testing to be kept constant if 

necessary, temperature having a significant effect on the ESA values measured. The 

probe is regularly calibrated with a suspension of stable and known electrokinetic 

mobility - 10vol% Ludox™ colloidal silica suspension. The probe is further calibrated 

to identify the frequency generating the maximum sonic amplitude response from the 

particle suspension. This is a function of solvent and particle properties so varies from 

suspension to suspension. This matching of the sonic frequency measured to that 

produced by the suspension ensures that the maximum amplitude is always measured. 

Without calibration or with incorrect frequency calibration a phase shift may be present 

between response and measurement. Inevitably changes in a powder's surface 

properties during the course of an experiment can cause a phase shift when frequency 
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recalibration is no longer possible, in which case values of ESA become inaccurate. A 

phase shift of 180° indicates a change in sign of the particle surface charge and that the 

isoelectric point has been reached. 

Aqueous suspensions containing 5vol% powder, prepared by mechanical mixing 

followed by 15 minutes of ultrasonication were investigated using the MATEC™. 

Initially the behaviour of the three SiC powders, described in Table 3.1, and the AI2O3 

and Y2O3 powders described in Table 3.2 were investigated. A mixture of SiC and 

9wt% sintering aids in the YAG molar ratio was studied as were slurries of SiC and 

AI2O3 and SiC and Y2O3, the aim being to investigate any effects seen with a mixed 

powder slurry, not exhibited by the individual powders alone. 

pH was adjusted using 1 and O.IM solutions of sodium hydroxide, ammonia solution 

and nitric acid, the automatic burette system and operating software of the matec"'"'^ 

allowing acid or base to be added to a suspension. Several agents were tested for their 

dispersing and stabilising effect on the suspensions both in varying concentrations by 

titration and at fixed concentration while pH was varied. The agents tested were Darvan 

C (ammonium poly methacrylate), a citric acid/tri-ethylamine mixture, sodium 

lignosulphonate and poly acrylic acid (PAA). The four wetting agents considered 

(Aerosol OT, Glydol N2002, Silwet-77 and Produkt KS1115 which are described in 

more detail in section 3.1.2.6 Wetting) were also screened for effects on the SiC 

dispersion stability. 
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Table 3.4 Summary of MATEC™ titration experiments. 

Powders (Mass, g) Water (cm^) Starting pH, sign Titrations 

UF-15 SiC (23.66) 140 3, +ve IM NaOH, then IM HNO3 
FCP-15 (23 .66) 140 3, -ve IM NaOH, then IM HNO3 

B20 (23.66) 140 2.7, +ve IM NaOH, then IM HNO3 
AI2O3 (31.34) 150 9, -ve IM NaOH, then IM HNO3 

OR polyacrylic acid then IM NaOH 

Y2O3 (39.55) 150 9.5, +ve IM NaOH, then IM HNO3 
OR polyacrylic acid then IM NaOH 

UF-15 SiC (23.66) 
+ Al2O3(1.02) 

145 5.5 
-ve 

IM NaOH, then IM HNO3 

UF-15 SiC (23.66) 
+ Y203(1.35) 

1.45 10.7 (adjusted with 
NaOH), -ve 

lMHN03,then IMNaOH 

UF-15 SiC (23.66) 
+ AI2O3 (1.02) + 

Y2O3 (1.35) 

150 11 (adjusted with 
NaOH), -ve 

IMHNO3, then IMNaOH 

UF-15 SiC (23.66) 140 3.5, +ve 2wt% solution Silwet-77 
ORProduktKS1115, 

OR Aerosol-OT, 
ORGlydolN2002, 

OR polyacrylic acid, 
then IM NaOH 
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3.1.2.5 Rheology 

Accurate viscosity measurement is difficult on a previously uncharacterised dispersion. 

Rotational viscometry provides the simplest general method for making quick and 

occasional assessments. The simplest apparatus available is a cone and plate 

viscometer, Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5 Cone and plate viscometer. 

The rate of shear in the gap is determined as the velocity of the cone surface divided by 

the gap width, y, at that point. As both velocity and gap width increase in direct 

proportion to the radius r,, it is seen that the shear rate is constant over the entire gap. 

This further implies that the shear stress over the entire cone surface has only a single 

value and can be obtained by integrating the torque on a circular section from the centre 

to the diameter. Despite the simplicity of this method the fact that the gap width in an 

ideal cone and plate viscometer drops to zero at the centre, means particles in a 

dispersion are likely to be trapped here, damaging the equipment and producing 

erroneous results through edge effects. 

Another rotational technique in current use, and that employed in the present work, is 

concentric cylinder viscometry. A rotating cylindrical mass (the bob) attached to a shaft 

is rotated within a concentric cylindrical liquid reservoir (the cup). Machines are either 
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rate or stress controlled. It is important for accurate measurements that the gap between 

cylinders be small in relation to their diameter. To determine viscosity the quantities 

which must be measured are shear stress t and shear rate y. The shear stress is simply 

related to the torque on the cylinder through 

where M is torque, r is radius of measurement and h is height of bob. The torque is a 

constant throughout the gap for steady state flow, so can be measured at the bob surface 

and the shear stress calculated at any point within the fluid. For a Newtonian fluid the 

viscosity is independent of rate of shear. Hence as the shear stress across the gap drops 

in proportion to r^, and since the viscosity is not influenced by this change, the rate of 

shear induced by the shear stress also drops away predictably with respect to radius. The 

average shear rate for the centre of the gap may be used. 

r = 3 . 0 8) 

where i2is angular velocity and Rc is cup radius and Rh is bob radius. The viscosity of a 

pseudoplastic material decreases with increased shear rate and so the shear rate profile 

in the gap is not linear but increases in gradient towards the bob. So the average shear 

rate approximation, if used for a pseudoplastic fluid is likely to underestimate the shear 

rate at any point in the gap and so give a higher viscosity figure than the true value. The 

opposite is true of a dilatent fluid and so this method under estimates the viscosity 

figure. 

The alternative is to formulate a completely general expression for shear rate fi"om the 

measured quantities without assuming Newtonian behaviour. When using just one 

cup/bob assembly the relevant equation is [Wazer et al. 1966], 

r = = + (3.9) 
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where s = ^ ( 3 . 1 0 ) 

and m is the gradient of a plot of ln/2 against Inz; the derivation of which is given in 

Appendix C. This expression makes no assumptions about rheological behaviour but 

requires more calculation in the analysis of data. Differential viscosity (gradient of a 

plot of shear rate vs. shear stress) by the average shear rate method was calculated for 

all samples. Data from a selected range of samples were analysed using the general 

method to generate shear stress and rate values from the measured torque on and 

rotation rate of the bob as a comparison. 

Viscosity assessments were made using a Contraves Rheomat 115 rate controlled 

viscometer and a DIN 145 cup/bob assembly with a gap of width 3mm {R̂  = 48.5mm, 

= 45.5mm). Shear rate was ramped form 0 to 100 revolutions per minute, equivalent 

to a shear rate of 130s"' in the centre of the gap as calculated by the average shear rate 

method. Higher shear rates are achievable with the equipment, but information from 

this region will have little influence on casting and handling properties of the slurry. 

Downward sweeps of rotation rate were conducted on selected slurries in order to 

identify any effects associated with the initial yielding or disturbance of the sample. The 

torque measuring system is not sufficiently sensitive to allow a specific study of 

suspension yielding. 

Viscosities of SiC suspensions with solid volume content between 30 and 45vol% were 

measured at 20°C. The influence of temperature (varied to 15 and 25 °C) on a 

suspension of 30vol% solids and a constant pH reading of 9.95 was similarly studied as 

was the effect of varying apparent pH from 7 to 10.35 on a similar 30vol% solids 

suspension. The influence of two of the potential wetting agents were tested for any 

viscosity modifying effect on slurries of SiC with alumina and yttria sintering aids. 

pH measurement in suspension 

The accuracy with which the pH of a suspension of particles can be measured is 

debatable, even more so than the accuracy of pH measurements in general [McMillan 

1991]. Inaccuracies can be caused by abrasive electrode damage, slow response to 
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changing temperature and absorption effects from suspension components. pH values 

are quoted in sections concerning characterisation and manipulation of suspensions 

always with the proviso that the value quoted is a pH meter reading rather than a 

definitive pH value. The amounts of pH adjusting solutions were carefully monitored 

and subsequently these volumes were relied upon as opposed to pH meter readings. 

3.1.2.6 Wetting 

Of the methods corrmionly used to quantify wetting behaviour, few produce a figure 

which can be directly linked to wetting performance, all practical experiments rely on 

serious approximations and no method allows for the use of a powder dispersion rather 

than a pure (single phase) liquid. In addition the adhesion resulting from the contact 

between liquid and solid is also likely to have an important influence on processing 

parameters and final fibre/matrix interface properties. Nevertheless, two methods were 

employed, namely the estimation of contact angle and surface tension. 

The inaccuracies in the available methods [Heimenz 1977] or the complexity of 

experiments required to produce accurate data of questionable practical relevance in 

this case [Carroll 1983] led to a decision to conduct a brief series of capillary tube 

experiments, purely to gauge the amounts of various wetting agents required to affect 

the surface properties of water, followed by an empirical fibre dipping experiment to 

test the wetting agents in a real processing situation. 

Four wetting agents were selected for assessment; Aerosol OT, Glydol N2002, Silwet-

77 and Produkt KSl 115. Aerosol OT is available in the form of a polymeric resin and is 

a sodium salt of a sulphosinic acid, di-(ethylhexyle) sulphosuccinate, with the formula 

CH2(C00CgHi7).CH(C00C8Hn).S03Na. In aqueous solution the sodium ion 

dissociates leaving a branched chain, anionic surfactant molecule. Glydol N2002 is 

available as a relatively viscous solution, the main and active ingredient being an alkyl 

benzene sulphonate compound. Full details of the structure of the compound provided 

by the manufacturer (Schimmer & Schwarz GmbH) cannot be given due to a 

confidentiality agreement, but the generic name itself is enough to reveal that the main 

groups in the compound are a straight alkyl chain, joined to a benzene ring which is in 
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turn attached to a sulphonate (SO3H) group. It can be seen that the Glydol N2002 

molecule shares some of its functional groups with Aerosol OT and is also an anionic 

surfactant. The Glydol N2002 preparation is also described as containing an 

alkylpolyalkylether and a polyvalent alcohol. Silwet-77 is a polyalkylene oxide-

modified polydimethylsiloxane, with the formula, 

CH3Si(0Si(CH3)3)2.(CH2)3.(CH2CH20)8.CH3 The small size of the hydrophobic silicone 

back bone is claimed by the manufacturer to aid spreading. The preparation also 

contains ~20vol% of a glycol ether. Finally, Produkt KS1115, also supplied by 

Schimmer & Schwarz GmbH, was recommended for use with silicon carbide but 

supplied with very little chemical information. It is known to be non-ionic and is 

available in the form of a viscous liquid. 

The wetting agents were diluted to concentrations of 1. 0.1 and 0.01wt% in distilled 

water and the solutions allowed to climb to this equilibrium level in suspended capillary 

tubes of 1mm internal radius. A measurement was also made for pure distilled water. 

The height to which the liquids rose in the tubes and the liquid surface profiles were 

recorded photographically. Results from the capillary tube and matec^"^ experiments 

led to the testing of only Glydol N2002 and Silwet-77 as possible wetting agents in the 

fibre dipping tests. Tows of Amoco P25 pitch based carbon fibre and SiC coated FT500 

carbon fibre were dipped into slurries containing 50vol% powders (UF-15 SiC plus 

9wt% AI2O3 and Y2O3) and 0, 0.5 and lwt% of wetting agent with respect to the mass 

of the solvent. P25 will be the fibre incorporated in the composite and a high modulus 

fibre (FT500) with a SiC surface was also tested as SiC coated or SiC fibres themselves 

could be incorporated in the matrix in future. Fibre properties are summarised in 

Appendix D. Dipped tows were dried flat, sectioned and examined by optical 

microscopy. 

3.1.3 Ceramic and Composite Manufacture 

3.1.3.1 Green Body Forming 

Monolithic silicon carbide samples were prepared from a-SiC powder - UF-15 from 

H.C. Starck - by pressure filtration of an aqueous powder suspension optimised using 
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information obtained with matec™ Electrokinetic analysis and dispersed using the 

ultrasonic probe. 47vol% powder suspensions were used in monolith production. 

According to suspension theory, a high powder content gives the best suspension 

properties for a dense green body with few flaws. Alumina (Baco RA 207LS Grade) and 

yttria (H.C. Starck Fine Grade) were added in the 5:3 (alumina:yttria) YAG molar ratio 

and their combined mass was either 3 or 9wt% of the total powder (Table 3.5). 

Table 3.5 Sample compositions and theoretical densities (TD). 

Sample Sintering aid content Molar % Y2O3 in mix Theoretical Density Mg/m^ 
(Al203'^Y20j) Wt% (rule o f mixtures) 

A 9 625 3 30 
B 3 625 3JW 

A slurry of the same composition, but produced at a lower solids volume content of 

40vol% (and thus lower viscosity) and with 0.1 wt% Glydol (wrt solvent) was used for 

composite production. The powder slurry was mixed rapidly, subjected to 30 minutes of 

ultrasonic agitation under cooling, monitored for viscosity and then introduced to the 

pressure filtration system illustrated in. Figure 3.6. 

Gas pressure inlet 

Pressure vessel lid 

Mould 

Grid 

a 
Porous, plastic filter 
membrane support 

— Q - Vacuum outlet 

Figure 3.6 Pressure filtration equipment - the pressure vessel and mould inset (centre) are secured 
by bolts passing through all three components and sealed with 0-rings. 
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A Steel mould is sealed on top of a polymeric microliter with pores of diameter of 

0.1 i^m, supported on a 7.25mm thick porous plastic plate. The assembly is housed 

within a pressure vessel, the two halves of which are closed together using bolts once 

the slurry has been added to the mould. Gas pressures of up to 20bar can be applied to 

the upper slurry surface and vacuum assisted drying from below can also be applied. 

During composite production mono-directional fibre lay ups, secured at either end by 

paper tabs and glue are dipped in the slurry and introduced individually into the mould 

cavity. The application of pressure filtration to these wet fibre/slurry layers removes 

most of the excess liquid and produces a handleable composite green body block. 12 lay 

ups were used per sample, the number and fibre content of each can be varied during 

winding on a mandrel to adjust composite fibre volume fraction. Initially pressure 

application times were assessed simply by waiting for a release of gas from the lower 

outlet to indicate that the compact had dried away from the mould edges allowing gas to 

permeate through the filters. Timings from initial castings in both monolithic and 

composite production were used to more accurately predict pressure times required for 

later samples. 

3.1.3.2 Sintering 

Low pressure densification was carried out at temperatures between 1750°C and 

1900°C under lObar argon pressure for hold times up to 120 minutes in a graphite 

resistance furnace in a closed graphite crucible. Temperature was controlled by a 

pyrometer and monitored with thermocouples. The sintering cycle consisted of an initial 

heating ramp of 8°/min to a set point 100°C below the desired sintering temperature and 

a rate of 3°/min to the final maximum. The cooling rate was controlled at 6°/min to 

600°C. Thereafter natural cooling was allowed. A schematic illustration of this 

schedule is given in Figure 3.7. A gas over pressure of lObar of argon was introduced at 

low temperature and maintained throughout sintering runs. Initially a sinter bed 

consisting of the minimum amount of SiC powder necessary to prevent contact between 

the samples and the crucible was used. Observation of lower levels of aluminium in the 

final samples than originally added in the sintering aid mix, led to the use of a sinter 

bed, containing alumina, which completely covered the samples. A coarse green SiC 
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powder from Norton - F280, d5o=35-38|imi - of comparable purity to that used in the 

samples made up the bulk of the sinter bed. 1.33wt% of AI2O3 with a 40|Lim average 

particle size was added to the bedding powder. This is equivalent to the amount 

included in samples of composition B. Higher AI2O3 concentrations were initially tested 

but at the temperatures used, this led to complete sintering of the bed, all of the samples 

and parts of the crucible. 

0 
g 

1 & 
E 
<d 

1200 -

Temperature 
Argon Pressure 

400 — 

I 
4 Q-

Time (hrs) 

Figure 3.7 Example of 1850°C, 2hr hold sintering profile used in resistance heating furnace. 
Ultimate temperatures varied, ramps remained constant. 

Billets for sintering trials measured approximately 15xl5x5mm and at least three 

samples per composition were used at each sintering condition. Dependence of 

densification efficiency on temperature, yttria and alumina concentration and sinter 

environment was assessed with a high temperature hold 120 minutes long. Investigation 

of the effect of sintering time was conducted at 1850°C. Later analysis of the density 

figures using a factorial analysis technique required further data for samples sintered at 

1800°C for 60 minutes and 1850°C for 60 minutes in the alumina containing sinter bed. 

Tows of infiltrated fibre were included in sintering runs at and above 1800°C. See, 

Table 3.6. Mass, physical dimensions and density were recorded for the monolithic SiC 

samples before and after densification, allowing mass loss and shrinkage calculations. 
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Further, small samples were placed in a dilatometer in the furnace cavity. The 

information obtained from the device was not analysed in detail, but did indicate the 

temperature at which densification was occurring. 

Table 3.6 Monolithic silicon carbide densification conditions. 

—^^Temperature ( °Q 

Hold Time 
1750 1800 1850 1900 

30 A,B, 

fibre+B 

60 A,B A,B 

120 A,B A,B. 

fibre+A 

A,B, 

fibre+A, 

fibre+B, 

coated fibre+B 

A,B, 

fibre+A, 

fibre+B, 

coated fibre+B 

60 

alumina bed 

A,B 

120 

alumina bed 

A,B 

3.1.3.3 Composite Hot Pressing 

Pressure cast composite samples were trimmed in the green state to fit a graphite mould 

of dimensions 72x45mm. Samples were 5.3mm thick before hot pressing. Hot pressing 

was also conducted in an argon atmosphere, the maximum available in the machine was 

latm. A load of 88kN was applied to the mould assembly, generating a pressure of 

27MPa. Two hot-pressing schedules with ultimate temperatures of 1750°C and 1800°C 

were used and the second is illustrated in. Figure 3.8. Heating and cooling ramps were 

set at 10°/min, the mechanical pressure was introduced around the point of liquid phase 

softening (~1500°C according to dilatometer data) and increased to reach a maximum 

50°C below the peak temperature. 
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T^perature 
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Figure 3.8 The hot-pressing schedules used in composite densification. Schedule 1 reaches a peak 
temperature of 1750°C and schedule 2, 1800°C. 

3.2 Ceramic and Composite Assessment 

3.2.1 Density and Shrinkage 

Density measurements of monolithic ceramics were made on representative batch 

samples before sintering and on all sintered bodies, by mercury immersion using a 

mercury balance [Ashworth 1969], Figure 3.9. Archimedes' principle, states that the 

upthrust on a submerged body is equal to the weight of the displaced liquid. So the 

force acting upwards on the body is, 

JFL == (3 11) 

where V is the volume of displaced liquid and hence also the volume of the sample, png 

is the density of mercury and g, gravitational acceleration. As the sample is prevented 

from floating by the saddle holding it under the mercury, a force equal and opposite to 

that acting on the sample must be transmitted to the mercury under the sample. This 

force is displayed as a mass on the top pan balance if the balance is tared before 

submerging the particle. The pointer and fine adjustment micrometer are used to ensure 

that the same portion of the holding mechanism is submerged before and during the 
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measurement. The mass of mercury divided by png yields the sample volume. The top 

pan balance measures the mass of mercury displaced by the immersed sample to an 

accuracy of 0. Ig and sample masses are measured on a 5 place balance. 

micrometer (pointer) adjustment 

adjustable bridge 

pointer 
speamen 

mercury 

top pan balance 

Figure 3.9 Schematic diagram of the mercury balance. 

Composite samples were only subjected to the mercury immersion technique after 

densification due to fears that the slightly irregular sample surfaces could lead to 

mercury entrapment and contamination of the hot-press. 

Sample shrinkages were calculatedon the basis of sample thickness before and after 

heat treatment. The linear shrinkage is then simply - the change in thickness, AA, 

divided by the original thickness, 
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3.2.2 Structure and Chemistry 

3.2.2.1 Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used in the evaluation of sample topography 

and phase homogeneity. The instruments used were a Zeiss DSM 90 and a LEO (Leica 

Electronic Optics) S 430, both with facilities for digital image capture. In brief an SEM 

operates on the principal that a finely focused electron beam, generated by cathodic 

emission and usually of energy between 15 and 25eV for the analysis of inorganic 

samples, is raster scanned across a target area on the samples surface. Emitted electrons 

are collected by a detector and the brightness of the pixel on the display screen (CRT or 

VDU) corresponding to the position of the beam on the target is determined by the 

intensity of the signal. The size of the rastered target area is controlled by 

electromagnetic coils. The smaller the target area, the greater the magnification. The 

maximum practical magnification depends on microscope set up and sample properties, 

but for the SiC based samples studied the highest practical magnification was found to 

be approximately 5000 times for the Zeiss DSM 90 and 10 000 times for the Leica 

instrument. 

The emitted electrons used to form the image are either low energy secondary electrons, 

ejected fi^om the sample material when inelastic collisions occur between an incoming 

electron from the beam and an electron in the sample or primary (or back scattered) 

electrons which are incident electrons deflected directly back from the sample after 

under going an elastic collision with the sample. In theory, back scattered electrons 

should have the same energy as the incident beam. Topographical contrast seen when 

imagining in secondary electron mode, arises because the proximity of the tear drop 

shaped volume from which secondary electrons can be emitted varies with surface 

inclination. Figure 3.1. Secondary electrons are low in energy and cannot penetrate far 

through the sample before being reabsorbed. A larger proportion of the interaction 

volume is close to a tilted sample surface meaning more electrons are emitted from this 

area and thus, that the area appears brighter. The secondary electron detector is given a 
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positive bias and so even electrons emitted form sloping surfaces pointing away from 

the detector will be collected and produce topographical contrast. 

2° electrons 

incident beam 

surface 

voume 
of interaction inclined 

surface 

Figure 3.10 Volume of electron interaction in SEM and the effect on intensity of emitted secondary 
electron beam. 

Primary electrons, are scattered from the surface preferentially by high atomic number 

atoms producing Z contrast. This occurs because the probability of an incoming 

electron being reflected from the vicinity of a specific atom is proportional to its size. 

Areas containing high atomic number elements (e.g. yttrium) thus appear brighter when 

imaged. This effect is visible in secondary electron imaging mode, but if the bias is 

removed from the detector, only back scattered electrons (BSE) are detected and the 

effect is enhanced. Also, surfaces facing away from the detector provide no signal in 

BSE imaging mode so a high contrast image of mainly black and white is obtained. 

3.2.2.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

When high energy, charged particles decelerate rapidly. X-rays are produced. This 

process can occur when a material is bombarded by electrons. The X-ray continuum 

produced contains, if certain conditions are fulfilled, some well resolved intensity peaks 

characteristic of the elements constituting the material. The Bohr atomic model 

produces a central nucleus surrounded by electrons lying in various shells, designated 

K, L, M,... If an electron can be ejected from a K shell by an incoming electron, then 

the atom is left in an energised and unstable state. A higher energy electron will drop 

into the hole created, emitting a X-ray photon of wavelength corresponding to the 

energy difference between the two levels. If that electron came from the L level, then a 
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further electronic transition and X-ray emission will be triggered. The process continues 

until the atom regains its stable state and thus a spectrum of X-ray emissions can be 

generated by a single incoming electron. The pattern of quantum levels and thus the 

spectrum of X-rays emitted by any element are unique and allow its identification. The 

main limitations of EDX analysis are that peaks from different atoms can be difficult to 

resolve if they lie close in energy and that the volume of interaction with the sample is 

small and thus representative analysis is difficult to obtain. EDX data were considered 

to be only semi-quantitative. EDX analysis equipment is attached to both of the SEM's 

used. 

3.2.2.3 X-Ray Diffraction 

A maximum in diffracted radiation intensity occurs only when the scattering from 

scattering units (e.g. atoms or groups of atoms that form the motif associated with a 

single lattice point) is in phase. This occurs when the path length difference between 

reflections from adjacent planes in a crystal is a whole number of wavelengths. 

Application of simple trigonometry leads to Bragg's equation, the condition for a 

diffraction peak, 

/l== 2( / s i r i# (3.12) 

where A, is the wavelength of the radiation (X-rays), d the separation of the lattice 

planes and 0 the angle of the incident beam. The separation of a set of planes indexed 

{hXt) can be related to the unit cell dimensions, a, b, c, through the equation, 

(313) 
^hkl O. b C 

Combination of equations (3.12) and (3.13) and rearrangement leads to, 

( 1 1 4 ) sm 6=-— 
4 

For a crystal of known structure a listing of {h,k,I) planes and their expected diffraction 

angles 6 could be drawn up, this would also have to account for systematic absences 

caused by scattering centres out of the {h,k,t) plane and off cell comers scattering out of 
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phase and structure factors causing the intensities of non-systematic absence reflections 

to be attenuated to zero. In practice, plots of diffracted intensity vs. 2 ̂ obtained either 

by scanning the X-ray source and detector through a range of 2 ̂  values, or scanning j ust 

the detector with the incident beam aimed at a crushed powder sample, are compared 

with the aid of a computer, to a library of standard diffraction patterns 

Both of these methods were applied to samples. The radiation used was the 

Ka line from a copper source. As well as phase analysis, estimates of relative phase 

concentrations were made by comparing peak heights. 

3.2.2.4 Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 

Atomic absorption spectroscopy was carried out on selected samples in order to 

measure the atomic concentration of the elements aluminium and yttrium. Finely 

ground samples were fused with sodium carbonate in platinum crucibles to produce a 

soluble salt. This was warmed gently in water with added HCl to aid dissolution. The 

product was evaporated to dryness and then heated to 110°C to dehydrate the silica 

present. This rendered it insoluble, so on redissolution, the soluble salts containing 

aluminium and yttrium dissolved and the silica can be filtered off and washed. The 

filtrate was made up to a set volume. Standard samples of known yttrium and 

aluminium concentration (also containing the same concentration of NaCl and HCl as 

the test solutions) were produced to calibrate the absorption spectra. The solutions were 

vaporised in an acetylene-nitrous oxide flame, and this flame was illuminated by light 

from an yttrium or aluminium filament. The wave lengths of light produced by the 

relevant filament were absorbed by the ground state atoms of the corresponding element 

in the vapour within the flame. After calibration using the standard solutions, the 

reduction in intensity of the light can be related directly to the concentration of yttrium 

or aluminium. 

3.2.3 Mechanical Properties - 4 Point Bending 

Samples of all composites were tested in 4 point bending using a silicon carbide jig 

with an outer span dimension {[) of 30mm and an inner span (/,) of 10mm. The beam 

theory for this experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 3.11. The main advantage of 
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4-point bending over 3-point bending is that the material between the inner loading 

points is subjected to pure tensile or compressive stress. Shear stresses are, however, 

generated in the region between the support and loading spans. 

bending moment 

shear stress 

3F 
(3 15) 

<y„ 
3 f ( / - / , ) 

2 6 a : 

2(/-/,.) 

(3 16) 

(3.17) 

Figure 3.11 Distribution of bending moment (analogous to tensile/compressive stress) and shear 
stress in a 4-point bending bar and equations for calculating the peak values. 

The ratio of the maximum stresses (equation (3.17)) must be greater than the ratio of 

the actual failure stresses ( o / t j ) if failure is to occur in tension (or compression) within 

the gauge length. Shear failure stress, t/, in ceramic matrix composites is much lower 

than tensile failure stress of the order of 3 times lower. Specimens tested were of 

height, h, 3 or 2.5mm. In the loading set-up used this yields tensile to shear stress ratios 

of 13.3 and 16 respectively, which are smaller than the value of 20 recommended in the 

literature, but considered far enough from the transitional area of around 5-8 to provide 

valid tests. As all but two of the composite specimens tested failed within the loading 

span, the test geometry was validated. 

Specimens were tested and the failure stresses, calculated using equation (3.16), 

compared. Young's modulus was obtained from the slope of a load/displacement plot in 

the initial linear elastic region. Cross head displacement rate was O.lmm/min in all 
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tests. Fracture surfaces were examined and the microcrack spacing on the polished 

tensile surface measured. Calculation of the interfacial shear stress, t, is then possible 

through, 

where cr̂  is the matrix cracking stress, equivalent to the stress value at which the stress 

displacement curve deviates from linearity, R is the fibre radius, d is half of the average 

crack spacing, E is the Young's modulus of a component and V its volume fraction in 

the composite. Subscripts m and / refer to matrix and fibre respectively [Marshall & 

Evans 1985]. It was assumed that the Young's modulus of the fibre remained at the 

manufacturers measured value after processing and so the matrix Young's modulus 

could be calculated from the rule of mixtures expression for composite modulus, Ec, 

jc, == f / p } . + a :*; / , (3.19) 

The validity of this assumption was examined through bend testing (and thus separate 

Young's modulus evaluation) of monolithic SiC manufactured under the same 

conditions as the composite samples. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION I - POWDER SUSPENSIONS 

4.1 Ultrasonic Dispersion and X-ray Sedimentation 

Particle sizing by X-ray sedimentation was used primarily in the assessment of the 

adequacy of the ultrasonic dispersion method. Details of the experiments carried out are 

given in Table 3.3. Data collected are tabulated in Table 4.1 and 4.2 and compared to 

the information supplied by the powder suppliers. 

Table 4.1 Sedigraph data for a-SiC powder. 

Powder UF-15* UF-15 UF-15 UF-15 UF-15 mix^ 

Initial Powder 
Content (vol%) 

? 5 30 30 40 30 

Ultrasonic Time 
(niins) 

? 15 90 150 60 90 

Mass % finer 

^s>» 1,50 0.80 0.90 1,20 0,90 0.80 

^50 0.80 033 0.50 0.42 0.34 0.34 

^20 0.28 0.19 0.28 0,20 0.19 0.21 

Number % finer 

go 0.23 0.15 0,10 0.22 O i l 

^ SO 0.15 0.10 0,07 0,14 0,10 

^ 20 0.12 0,08 0.06 0,10 0.08 

^ Suspension of lIF-15 a-SiC and 9wt% AI2O3 and Y2O3 powders in YAG ratio 
* manufacturer's data 

The measured values for UF-15 were close to those stated by the manufacturer, and in 

fact are lower than or equal to the provided values in all cases indicating that ultrasonic 

disruption breaks up agglomerates under the conditions used. A weakness in the 

technique is that all suspensions, regardless of preparation conditions, must be diluted 

to 1.5vol% powder to give suitable absorption values. However, in view of the amount 

of energetic mixing and stirring regarded as necessary to break up agglomerates it is not 

considered that dilution and gentle stirring could further affect measured particle size 

after ultrasonication. Comparison also shows that applying ultrasonics for longer 

(compare 30vol% suspensions treated for 90 minutes and 150 minutes) leads to slightly 
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larger rather than smaller particle sizes. The similarities between the particle 

distributions are clear when the data are illustrated graphically. Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4,1 Cumulative mass percent finer plots for UF-15 SiC powder subjected to different 
uitrasonication times. 

For the a-SiC powder, FCP-15, experimentally determined and manufacturer's 

provided data are virtually indistinguishabfe. Table 4.2. For the P-phase B20 powder 

however, the particle sizes measured are much larger than the reference data. The 

diameters measured are approximately twice the expected values at all noted points in 

the distribution. This low stability in water and agglomeration was reflected in the 

failure to produce a high powder volume content slurry to compare with those of the 

other powders. Graphical illustration shows that the B20 particle distribution plot is the 

only one deviating from the standard shape of the others. Figure 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Sedigraph results for FCP-15 and B20 silicon carbide powders 

t:. 

Powder FCP-15* FCP-15 FCP-15 B20* B20 

Initial Powder 
Content (vol%) 

? 5 30 ? 5 

Ultrasonic Time 
(wins) 

? 15 90 ? 15 

Mass % finer 

dgo 1.00 1.00 094 0.7 1.9 

dso 0.50 0.55 0.51 0.3 0.76 

d20 0.27 0 J 5 0.31 0.06 0.34 

Number % finer 

^90 0.45 035 0.25 t 

^ SO 0.25 0.19 0.13 t 

^20 0.17 0.15 0.09 t 

insufficient manufacturer's data to allow calculation of values* manufacturers data 
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Figure 4.2 Cumulative mass percentage finer plots for FCP-15 and B20 powders. 
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In summary it may be concluded that ultrasonication of a-SiC powder suspensions and 

mixtures of UF-15 a-SiC and AI2O3 and Y2O3 sintering aids produces suspensions that 

are not significantly agglomerated. This is deduced from the fact that the measured 

particle distributions of these suspensions match the figures provided by the 

manufacturers for distributions of individual particles of the powders. The (3-phase 

powder tested, B20, was more difficult to disperse. 

4.2 Laser Diffraction Particle Size Analysis 

Direct particle size measurements of UF-15 powder using the Malvern Mastersizer 

confirmed that the results produced fi-om X-ray sedimentation of the ultrasonically 

dispersed suspension. The results for the B20 powder again indicate that the powder 

remains agglomerated in aqueous suspension and may be unsuitable for slurry 

production.. Cumulative mass percentage finer and volume distribution plots are given 

in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Cumulative Mass Percentage finer and particle size distribution in terms of mass 
percentage for (a) UF-15 and (b) B20 SiC powders. 

UF-15 powder has the peak of the number of particles in a size bin surrounding Ipm. 

The distribution around this point drops off sharply but evenly to either side. A few big 

agglomerates are observed at the limit of the measurable range around 70)Lim. The (3-

phase powder B20 curiously exhibits a double peak in the particle volume distribution 

at 2|um and 3.5|Lim. The B20 particle size distribution is much more diffuse and a 
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significant proportion of large particles or groups of particles in the 10 to 70ium range. 

This powder appears to be flocculated or agglomerated without the benefit of 

ultrasonication, as it was tested in this situation. The double peak in the B20 volume 

distribution and drop off of the UF-15 distribution at diameters less than l|im could not 

be reconstructed from the Sedigraph data due to the difficulty in constructing small 

enough bins from the graphical form of data produced. 

These experiments have demonstrated that UF-15 is easily separated into individual 

particles by ultrasonication (as assessed by X-ray sedimentation) or dispersion at low 

concentrations without the application of ultrasonics (Malvern Mastersizer 

measurement) and has a sharply defined peak diameter of l^m. B20 powder is difficult 

to disperse, especially without high energy disruption, and contains persistent 

agglomerates or flocculates in suspension producing particle assemblies of 70 - lOOpm 

in size. 

4.3 MATEC™ Experiments 

4.3.1 Acid/Base Properties of Powders 

The acidic character of the silanol dominated SiC powder surface in water (see figure 

2.3) is immediately apparent when the powder is dispersed in water. With no further 

additions, 5vol% suspensions produce pH readings of 3 in the case of UF-15 and B20 

powders or 5 in the case of FCP-15. The need for caution in quoting pH values, 

especially for powder suspensions, carmot be stated strongly enough [McMillan 1991], 

However, the pH electrode in the MATEC™ setup was regularly calibrated, carefully 

cleaned and maintained, so an error of ±0.25 units in individual readings is estimated. 

Further, although claiming absolute accuracy for the measurements is impossible, 

systematic errors will not affect the comparison of results. Volumes of titrants rather 

than pH values were relied upon to reproduce effects in later work. 

The basic relationships between pH and ESA for UF-15 a-SiC, Alcan Baco RA207 LS 

AI2O3, and Starck Fine Grade Y2O3, are plotted and compared in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Titration of IM NaOH and IM HNO3 into 5vol% suspensions of SiC (UF-15), AI2O3, 
and Y2O3. 

Figure 4.4 shows standard individual dependence of ESA on pH for the 3 powders to be 

used in making the ceramic slurry. The isoelectric points (lEP, condition in which the 

zeta potential is zero) are at around pH 4 for UF-15 SiC, pH 7.7 for alumina and pH 

9.75 for yttria. A positive value of ESA is assigned to positively charged particles when 

the starting sign of the powder surface charge is input to the software. For well 

characterised materials, such as the SiC, AI2O3 and Y2O3 being used here, in aqueous 

suspension there is information in the literature on surface charging at all pH's. When 

suspension pH is close to a powder's isoelectric point however, simply placing 

oppositely charged electrodes in the suspension to initiate electrophoretic deposition on 

one of the electrodes will indicate the powder's charge. Higher surface charge densities 

and thus higher ESA values are observed at pH's far from a powders isoelectric point. 
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The charge on a hydrated surface of oxide character (this model also holds for SiC as 

the powder is thought to have a thin layer of silica on its surface) is determined by its 

reaction with or OH" ions, as illustrated for alumina in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 Reaction of the hydrated surface of alumina with H30^ or OH" [Reed 1989]. 

The addition of ions simultaneously reduces the pH and causes the uncharged 

AI2O3 surface to become protonated or positively charged. This surface state 

corresponds to the section of each plot in Figure 4.4 lying above 0 on the ESA axis, as 

similar mechanisms operate with SiC and Y2O3. The addition of OH" ions will remove 

hydrogen from the surface and produce a net negative charge. The manner in which 

each powder reacts to the addition of acid or base will be affected by the density of sites 

on the surface and the relative amount of surface area per gram of powder. The 

ionisable (or ion receptive) surface site density determines the amount by which the 

ESA varies per unit change in pH, i.e. the gradient of the ESA/pH plot. AI2O3 and Y2O3 

have steeper plot gradients (Figure 4.4) than SiC since the pure oxide powders provide a 

greater density of hydrated sites than the carbide with a thin, possibly incomplete oxide 

covering. While the proportion of available sites reacting at a given pH is likely to be 

the same, AI2O3 and Y2O3 simply have more. Of the powders used here however, UF-15 

SiC has the highest surface area per unit mass. This means that the reaction is slower as 

pH is raised and the maximum occurs relatively far from the lEP. When however the 
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point of maximum stabilisation is reached, the charge that can be accommodated on 

each particle surface is higher, mass for mass, than that on the AI2O3 or Y2O3 surfaces 

and so the ultimate ESA of the UF-15 SiC suspension is greater. For UF-15 SiC, 

stabilisation levels out to a maximum at a pH of approximately 9, or after the addition 

of 0.23ml IM NaOH to a 5vol% suspension containing 23g of SiC, as determined from 

Figure 4.6. 

0.4 0.6 

NaOH Added (ml) 

Figure 4.6 Variation of ESA and pH with volume IM NaOH added to a 5vol% suspension of UF-15 
SiC. 

At this pH value, yttria is still below its isoelectric point so in order to produce a slurry 

of similarly charged particles and to prevent flocculation, the pH will have to be 

maintained above 10. This corresponds to the addition of IM NaOH at a rate of 0.5ml 

per 23g SiC. It will be demonstrated later that the SiC is dominant in controlling the 

behaviour of the mixed powder suspension (it is also, of course, the major ingredient) 

and so extracting the base addition figures from an experiment on SiC alone still allows 

adequate control of the suspension properties. 

The same experiment was carried out on FCP-15 a-SiC powder, but suspensions were 

found to be inconsistent and stability variable with time. As the aim was to find a slurry 
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to use in composite and monolith production rather than simply to study SiC powders, 

work on Norton FCP-15 powder was discontinued. 

Simple acid base titrations were carried out on mixed powder slurries to assess the 

possible effect of the powders on each other in suspension. Firstly, a 5vol% suspension 

containing SiC and AI2O3/Y2O3 in the YAG ratio, together constituting 9wt% of the 

powder total, was titrated with IM NaOH and IM HNO3, the results are shown in 

Figure 4.7. 

I 
I - ' 

I 

1M NaOH addition 
1M HNO. addition 

10 12 14 

pH 

Figure 4.7 ESA results from titration of slurry containing 5vol% SiC with AI2O3 & Y2O3 added 
with IM HNO3 and IMNaOH. 

In this experiment, the titration with nitric acid was carried out before the sodium 

hydroxide titration. AI2O3 and Y2O3 give suspensions of pH ~ 9 when dispersed in 

water, whereas SiC produces a suspension of pH = 3. Yttria dissolves at pH values less 

than about 6. This was observed in a titration of pure Y2O3 where, after passing through 

the pH of the powder's isoelectric point, the ESA of the suspension reached a maximum 

positive value at pH 7 and then dropped towards zero as the pH increased further and 

the powder dissolved. In order to prevent this happening, SiC was first dispersed in 

water with enough NaOH to raise the pH to 10.5 before addition of the AI2O3 and Y2O3. 
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The behaviour of this suspension seems to mimic that of the standard SiC suspension 

(Figure 4.4) until the pH drops below 8, when the gradient of the plot becomes steeper. 

This would suggest that until the isoelectric points of the AI2O3 and Y2O3 powders are 

reached, the lower ESA values of these powders have no effect on the overall stability 

of the suspension. Once the sign of the surface charge changes, however, the positively 

charged particles reduce the stability of the SiC powder causing the ESA of the 

suspension to fall rapidly towards 0. The AI2O3 and Y2O3 particles may even be 

attracted to the SiC causing flocculation as well as contributing positively to the 

average of the suspension ESA. On raising the pH again with the addition of more 

NaOH the shape of the curve is similar, but the ultimate stabilisation reached is lower, 

due to the now much higher concentration of ions in the suspension. The higher 

concentration of ions in the suspension have a shielding effect on the particle surface 

charging, (see Figure 2.2), consequently they behave effectively as if the surface charge 

was lower, or as if the pH was closer to the isoelectric point. 

Further, acid base titrations were carried out on 2 component slurries - SiC plus AI2O3 

and SiC plus Y2O3. Again these suspensions were mixed at 5vol% solids and the ratio 

of SiC to the second powder kept the same as in the 3 component slurry. ESA levels at 

5 pH values were then extracted from the standard single powder experiments and the 

combination experiments. A theoretical average of the behaviour of the powders was 

then calculated from the data from the single component slurries, weighted to account 

for differences in solids content and powder surface area, and compared with the 

measured results. 

If the ESA of a suspension of xvol% of a powder is Q ,̂ then for a suspension of yvol% 

of the same powder the ESA value, Qy, would be, 

e , = a 7 (4.1) 

Further, if a dispersion is made up of mass Mi of powder 1 with surface area Si mVg 

and stabilisation Qi (already adjusted to the correct volume solid content) mixed with 

mass M2 of powder 2 with the same notation for its properties, then the arithmetic mean 

stabilisation for the dispersion is given by, 
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(12) 

Calculated values coinciding exactly with the measured values would indicate that the 

powders act independently in the mixed suspension, contributing to an averaged value 

of ESA. A difference between calculated values and actual data would be taken to 

indicate that the particles of different substances were interacting in some way to 

produce a new behaviour, not an average of the behaviour of the components. The data 

obtained are given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Measured and calculated data for the influence of AI2O3 and Y2O3 on the stability of a 
SiC suspension. 

Dispersion ESA (mPa.m/V) atpH 

10 9 8 7 6 

SiC -3.25 -3.07 -2.75 -2.32 -1.75 

AI2O3 -225 -1.20 -0.30 +0.81 +2.0 

Y2O3 -1.20 +1.30 +2.8 - -

SiC+AI2O3 - measured -2,65 -2.40 -2.3 -1.88 -1.70 

SiC+AI2O3 - calculated -3.10 -3.00 -2.65 -2.27 -1.67 

SiC + Y2O3 - measured -2.85 -2.72 -2.20 - -

SiC + Y2O3 - calculated -3.10 -2.95 -2.60 - -

SiC+AI2O3 + Y2O3 - measured -2.90 -2.80 -2.30 - -

SiC+AI2O3 + Y2O3 - calculated -3.02 -2.88 -2.55 -2.10 -

The measured ESA values are consistently lower than those calculated from the rule of 

mixtures for all of the suspensions. The largest disparity for the SiC/Al203 suspension is 

at pH 9, otherwise the difference is almost constant. Surprisingly the agreement 

between values is best for the 3 component slurry. In common with the SiC/Y203 

suspension the disagreement between measured and averaged results doubles when pH 

8 is reached, suggesting that the effect of positively charged Y2O3 particles somehow 

disrupting the behaviour of the negatively charged SiC is more significant than the 

effect of almost un-charged particles (ie AI2O3 and Y2O3 just above their isoelectric 

points, respectively, just under 8 and just over 9) on the average ESA of a mixed 

suspension. 
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4.3.2 Surfactants 

Four surface active dispersants were tested on the dispersions - Darvan C (ammonium 

poly methacrylate), a citric acid/tri-ethylamine mixture, polyacrylic acid (PAA) and 

Wanin-OS (sodium lignosulphonate). None of the additives had a noticeable positive 

effect on the electrokinetic stability of the SiC suspension as measured by the MATEC™ 

equipment. It is possible that the additives could have a steric stabilising effect on the 

suspensions which would not be detected by this method. In particular this effect could 

be useful in prolonging the stability of a suspension over long periods of time. The SiC 

suspension however, does not present any problems in this area and so addition of a 

surfactant was not considered necessary. 

PAA is commonly used to stabilise AI2O3 suspensions and was tested individually on 

AI2O3 and Y2O3. It was observed for both powders that adding 0.1 wt% PAA (relative to 

the mass of powder) to an alkaline suspension allowed the maximum value of ESA 

usually observed at pH 10 and above to be maintained as acid was added, down to pH 7. 

When added to the three component slurry however, no modification of behaviour was 

seen. The stabilising effect on the Y2O3 and AI2O3 may be swamped by the reading for 

the SiC. However, the additives appear to affect the SiC most at pH values below 8 in a 

suspension without PAA added (see Figure 4.7) which is precisely the point at which 

PAA has the most effect on AI2O3 and Y2O3, holding the ESA values up. It seems more 

likely that PAA absorption is being hindered in the 3 component suspension. 

Thus, although the PAA acts as a stabilising agent individually on AI2O3 and Y2O3 

powders, none of the dispersants tested have a stabilising effect on SiC or the mixed 

powder slurry. Simply holding the pH above 9 with a strong base produces a stable 

suspension. Working without a dispersant has the advantage of avoiding contamination 

of the suspension with long chain organic molecules which are difficult to bum out. 

4.3.3 Wetting Agents 

The wetting agents described in the Experimental section (3.1.2.6 Wetting) were 

screened in MATEC™ titrations to test for any effect on the SiC powder. The agents 

were titrated as 2wt% suspensions in water. The pH of the suspension was then raised 
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with IM NaOH. As with the surfactants (previous section) wetting agents were added 

up to a concentration corresponding to lwt% of the power mass. This inevitably led to 

dilution of the suspensions but 2 of the agents could not be dispersed in water at 

concentrations higher than 2wt%. Conductivity and ESA for all 4 agents are plotted 

against pH in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 ESA and conductivity results from titration of (a) Silwet-77, (b) Produkt KS 1115, 

(c) Aerosol OT and (d) Glydol N2002 against 5vol% SiC suspensions. 

Results for Produkt KS1115 (Figure 4.8(a)) confirm that it is non-ionic like Silwet-77 

(Figure 4.8(b)) which shows almost identical behaviour in titration with the SiC 

suspension. Both agents raise the pH above the value normally associated with the lEP 

of SiC, apparently without the sign of the SiC surface charge changing. The pH might 

be changed by dilution of the suspension without any additional ionic species being 

added to the equilibrium, and indeed the conductivity remains constant throughout both 

Produkt KSl 115 and Silwet-77 addition, but the pH change is still much larger than can 
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be accounted by the dilution taking place. On addition of NaOH both suspensions react 

in the same way as the standard SiC suspension, reaching the same value of stabilisation 

for the equivalent NaOH addition. 

Glydol N2002 and Aerosol OT are ionic agents, as indicated by the rise in conductivity 

of the suspension corresponding to the addition of the agents. Figure 4.8 (c) & (d). Both 

produce a dramatic increase in ESA over a small pH range. The conductivity in the case 

of Glydol increases gradually until the point where stabilisation stops increasing, when 

a more rapid rise in conductivity is seen. This suggests that Glydol is being absorbed 

onto the powder surface by a single mechanism, that the sites quickly become saturated 

and that twice as many free ions per addition are introduced by further additions of 

Glydol. Aerosol OT exhibits the same trend, but the conductivity increase is more 

gradual and the stabilisation achieved not quite so great; -1.5 compared to -2 for Glydol. 

Aerosol OT and Glydol N2002 contain effectively the same active groups, but Glydol is 

a much straighter, simpler molecule. It is possible that the branched organic chains of 

the Aerosol OT molecules first absorbed, physically block absorption at neighbouring 

sites, but that later rearrangement of the chains as the Aerosol OT concentration in the 

suspension increases allows the sites to absorb later, thus explaining the more gradual 

increase in conductivity. On subsequent addition of NaOH, conductivity and pH reach 

much higher values for the same addition rate. This confirms that Glydol and Aerosol 

OT are interacting with acidic groups on the SiC surface, leaving fewer available for 

interaction with the OH" groups from the NaOH, meaning a higher proportion of the 

groups added remain free in the suspending solvent contributing to high pH and 

conductivity. 

Silwet-77 and Produkt KSll 15 have no effect on the SiC which can be detected using 

the electroacoustic method employed by the matec™ equipment. Glydol N2002 and 

Aerosol OT appear to be absorbed onto the surface of the SiC powder. The 

concentrations of these agents which should be chosen to improve the wetting 

properties of a SiC suspension is complicated by this fact, but it is noted that a 

concentration of 0.1 wt% of the solvent has passed the point where the SiC surface is 
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saturated in both cases and addition at this rate should leave a proportion of the agent in 

solution to modify the surface properties of the water. 

4.4 Rheology 

The dependence of suspension rheology on powder volume content, temperature, pH 

and wetting agent concentration were studied as outlined in the experimental section. A 

summaiy of all experimental conditions and selected results are given in Table 4.4 at 

the end of this section. 

For all SiC suspensions tested, the shear stress exerted on the bob increased in a non-

linear manner as the shear rate was raised. This behaviour is described as plastic, if the 

suspension also exhibits yielding, or pseudoplastic when there is no yield point (see 

Figure 2.4 for a detailed description and shear rate profiles for standard rheological 

behaviours). Shear stress is plotted against shear rate for suspensions containing 

between 30 and 40vol% powder in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 Shear Stress potted against shear rate for aqueous suspensions containing between 30 
and 40vol% SiC. 

The resolution of the torque sensor in the viscometer is not sufficient to determine 

whether the suspensions yield at a finite stress value on flowing initially (plastic 

behaviour) or simply have extremely high viscosities at low shear rates. When 
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converted to differential viscosity (using the average shear rate method) and plotted 

against shear rate, this behaviour manifests itself as an extremely high viscosity at low 

shear rates which drops rapidly to a value under 50 mPa s, Figure 4.10. The shear stress 

does not, however, continue to rise linearly with increasing shear rate. The shear stress 

at any point is lower than that which would be expected for a Bingham plastic 

suspension (plastic with yield point). This is observed as the continuation in the 

downward trend of the viscosity values, even at the highest shear rates employed. Figure 

4.10. 
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Figure 4.10 Viscosity vs. Shear Rate for aqueous slurries containing 30-40vol% SiC powder. 

The viscosity profiles of the 38 - 40vol% powder suspensions are noticeably more non-

linear in nature than those with just 30 - 34vol% powders. In fact a transition from 

Newtonian to pseudoplastic or plastic with yield point behaviour can be observed if the 

suspension powder content is varied widely enough [Hirata et al. 1993] but no 

experiments were carried out on suspensions with the low volume fraction required 

(<20vol%) required to produce this effect. Plotting viscosity at a shear rate of lOOs"̂  

against vol% powder yields the trend illustrated in Figure 4.11 (a). 
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Figure 4.11 (a) Viscosity measured at lOOs'̂  vs. SiC powder volume content, (b) Dependence of 
viscosity on temperature for a 30vol% aqueous SiC suspension. 

The viscosity of the 30vol% suspension was also tested at three temperatures; 15, 20 

and 25°C. As expected, viscosity decreases with increasing temperature. Figure 4.11(b). 

With a temperature change of 10°C from 25 to 10°C the \dscosity of water drops from 

1.139 to 0.8904 mPa s [Weast 1984], a change of just 0.2486mPa.s. The change of 

1.36mPa.s is thus not attributable only to the change in viscosity of the water but also to 

the effect of this change on the behaviour of the powder particles (a lower viscosity 

solvent exerts less of a drag force on the particles and thus a given energy or force input 

can produce a higher rate of shear) and the stabilisation increase in the suspension. As 

the temperature increase alters the dielectric properties of the solvent, the charge layer 

on the particles is compressed, increasing the magnitude of the short range repulsive 

forces only. The effect is to allow particles to approach and flow more closely to each 

other, but collisions are also less likely. The increased freedom of movement and 

prevention of collisions both act to reduce suspension viscosity. 

The effect of increasing stability on viscosity is most graphically illustrated by the 

viscosity figures measured at varying pH values. Figure 4.12. In this case, the balance of 

charges in the suspension is altered by the addition of base and as pH is increased 

towards saturation at pH values around 9, the amount of charging of the particle surface 

is increasing. 
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Figure 4.12 Viscosity variation with pH, comparing average shear rate and general calculation 
methods. See equations (3.8) & (3,9). 

The results of the average shear rate method show that the viscosity of the slurry drops 

to a minimum at a pH of 9. This corresponds exactly to the addition of 0.23ml of IM 

NaOH per 23g of SiC, the point identified from the MATEC™ study (Figure 4.6) as 

producing the maximum suspension stabilisation. Addition of further NaOH simply 

increases the ionic strength of the suspension, shielding the charged particles from each 

other, thus reducing the stabilisation and producing an increase in viscosity. This 

confirms that the analyses carried out on the 5vol% SiC suspension have produced 

results that, at least for the case of the dependence of viscosity on stabilisation, can be 

applied predictively to slurries containing much higher concentrations of SiC. 

The data points in Figure 4.12 calculated by the general shear rate method for the same 

suspensions fall, with the exception of one data point, below the corresponding values 

calculated using the average shear rate for the middle of the gap between cup and bob 

for the rotational viscometer. Rather than indicating an error, this difference actually 

proves that the general method of calculating viscosity more accurately reflects the 

nature of the suspension. Schematic profiles of the actual variation of shear rate in the 

gap of a concentric cylinder viscometer (irmer radius R/ and outer radius Rg) for 

pseudoplastic and Newtonian liquids are illustrated along with the profile generated by 
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the assumptions of the average shear rate method for calculating viscosity in Figure 

4.13. 
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Figure 4.13 Schematic profiles of Shear Rate vs. Radius in a concentric gap for a Newtonian liquid, a 
Pseudoplastic liquid and as assumed by the Average Shear Rate viscosity calculation. 

The average shear rate method of calculating viscosity uses the shear rate in the middle 

of the gap and the shear stress exerted on the bob. The general shear rate method makes 

no assumptions and is calculated on the basis of shear rate and shear stress both 

measured at the bob surface. Figure 4.13 illustrated that the average shear rate method 

consistently underestimates the shear rate, leading to a higher value of viscosity as seen 

in Figure 4.12. This plot shows that it is possible to generate realistic viscosity values 

for a previously uncharacterised dispersion. The method does not, however, allow 

further classification of the suspension behaviour. 

Adding a wetting agent to the suspension also has an effect on viscosity. Suspensions of 

47vol% SiC containing 0, 0.05 and 0.1 wt% of Glydol N2002 and Silwet-77 were 

assessed, and the results are shown in Figure 4.14. These suspensions were subsequently 

used in fibre wetting tests. Both agents have a significant effect on viscosity. Agents 

were added as a concentrated solution with distilled water. The wetting agents must be 

added after ultrasonication, to prevent foaming and although adding the agents in the 

pure, viscous state would mean avoidt^ilution of the suspension, measuring and 

addition of such small quantities of viscous liquid is difficult and mixing would be 
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incomplete. Thus, addition as a diluted solution with water is a compromise. The 

reduction of viscosity observed on addition of Glydol is greater than could be expected 

from the dilution effect (see Figure 4.11(a)). This is not intuitively what one would 

expect on the addition of a long chain polymer. It was established in a MATEC™ 

experiment, Figure 4.8(d), that Glydol has a stabilising effect on SiC powder and it 

appears that this effect is sufficient to outweigh any increase caused in the viscosity by 

the presence of the long polymeric molecules. 
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Figure 4.14 Viscosity variation with addition of wetting agent. 

The addition of Silwet-77 raises the suspension viscosity slightly despite the fact that 

this addition also inevitably dilutes the suspension slightly. This confirms the result 

conclusion of the MATEC™ experiment (Figure 4.8(a)) that this wetting agent has no 

effect on powder stability and that the long chain polymer molecules cause drag 

throughout relatively large volumes of suspension and increase viscosity. 
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Powder, (Mass (g)) Mass Water (g) Vol% Mass% Additives Preparation Temperature (°C) pff Viscosity (mPa.s) 

FCP-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 4ml IMNaOH 90 mins US room 10.32 8,75 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 4ml IMNaOH 90 mins US room 9.32 6,05 

UF-15 + adds* 156 30 57,9 4rtil IMNaOH 90 mins US room 9.90 7,76 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 1.25ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 20 7.00 956 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 1.75ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 20 8.15 9.11 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 2.25ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 20 9.02 8.55 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 2.75ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 20 9.40 8.56 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 3.25ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 20 9.75 8.81 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 3.75ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 20 995 9.76 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 579 3.75ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 25 9.95 8.94 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 3.75ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 15 9.95 1.30 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 4ml IM NaOH 60 mins US 20 10.01 663 

UF-15 (206) 150 30 57.9 4.5ml IMNaOH 60 mins US 20 10.35 6.93 

UF-15 (227) 150 32 60.2 4.5ml IMNaOH 60+15 mins US 20 10.10 8,15 

UF-15 (248) 150 34 623 4.95ml IMNaOH 60+2x15 mins US 20 10.00 10,35 

UF-15 (296) 150 38 66.3 5.9ml IM NaOH 60+3x15 mins US 20 10.05 15.49 

UF-15 (322) 150 40 682 6.4ml IMNaOH 60+4x15 mins US 20 10.10 19.93 

UF-15 + adds* 75 47 74.5 3.66ml IMNaOH 50 mins US 20 ? 53 92 

UF-15 + adds* 75 47 74.5 3,66ml IMNaOH 
+0,95ml Glydol 

50 mins US 20 ? 51.10 

UF-15 + adds* 75 47 74.5 3.66ml IMNaOH 
+1.9ml Glydol 

50 mins US 20 ? 48.70 

UF-15 + adds* 75 47 74.5 3.66ml IMNaOH 50 mins US 20 ? 55,80 

UF-15 + adds* 75 47 74.5 3.66ml IMNaOH 
+0.95ml Silwet 

50 mins US 20 ? 56.31 

UF-15 +adds* 75 47 74.5 3.66ml IMNaOH 
+1.9ml Silwet 

50 mins US 20 7 58.90 
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Chapter 4: Powder Suspensions 

4,5 Wetting 

4.5.1 Capillary Tube Experiment 

The data obtained for the selected surfactants (Aerosol OT, Silwet-77, Glydol N2002 

and Produkt KS1115) are recorded in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.15. For comparison, the 

rise height of pure water in this experiment is 24.09mm. 

Table 4.5 Capillary rise height data for the selected wetting agent solutions. 

Wetting 

Agent 

Rise Height (mm) Wetting 

Agent 

0.01 

Concentration(wt%) 

0.1 1 

Aerosol OT 24.05 12.95 11.10 

Sihvet-77 13.88 9.25 9.81 

Glydol N20O2 5.55 16.55 14.99 

Produkt KS1115 20.91 15.72 11.47 

Water - 24.09mm 

2 10 

Aerosol OT 
Silwet-77 
Glydol N2002 

e— Produkt KS1115 

0.01 

Concentration (wt%) 

Figure 4.15 Height of liquid rise in capillary vs. Surfactant concentration for the selected wetting 
agent solutions and water. 

The results indicate that the chosen surfactants do most to influence the surface 

properties of water at the lower end of the concentration range tested here - namely 0.01 

to 0.1 wt% addition. Further addition up to lwt% wetting agent did not increase the 
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effect on capillary rise, and in the case of Produkt KSl 115, produced a cloudy solution. 

In increasing order of effectiveness. Aerosol OT, Produkt KS and Silwet-77, produced a 

lower capillary rise with increasing addition. Glydol N2002 produced different 

behaviour. Initially on the addition of 0.01wt% of the wetting agent, the lowest capillary 

rise of the test is recorded. Subsequent additions produced liquid levels comparable to 

those of the other agents. The tests were repeated at least 3 times, and in the case of 

Glydol, solutions re-mixed. Enlargement of the photographs. Figure^ and examination 

of the liquid profiles reveal that when 0.01wt% of Glydol is added, the liquid surface is 

almost flat i.e. the contact angle approaches 90°. For the two higher surfactant 

concentrations, the liquid/gas interface is slightly curved, bur does not exhibit the near 

0° contact angle apparent with pure water. 

"ffz.'jSSsdS'iii AjKhdcKr,!.. 

Figure 4.16 Liquid profiles in capillary tube for (a) water (b) water + 0.0 lwt% Glydol, (c) water + 
0.1 wt% Glydol and (d) water + 1 wt% Glydol. 

Application of equations (2.7), (2.10) and (2.11) allows some inferences to be drawn 

about the liquid surface properties. Approximate changes in contact angle, 9 , and 

changes in h are related to surface energy values. Possible development in these 

properties on incremental addition of Glydol is charted in the fourth column of Table 

4.6. 75V is assumed to remain constant over the short period of the experiments. 
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Table 4.6 Inferred changes in surface properties from capillary experiments - 'changes' in h and 0are 
w.r.t. previous entry in table. 

Solution Liquid Approximate Observations 

Height 

(mm) 

Contact 

Angle 
c o s < 9 = ^ " 

Yk 
n — • 

ApgR 

Water 24.05 0° - -

ft 01wt% Glydol 5.55 80° 
PivT and/or % t Yivi and/or 

or cos^\L 

0.1wt% Glydol 16.55 45° 
Yivi and/or i Mvt and/or y,! i 

and/or cos 

Iwt% Glydol 14.99 45° 
no change Yk,i and/or y.it 

or cosO 4' 

In the case of 0.01wt% Glydol N2002, cos0 goes down, but the implication from 

Young's equation that this could be caused by a rise in is unlikely on the addition of 

a surfactant and in the light of the drop in h. Therefore, results here suggest that the 

change in 0is caused mainly by an increase in %/, which reduces the size of the surface 

tension component acting up the tube and produces a smaller value of h. For 0.1 wt% 

Glydol, COS0 has gone up again, and since /si is unlikely to be reduced by further 

additions of a surfactant which initially increased it, the value of <9 must have been 

reduced by a drop in This appears to be in conflict with the observed height rise 

described by the second equation. In fact the change in magnitude of cos ̂  (for example 

cos 80° = 0.174 and cos 45° = 0.707, 4 times larger) is enough to produce the observed 

capillary rise, even with a drop in /ly. 

Overall results suggest that Silwet-77 produces the lowest capillary rise, without 

significant profile distortion, indicating low surface tension. The apparent increase in 

with low additions of Glydol N2002 is interesting and could make slurry spreading 

difficult during processing if the same effect was seen with fibre surfaces. 

4.5.2 Fibre Dipping 

Examination of cross-sections lead to some general observations but few definite 

conclusions. Coring is apparent in all fibre bunches, the powder being more dense 
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around the outside of the samples. Silwet-77 exacerbates this effect slightly whereas 

Glydol N2002 may alleviate the problem. This agent however produces a lower overall 

powder density. This can be traced to the different stages of the drying process. Initially 

the surface of the body produced is covered in a thin layer of liquid and evaporation rate 

is similar to that for the liquid in an open dish. As the volume of liquid in the body 

decreases, the body shrinks, under the capillary pressure generated in the pores. As it is 

energetically unfavourable to form an increased area of solid gas interface the liquid 

flows from the centre of the body to maintain the meniscus at the surface, compressing 

the solid component. When the capillary tension generated is no longer large enough to 

continue deforming the stiffening solid network, the liquid vapour meniscus recedes 

inside the body and liquid continues to flow to the outside of the body as a film coating 

internal channels and to evaporate at the surface. Eventually, when the distance 

between the liquid drying front and the body surface increases to a point where the 

capillary pressure no longer provides a pressure gradient sufficient for liquid flow along 

internal channels, liquid evaporates within the body and diffuses to the surface. This 

complete drying of the outer layer relieves some of the compressive stresses. The 

saturated central region still needs to shrink, however and depending on the relative 

thickness and shape of these layers, fracture or warping of the outer layer might occur 

[Scherer 1990]. Here however it appears that the central region of the sample has been 

prevented from shrinking producing an inner core of lower powder density. Lowering 

the surface tension with surfactants reduces the maximum capillary pressure, so reduces 

shrinkage and cracking. A body of lower density is produced. Comparison between 

Glydol N2002 and Silwet-77 containing samples might suggest lower surface tension is 

produced by Glydol N2002 at this addition level. 

Bunching is severe in the P25 samples and is not affected greatly by the addition of 

surfactants. The effect can most probably be attributed to the shape of the fibres. P25 is 

very 'crinkled' so fibre separation varies along the length of each tow, and in areas 

where fibres are closer, capillary forces pull them into bunches. Little bunching is seen 

with the SiC coated FT500 fibre which is much straighten Even when bunching is 

severe however, some powder is present between almost all neighbouring fibres. Fibres 

are further apart at the free (bottom) end of the fibre bunches. Examination of sections 
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in back-scattered mode SEM, did not give a very clear view of sinter aid distribution, 

but did not present any evidence of isolated pockets of alumina or yttria. 

Results obtained suggest that fibre distribution is mainly dependent on macroscopic 

fibre architecture. This assertion is supported by the observation that a full scale 

composite produced from fibre lay-ups in the constriction of the mould has a much 

more uniform green cross section than the equivalent dipped tow, Figure 4.17. 

Figure 4.17 Optical micrograph of cross-sectioned green composite produced from 47vol% powder 
slurry containing 3wt% sintering additives and 0.1 wt% (wrt solvent) of Glydol N2002 
wetting agent. 

It should be emphasised that a similar degree of infiltration and fibre spreading was seen 

in areas of the trial tows, but the results were inconsistent. Powder density and 

homogeneity is more dependent on surfactant concentration and probably its effect on 

the drying of the body. 
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4.6 Slurry Casting 

At a single casting pressure, 20bar, the casting rate of monolithic silicon carbide was 

found to vary linearly with suspension viscosity. Figure 4.18. 

0.05 

40 60 80 

Viscosity (mPa.s) 
120 

Figure 4.18 Variation of casting rate with suspension viscosity under 20bar air pressure. 

Complete data are not available for any other casting pressures, as the aim was to 

produce monolithic silicon carbide samples as efficiently as possible and pressures 

lower than 20bar lead to much longer casting times and problems with the slurry drying 

before being consolidated. The calibration curve could be used to predict the length of 

time for which pressure should be applied on the basis of a viscosity measurement. 

Sample green density for monolithic samples varied between 58 and 65% of the 

theoretical density of silicon carbide, although no pattern was evident in these results. 

Thus is must be assumed that this is the natural range of these results. No similar data 

are available for composite samples as the sample thickness is predetermined by the 

grid used to hold fibre lay-ups in place. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION II -

DENSIFICATION AND SAMPLE ASSESSMENT 

5.1 Sintering 

5.1.1 Monolithic SiC Densification 

5.1.1.1 Effect of Temperature on Densification 

The conditions under which monolithic silicon carbide (compositions in Table 3.5) was 

densified are given in Table 3.6, but in summary, temperatures were varied between 

1750°C and 1900°C, and hold times from 30 to 120 minutes. The effects of varying 

parameters other than temperature, were mainly studied at a temperature of 1850°C and 

the effect of an alumina containing SiC powder bed on densification was assessed at 

this temperature. Two compositions of SiC denoted A and B (see Table 3.5), were 

studied, containing respectively 9 and 3wt% (of the total powder mass) AI2O3 and Y2O3 

sintering additives in the YAG ratio. 

The benefit of higher temperature and extra sintering additives to densification is 

apparent on plotting sintered density against sintering temperature. Figure 5.1, in this 

case for a constant hold at high temperature of 120 minutes. Percentage theoretical 

density figures are calculated fi-om the density of pure SiC, 3.217g/cm^. Ignoring the 

Y2O3 and AI2O3 additions introduces a maximum error of 0.6% to the theoretical 

density figures for composition B and of 1.5% for composition A. Accurate 

determination of the quantities of various phases present after sintering and their effect 

on density is difficult and involves its own errors and so a conscious decision was made 

to compare densities only to the pure SiC value. 
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Composition A 
Composition B 

85 

75 U 

1750 1800 1850 

Sintering Temperature ("C) 

(a) 

1900 

0 3 

1 

—Compos i t ion A Mass Loss 
—A— Composition B Mass Loss # 
--0 • Composition A Shrinkage 
—A— Composition B Shrinkage 

A 

1750 1800 1850 

Sintering Temperature C*C) 
(b) 

- 15 

20 

(U 

1 0 • 

1900 

Figure 5.1 Effect of sintering temperature on (a) ultimate density and (b) mass loss and linear 
shrinkage, for SiC of composition A (9wt% AI2O3 & Y2O3) and composition B (3wt% 
AI2O3 & Y2O3) held for 120 minutes at ultimate sintering temperature. 

Even these simple plots expose subtle differences in the sintering behaviour of 

compositions A and B. Final density increases almost linearly with increasing sintering 

temperature for composition B (containing 3wt% additives) between 1750 and 1900°C 

Increasing the temperature from 1750 to 1850°C has a very small effect on samples of 

composition B while sintering at 1900°C produces a huge improvement in final density 

from 75% to 92% of the theoretical figure for SiC. 

Mass loss figures in the same temperature range are between 1.9 and 4.3% for 

composition A and 2.35 and 3.5 % for composition B. These figures are lower than 

observed in comparable work [Guo et al. 1997] and are probably minimised by the 

relatively high argon pressure (lObar) which will prevent volatilisation of gaseous 

components to some extent. The higher mass loss figure at 1900°C for the composition 

A samples can easily be explained through the volatilisation of AI2O3. The loss of a 

certain proportion of the original AI2O3 accounts for a greater proportion of the mass of 

the composition A samples. The very small mass loss for this composition at 1750°C is 

difficult to explain when compared to the loss for the composition B sample. 

Shrinkage trends deviate slightly from those seen for ultimate density, shrinkage being 

slightly higher at 1750°C than 1800°C for both compositions. Shrinkage and density 

achieved trends should be similar, provided that a phase transformation is not occurring 
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to produce a phase of different density. This is unlikely at this temperature and the 

change is small enough to be on the upper limit of the error expected in the 

measurement. Comparing data as 'percentage increase in density' is possibly more 

meaningful when attempting to compare the effect of changing processing parameters 

and is used in later sections as the comparison method. 

5.1.1.2 Effect of Hold Time on Densification 

Varying the time for which samples are sintered has a significant effect on silicon 

carbide densification. At a single sintering temperature, 1850°C, varying the hold time 

by 30 minutes (from 30 to 60 minutes) causes a 7% increase in the density of 

composition B samples, see Figure 5.2. This is similar to the effect observed on 

increasing the temperature by 100°C when sintering with a 120 minute hold. Again, 

contrasting behaviour is seen from the composition A samples. Density is increased by 

5% by lengthening the hold time from 30 to 60 minutes, but a dramatic drop of 7% is 

caused by further lengthening the hold time to 120 minutes. It appears that a peak of 

densification efficiency is reached for hold times around 60 minutes for composition A 

samples sintered at 1850°C and that densification plateau s for composition B at 60 

minutes. 

2.7 • 

2.6 -

E 
2.5 -

I 2.4 -

0) 
Q 

2.3 - Composition A 
Composition B 

30 60 90 

Hold Time (hours) 
120 

1 -82 .6 
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c 
Q) 
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- 77.5 1 
2 
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- 72.5 (0 

- 70.0 
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Figure 5,2 Effect of varying hold time on ultimate density for samples sintered at 1850°C. 
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5.1.1.3 Effect of Sinter Bed on Densification 

Chemical and compositional analysis, to be reported later, showed that the proportion 

of aluminium/alumina in the sintered samples was lower than that included in the green 

compacts (5.1.3 Composition of Sintered SiC). Samples were sintered in a powder bed 

containing a small amount of alumina in an attempt to manipulate the gaseous 

environment around the samples, prevent alumina loss and thus improve densification 

efficiency. The effect of this manipulation is illustrated in Figure 5.3. A bar chart of 

'percentage increase on green density' effectively illustrates the effect of progressively 

changing sintering time and environment with the temperature held constant at 1850°C. 

Density Composition A 
Density Composition B 
Densfty (ncrease Composibon A 
Density increase Composition B 

m 3 0 

O.Shrs no bed 1tir no bed 2hrs no bed 2 hrs Al bed 

Figure 5.3 Efficiency of sintering (% density increase from green) at 1850°C for various hold times 
and sintering environments. 

The consequences of increasing sintering additive content and progressively prolonging 

the hold time at high temperature are clear. A higher level of sintering additions is 

beneficial during short sinter treatments (30 and 60 minutes) but when the hold time 

reaches 120 minutes, the composition B (3wt%) samples sinter better than those 

containing more Y2O3 and AI2O3. These first 3 data points were also used in Figure 5.2. 

Adding a sintering bed containing alumina, however, allows the extra sintering aids of 

the composition A samples to work more effectively and produces an increase in 

density of three times the level seen after a 120 minute sintering treatment with no 
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sinter bed. The alumina powder bed also produces an improved density increase in the 

composition B samples, but for them it is a 2 fold rather than a 3 fold improvement. 

Comparing the effect of increasing sintering temperature with the effect of the alumina 

containing powder bed for a constant hold time of 120 minutes reveals significant 

results at the upper end of the temperature range. Figure 5.4. 

5 0 3.2 

Density Composition A 
Density Composition B 

I Density Increase Composition A 
I Density Increase Composition B 

0) 3 0 

1750̂ -no becM800*C-nobem85(rC-nobed1850*C-AI bed1900°C.nobed 

Figure 5.4 Effect of temperature on densification efficiency, compared with influence of alumina 
containing powder bed for a constant high temperature hold of 120 minutes. 

Density increase is almost constant for the composition A samples between 1750 and 

1850°C. The increase in temperature is more beneficial for the composition B (3wt% 

AI2O3 and Y2O3) samples. The improvement in densification efficiency achieved by 

adding an alumina containing sinter bed to the sinter treatment at 1850°C is greater than 

that obtained by raising the sintering temperature by 50°C to 1900°C. Similarly to the 

cases examined at a sintering temperature of 1850°C in Figure 5.3, the sinter bed is 

more beneficial to the composition A samples. The efficacy of the alumina/silicon 

carbide sinter bed is in no doubt. 

Progressive identification of the most favourable sintering conditions, led ultimately to 

the sintering of composition A samples in the alumina/silicon carbide sinter bed for 60 

minutes at a temperature of 1850°C. The density achieved under these conditions was 

3.08±0.015g/cm^ or 95.7% of the theoretical density of silicon carbide. 
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5.1.2 Factorial Analysis - Comparison of Factors Affecting SiC Densification 

The preceding section compares the effects of various processing factors on the density 

of sintered silicon carbide qualitatively. In an attempt to extract some quantitative 

information from these results, a two level factorial analysis technique, after Whalen 

and Trela [1987], was applied to an array of sintering conditions and density figures. A 

full account of factorial design of experiments and data analysis is given in the book by 

Boxetal. [1978]. 

Two sets of 2 level analysis of 3 variables were carried out. This is denoted as a 2̂  

factorial analysis. The term 2̂  is the number of experiments required to fill the array; 8 

runs are needed to cover the entire factor space of 3 variables at two levels. In the case 

of the first analysis the variables for study and the levels chosen are given in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Selected variables and levels examined in first factorial analysis of SiC density results. 

Variable Abbreviation - level + level 

Sintering Temperature T 1800°C 1850°C 

AI2O3 & Y2O3 Additions A 3wt% 9wt% 

Hold Time H 60 mimies 120 minutes 

Once the variables have been chosen, a tabulated array of the necessary experiments 

can be produced, Table 5.2. This table also includes the experimental responses to the 

changing conditions i.e. the mean density of the SiC obtained from each sintering run. 

The standard error in the density values is estimated at ±0.075. 

Table 5.2 Array of experiments and resulting responses for the first 7? factorial analysis. 

Experiment no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

T . + . . + + - + 

JJ - - - + - + + + 

Response (Density (g/cm^)) 

2.539 2.492 2.949 2.372 2,624 2.490 2.3905 2.419 
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If the responses are denoted yi to yg, then the main effect of temperature, T, for 

example, is calculated from, 

J , ^ (5 1) 

This can be abbreviated to, 

where y^ is the average of the responses from the sintering runs with the variable at its 

+ level and y_ is the average of the remaining responses which include the same 

variable at its - level. Main effects are calculated for the 2 other variables, additive 

concentration and hold time, in the same way. In case of non-additive combinations of 

pairs of variables, interaction terms are calculated in a similar manner. The four results 

of experiments where the pair of terms to be considered both take the same value (+ or -

) are averaged to give and the remaining results where the pair oppose each other, 

y_ . So the combined effect of temperature and additive concentration is calculated 

from. 

7% = 
^>"1+^4+^5+3^81 f >"2 + >̂ 3 + 3̂ 6 + I 

At this point figures have been calculated to represent the main effects of the 3 

variables and the three pair wise combinations, but these figures give no indication of 

the significance of the results and a statistical method is required to assess this. The sum 

of squares of the deviations from the mean value for all of the components of each 

effect figure provides a measure of their significance [Barnes 1994]. In order to discard 

effects which fall within the error limits of the density figures, the variance of the 

sample is estimated. Variance is calculated through, 

= (5.4) 

where N is the number a samples considered and a is the standard deviation of the 

figures. A pooled estimate of the variance of the sample, 5, can be calculated 
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confidently from a relatively small amount of data and substituted for cr without serious 

loss of accuracy. Variance for a single set of samples produced under the same 

conditions is calculated from. 

An average of the values for all 8 of the experiments is used as the variance value to 

which the sum of squares values are compared. In summary, this analysis produces the 

data given in Table 5.3. A column of total difference (4(}'+ -y_)) has been included in 

this table along with the effect. 

Table 5.3 Effects and variance of sintering experiments testing the effect of temperature, additive 
concentration and hold time on silicon carbide density. 

Effects and Analysis of Variance 
Variable/Combination Total Effect Sum of Squares (Sum of 

Squares)/V(effect) 
T (Temperature) -0.225 -0.056 0.0063 0,51 
A (Additive Cone.) 0.490 0.245 0.1200 9.64 
H (Hold Time) -0.933 -0467 0.4352 34 93 
TA -0.368 -0.184 0.0677 5.43 
TH 0.519 0260 0.1347 10.81 
AH -a594 -0.297 0.1764 14,16 
V(effect) = 0.0125 

According to this analysis, the effect of a 50°C increase in temperature from 1800°C to 

1850°C has an insignificant effect on silicon carbide densification. This fits with the 

observations made from Figure 5.1(a) and Figure 5.4, that the figures for ultimate 

density achieved and density increase between these two temperatures are almost 

constant for samples of both compositions A and B. The combined effect of 

temperature and additive concentration, with a (Sum of Squares)/V(effect) values of 

5.43 is a borderline case. A sum of squares value of at least 3 times the variance value is 

judged necessary to indicate a significant result [Whalen 1997]. The most significant 

effect is seen for the hold time. The negative sign in the effect column means that 

raising this variable to its + level (i.e. increasing the hold at temperature from 60 to 120 

minutes) actually reduces the density attained. Swapping the designation of + and -

levels for temperature and hold time would produce positive values in the effect 

column, but the values themselves and thus the sums of squares values would be 
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unaffected. The detrimental effect of increasing hold time was noted from Figure 5.2, 

but the factorial analysis allows the observation that shortening the hold time from 120 

to 60 minutes has 3.5 times more effect on the sample densities than increasing the 

additive content from 3 to 9wt%. The pair wise interaction terms are not negligible, but 

none are more significant than either of its constituent variables. Thus, no combination 

effect out of proportion with the individual effects is noted. Including the Sums of 

Squares values in a bar chart allows easy graphical comparison of the results. Figure 

5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 Significance of temperature, additive concentration, hold time, and pair wise 
combinations of these variables on the density of sintered silicon carbide. 

In order to assess the effect of the alumina containing sinter bed on the densification of 

samples, the variables hold time, additive concentration and sinter bed were compared 

at the levels stated in Table 5.4. These experiments were carried out at a constant 

temperature of 1850°C. 
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Table 5.4 Selected variables and levels examined in second factorial analysis of SiC density results. 

Variable Abbreviation - level + level 

Hold Time H 60 minutes 120 minutes 

Sinter Bed B no bed sinter bed 

AI2O3 & Y2O3 Additions A 3wt% 9wt% 

The array of experiments takes an analogous form to that used in the first variance 

analysis and is shown here in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5 Array of experiments and resulting responses for the second 2̂  factorial analysis. 

Experiment no. 8 

H 

B 

A 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ + 
+ + 

Response (Density (g/cm^)) 

2.492 2.490 2.782 2.624 3.027 2.419 3.077 3.037 

Effects and significance factors were similarly calculated for this data and are shown in 

Table 5.6. 

Table 5.6 Effects and variance of sintering experiments testing the effect of, hold time, additive 
concentration and use of sinter bed on silicon carbide density. 

Effects and Analysis of Variance 
Variable/Combination Total Effect Sum of Squares (Sum of 

Squares)/V(effect) 

H (Hold Time) -0.002 -0.001 0.000001 0.000056 
B (Sinter Bed) 1.898 0.949 1.8012 201.38 
A (Additive Cone.) 0.366 0.183 0.6698 7.49 
HB 0.412 0.206 0.0848 9.49 
HA -0.488 -0.244 0.1191 13.31 
BA 0.244 0.122 0.0298 3.33 
V(^ect) = 0.0125 

In this analysis, all other factors are swamped by the effect of the powder bed, even 

hold time, which was by far the most important factor in the previous experiment set. 

Again, the importance of the sinter bed was implied from the densification efficiency 

plots (Figures 5.3 & 5.4) and is confirmed by the quantitative results of the factorial 
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analysis. Interestingly, the hold time/additives combined effect in this experiment set is 

more significant than the individual variable effects. It was implied from Figure 5.2 that 

a longer hold time was detrimental to samples containing the higher level of additives, 

but this was not demonstrated in the first variance analysis. These significance values 

are illustrated graphically in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 Significance of hold time, additive concentration and use of sinter bed, and pair wise 
combinations of these variables on the density of sintered silicon carbide. 

The high density values achieved for the ceramic sintered for Ihr at 1800°C 

(experiments 1 and 3 in first analysis. Table 5.2) should be noted. This combination of 

conditions was tested only in order to complete the array of data needed for variance 

analysis but, surprisingly gave a higher density product than the equivalent run at 

1850°C. An average of 92.3% TD for the composition A samples sintered under these 

conditions is close to the ^^.4% TD obtained by sintering for 120 minutes at 1900°C. 

The figure for composition B samples (experiment 1, Table 5.2) is only bettered by the 
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samples sintered for 120 minutes in a sinter bed. With hindsight, it is obvious that 

increasing the temperature from 1800 to 1850°C does not produce a significant density 

increase and it is possible that mass loss is less or the phases produced at 1800°C are 

different. 

In summary, hold time is a more significant factor than temperature in the range 

studied. At a constant temperature, however, the use of a alumina containing powder 

bed around the samples is over 25 times more important than the nearest other single 

factor. The combined effect of hold time and additive content at a single temperature 

has a moderate significance. The results obtained fit with general observations made on 

densification behaviour, but allow the quantification of effects. 

5.1.3 Composition of Sintered SiC 

The phases present in sintered monolithic silicon carbide samples were identified by 

XRD analysis. Relative intensities of reflections were used to estimate the 

concentration of given phases in the mixtures. P-phase silicon carbide was not detected 

in any of the samples. 
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Figure 5.7 Evolution of YAG (AI5Y3O12) and yttria rich (AI2Y4O9) phase content with (a) 
temperature for a 120 minute hold and (b) hold time at a constant temperature of 
1850°C, measured by XRD. 

Figure 5.7(a) shows the evolution of secondary phase contents with increasing sintering 

temperature for both compositions A and B. The intensity of the yttrium aluminium 
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garnet phase reflection (AI5Y3O12 or 3Al203:5Y203) diminishes as the sintering 

temperature is increased. In the case of composition A samples the trend line falls 

suddenly towards zero as the temperature is increased from 1850 to 1900°C. This trend 

is mirrored by the increasing concentration of an yttrium rich phase, AI2Y4O9 or 

Al203:2Y203. The reflection intensity for this phase, similarly, takes a sharp up turn 

between 1850°C and 1900°C. This all indicates that a proportion of alumina being lost 

from the samples and that this proportion increases as the sintering temperature is 

raised. The composition B samples show similar behaviour, except for a down turn in 

the AI2Y4O9 at 1900°C. The amount of sintering additive included (2.17vol%) is, 

however, below the limit of 5vol% down to which reasonably accurate measurements 

can be made. The yttria rich phase identified contains oxygen in the same proportions 

as found in AI2O3 and Y2O3 themselves. The phases being formed are all part of the 

AI2O3: Y2O3 phase diagram and not complicated by the addition of silica for example. 

As the hold time is lengthened at 1850°C, a similar effect is seen for the composition A 

samples. The YAG reflection drops off when the hold time is increased from 30 to 60 

minutes and then remains constant. The steady value between 60 and 120 minutes may 

be a consequence of the resolution of the technique. The yttria rich AI2Y4O9 phase only 

appears at hold times at and above 60 minutes. This fact, along with the high intensity 

of the YAG reflection at 30 minutes (higher than the maximum seen at 1750°C for a 

120 minute hold time) implies that at this short time, little or no alumina is lost from the 

compact. Composition B samples also contain AI2Y4O9 when sintered for 120 minutes, 

but the amount of YAG does not apparently diminish. Again, however, the resolution of 

this technique below 5vol% (I/Iq ~ 0.05) does not allow firm statements to be made 

about the composition B samples. 

Sintering silicon carbide samples in an alumina containing sinter bed at 1850°C has a 

significant effect on composition, and illustrated by the data in Table 5.7 for samples of 

composition A. 
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Table 5.7 Normalised XRD intensities showing effect of sintering bed and hold time on phases 
present in composition A samples. 

Temperature Time Normalised Intensity 
f°Q SiC(6H} SiCqSR) AhYM, AhY,Ou 
1850 2 0.83 0.05 0.03 0.09 
1850 1 084 0^4 0 03 049 
1850 0.5 0.82 0.04 0 0.13 
l&W 2 090 005 0 045 
1850 1 0.65 0.03 0 0.32 
18W0 2 083 005 003 009 
1800 1 075 003 0 0.22 

denotes use of sinter bed 

It is apparent that inclusion of the samples in a sinter bed, suppresses the formation of 

the yttria rich AI2Y4O9 phase completely, most probably by inhibiting alumina loss. The 

effect is similar to that caused by shortening the hold time, as illustrated by the data 

collected at both 1800 and 1850°C. The conditions under which alumina evaporation is 

minimised were also identified as those most favourable for silicon carbide 

densification in the previous section. 

XRD allows definite phase identification, but only indicates phase concentration. The 

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy technique, also applied to these samples allows 

quantitative analysis of the concentration of atomic aluminium and yttrium, but 

conversely, gives no information on the phase in which the element is included. The 

figures for aluminium and yttrium content of samples sintered for 120 minutes at 

temperatures between 1750°C and 1900°C were measured and are plotted in Figure 5.8, 

superimposed on a bar chart of the ultimate densities of the samples. 
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Figure 5.8 Variation of concentration of atomic aluminium and yttrium with increasing 
temperature, determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy and superimposed on a bar 
chart of corresponding density figures. 

On preparation, composition A samples contained 4.07wt% yttrium and 2.07wt% 

aluminium and composition B samples 1.3wt% yttrium and 0.71wt% aluminium. Errors 

in the actual absorbed intensity measurement are calculated by the equipment during 

measurement by an assessment of the signal fluctuation. Errors for aluminium 

measurements are small, in the region of 0.5%. The yttrium absorption line is closer to 

background lines from the solution, more difficult to resolve, and thus errors in its 

measurement are larger at around 5%. For samples of composition A, both aluminium 

and yttrium losses are large at 1750°C (9 and 14% of the total being lost respectively) 

reduced at 1800°C and then increase approximately linearly with sintering temperature. 

Similar proportions of aluminium and yttrium are lost at 1800 and 1850°C but at 

1900°C, only 64% of the original aluminium remains in contrast to 82% of the yttrium. 

This ties in qualitatively with the evidence of formation of an yttria rich phase from the 

XRD data, however the amounts that could be formed are much less according to the 

atomic absorption spectroscopy data. Calculation from the data for the composition A 

sample sintered at 1900°C suggest that the amounts of yttria and alumina left, could 
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form 3.8vol% YAG and 2vol% AI2Y4O9, whereas XRD indicates the reverse - under 

2vol% YAG and approximately 3vol% AI2Y4O9. Similarly, much smaller amounts of 

AI2Y4O9 should be formed at the other temperatures considered, so it seems likely that 

comparing intensities of XRD peaks has exaggerated the amounts of AI2Y4O9 formed. 

The mass lost by these samples (illustrated in Figure 5.1) cannot be accounted for only 

by the loss of alumina and yttria, so SiC decomposition must also be occurring. The 

reaction credited with causing mass loss in SiC compacts liquid phase sintered with 

AI2O3 and Y2O3 additives is, 

)\l2()3(s) H SiC:(s)--» SiC)(g) k AJ2()(g;) + (5.6) 

Silicon carbide can, however, also decompose on reaction with silica, present as a thin 

layer on the surface of SiC powders of commercial purity, via the reaction 

:)Si(]2(s) + zsic:-»3:3iC)(g) + (:()(g) (5.7) 

For composition A samples, on average, 44% of mass loss can be attributed to AI2O3 

and Y2O3 diminution. For composition B samples, this figure is just 14%. Total mass 

loss figures for the compositions are, however, very similar leading to the conclusion 

that SiC decomposition is more serious for 3wt% samples. In fact, ranking the mass loss 

data collected at 1850°C gives some interesting results. Table 5.8. 

Table 5.8 Mass losses for sintering at 1850°C, ranked from highest to lowest. 

Conditions (Composition, Time, Bed) Mass Loss (% of green mass) 

B, 120 minutes 3.12±0.036 

A, 120 minutes 3.00^0.054 

B, 60 minutes 2.941±0.038 

A, 60 minutes 2.895±0.036 

B, 60 minutes, bed 2.340±0.302 

B, 30 minutes 2.270±0.017 

A, 30 minutes 1.945±0.165 

B, 120 minutes, bed 1.851±0.078 

A, 60 minutes, bed 1.463±0.064 

A, 120 minutes, bed 1.171^0.113 
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Within the limits of the errors, the pairs of values for the two compositions sintered 

under the same conditions without a sinter bed are almost equal. The mass loss for 

composition B samples, however, does always appear slightly higher. The use of a 

sinter bed exaggerates the difference in behaviour. The mass losses for composition A 

samples are distinctly lower. A possible, speculative explanation is that the higher 

amount of additives close porosity more quickly and effectively, blocking the route of 

escape for the gaseous products. An alumina/silicon carbide sintering bed will produce 

the mixture of gases which are the product of reaction (5.6), suppressing their loss from 

the body and accelerate pore sealing further. 
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5.1.4 Microstructure of Sintered Samples 

5.1.4.1 Monolithic Silicon Carbide 

Extensive SEM examination of sintered monolithic silicon carbide samples revealed 

certain patterns of sintering under different conditions, unexpected behaviour by the 

sintering additives and indicated possible sintering mechanisms. The variation in 

sintered SiC microstructure as sintering temperature is increased is illustrated using the 

series of micrographs shown overleaf in Figure 5.9. 

The composition B samples were sintered for 120 minutes. Those densified at 1750 and 

1800°C have very open structures indicating open porosity although the channels visible 

in the 1800°C sample are slightly more widely separated. On sintering at 1850°C 

porosity is more isolated and small lighter areas of the solidified liquid phase are 

visible. This contrast arises from yttrium's relatively high atomic number. The heavy 

yttrium atoms provide a much bigger target for incoming electrons and therefore a 

greater probability that some will be scattered back towards the secondary electron 

detector. Thus, light areas of atomic number contrast can be seen in addition to the 

usual topographic contrast. Sintering at 1900°C does not, apparently, cause much 

reduction on the amount of porosity, but the regions between pores are much smoother 

appear denser. The densities of the samples in Figure 5.9 are 70%(1750°C), 73% 

(1800°C), 77% (1850°C) and 86.6% (1900°C) of the theoretical density of pure silicon 

carbide. 
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Figure 5.9 Variation of microstructure of composition B samples sintered for 120 minutes with 
increasing sintering temperature. 
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Figure 5.10 Micro structure of composition A samples sintered for 30, 60 and 120 minutes at a 
temperature of 1850°C. 
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Composition A samples sintered for varying times at 1850°C (Figure 5.10) do not show 

such obvious development of microstructure. The sample sintered for just 30 minutes 

has a fairly homogenous microstructure. The presence of porosity however, 

suggests that densification has not proceeded far. When sintered for 60 minutes at 

1850°C, the microstructure of the sample is certainly still far from ideal, but pin points 

of dense, dark material suggest patchy densification is taking place. Individual areas of 

porosity are larger in the sample sintered for 120 minutes than those in the 60 minute 

sample. In fact density has fallen significantly from 79 to 73% with this increase in hold 

time, confirming visually the observation that sintering for longer periods is not 

necessarily beneficial for samples of composition A. 

These general characteristics of densification were observed for all of the monolithic 

samples studied. Over and above this however, some edge effects and unusual 

distribution of liquid phase were also noted. 

Density Distribution 

Composition B samples sintered for 30 minutes at 1850°C showed a distinct density 

difference between the edge and central region. The centre appeared similar in structure 

to a green powder compact while the outer zone was dense. Figure 5.11(a) & (b). A 

sharp boundary between these regions is visible approximately 500|um from the sample 

surface. Little gradation of density between the two areas is apparent. This sample has a 

bulk density of 69% of theoretical when analysed by mercury immersion, but 

microstructure indicates that this is the and average of the dense outer rim and a 

practically unsintered core. Composition A samples sintered under the same conditions 

have similar microstructure but the green central region contained isolated areas of 

dense material. In contrast a composition A sample sintered for 120 minutes at 1900°C 

is fully dense apart from a few isolated pores. Figure 5.11(c). Pockets of residual liquid 

phase occupying space between the grains are visible. This sample has uniform density, 

except for a line of porosity at a distance of 500fxm from the sample surface. This 

suggests that all samples initially sinter only to a depth of 500|u,m and that longer hold 

times and higher temperatures are needed to sinter samples centrally. 
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Figure 5.11 (a) Composition B, 1850°C, 30 minutes, (b) composition B, 1850°C, 30 minutes centre of 

sample, (c) composition A, 1900°C, 120 minutes & (d) composition A, 1850°C 120 
minutes. 
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Figure 5.12 Samples sintered at 1800°C for 60 minutes (a) composition A edge of sample & (b) 
composition B centre of sample. 
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Second Phase Distribution 

Samples sintered at 1850°C or 1900°C for 120 minutes showed an unusual distribution 

of light areas. Figure 5.11(d). These areas, rich in yttrium, are large (~100|um) and 

widely spaced in the centres of the samples and much smaller and more uniformly 

distributed in the outer zone - the same 500)Lim strip identified before as being the first 

area to densify. The concentration of second phase in this outer portion seems to be 

higher. It would be expected that grain size influences the distribution of second phase, 

but as the material resisted etching, even at 400°C in molten potassium hydroxide, this 

can be neither confirmed nor denied. 

Shortened Hold Time at 1800°C 

The appearance of samples sintered at 1800°C for 120 minutes, led to an initial 

conclusion that this temperature was not high enough to initiate sintering, Figure 5.9. 

Sintering samples for 60 minutes at 1800°C, solely to complete the array for factorial 

analysis, produced surprisingly dense samples. Figure 5.12. The microstructure of the 

edge of the composition A sample (Figure 5.12(a)) is comparable to a sample sintered 

for 120 minutes at 1900°C (Figure 5.11(a)), but does contain more porosity. It does 

seem though, that this sample is a mixture of fully dense material and pores, rather than 

the partially dense material seen when sintering at a temperature of 1800°C for longer 

hold times (Figure 5.9). These samples do show a density differential between centre 

and edge. Figure 5.12(b) shows the centre of a composition B sample, showing a coarse 

but connected grain structure. The edge of this sample was much finer grained. These 

observations raise the possibility that rather than not sintering at all, samples treated for 

120 minutes at 1800°C densify to a certain extent but not to the point of elimination of 

open porosity. The prolonged heating of this porous ceramic allows decomposition of 

the ceramic and degrades the microstructure. Data oi^femical composition of these 

samples are not yet available and so this possible explanation remains speculative. 
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Sintering in Alumina Containing Bed 

The appearance of a composition A sample sintered for 120 minutes in an alumina 

containing sinter bed. Figure 5.14(a), falls somewhere between that obtained by 

sintering for 120 minutes at 1900°C (Figure 5.11(c) & Figure 5.12(a)) and for 60 

minutes at 1800°C. In fact the bulk density (94.4% TD) is greater than that of the 

samples sintered at 1900°C (92.1% TD), so if indeed the amount of porosity is greater 

and not just more prominent in the micrograph, the high density could be accounted for 

by the retention of a higher proportion of the alumina and yttria sintering additives. 

These high density components would introduce a greater error into the calculation of 

theoretical density from the value for pure SiC. This is almost certainly the case for 

samples sintered for 60 minutes at 1850°C in the alumina bed which have more porosity 

than the sample in Figure 5.14(a), and a density of 95.6% TD. Reference to Table 5.7 

reveals a very strong reflection for YAG in this sample, which probably over estimates 

the amount present, but seems to indicate reaction with the sinter bed and retention of 

the extra oxide over the shorter hold time. 

The lighter coloured second phase is distributed evenly throughout the samples sintered 

in the SiC/Al203 bed, except for one instance observed of a crack close to the surface of 

a composition A sample being filled with yttrium/aluminium rich material. Figure 

5.14(b). The background EDX reading and that for spot analysis of the light coloured 

area are given in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.13 EDX traces for (a) background and (b) spot measurement on light area corresponding to 
micrograph Figure 5.13(b). 
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Figure 5.14 Composition A sample sintered for 120 minutes in alumina containing bed at 1850°C 
(a) centre of sample & (b) crack at edge of sample filled with yttria rich material. 
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Figure 5.15 (a) P25 fibre/composition B, 1850°C, 120 minutes, edge (b) P25 fibre/composition B, 
1850°C, 120 minutes, centre, (c) carbon coated P25/composition A, I900°C, 120 minutes 
& (d) carbon coated P25/composition A, 1850°C, 120 minutes. 
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An area EDX measurement taken as a background reading for the composition A 

sample sintered for 120 minutes in the alumina sinter bed. Figure 5.13(a), is dominated 

by a large silicon peak. When a spot reading is taken for the light material filling the 

crack in the same material, the spectrum is quite different. The dominant peaks are now 

those of aluminium and yttrium (14 and 11 counts per second respectively) and the 

silicon peak is five to seven times smaller at 2 counts per minute. This confirms the 

visual identification of a second phase and indicates that the yttria/alumina second 

phases form preferentially in or migrate into volumes of free space in the compact. 

5.1.4.2 Dipped Fibre Tows 

Tows of P25 fibre, both as received and coated in a layer of pyrolytic carbon, dipped in 

slurries of compositions A and B and sintered under the same conditions as the 

monolithic silicon carbide to assess possible reactions were examined by SEM. Fibres 

towards the surfaces of these small samples (~5x5x50mm) were badly damaged 

whatever the compositional combination. Figure 5.15(a). The area immediately 

surrounding the damaged fibre is much denser than the average matrix material as 

carbon aids the densification of SiC mainly by reacting with the silica layer present on 

the powder to form more SiC via the reaction, 

Si02(s) + C(s)-»SiC(s) + C02(g) (5.8) 

This reaction will only proceed if the emission of the gaseous product (CO2) is 

unhindered. This is obviously easier towards the surface of the samples where diffusion 

of gases through open porosity to the surface is easy as evidenced by the position of the 

damaged fibres. Fibres within the bulk of the sample are remarkably undamaged by the 

sintering process. Figure 5.15(b). Uncoated fibres show only a partial attachment to the 

matrix and have slightly irregular edges, but there is little evidence of reaction as fibres 

still have their original radius. 

The carbon coated carbon fibre shows at least three different modes of behaviour during 

sintering and these vary with depth into the sample. Again, fibres towards the surface 

are as badly damaged as that illustrated in Figure 5.15(a). Centrally fibres are in better 

condition (judged by shape) than corresponding fibres in a sample produced with as 
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received P25. In an intermediate zone of a composition A sample sintered for 120 

minutes at 1900°C, a high concentration of light coloured silicon/yttrium rich material is 

seen within the fibre itself, Figure 5.15(c). A composition B sample treated at 1850°C 

for the same time, Figure 5.15(d), gives an indication of the mechanism for 

development of this damage. A narrow ring of light contrast is seen within the bulk of 

the fibre. This presumably contains yttrium, but the volume is too small for conclusive 

analysis by EDX. Further, a layer of reaction products is visible on the surface of the 

fibre, and this layer is distinctly separate from the matrix. EDX analysis showed it to be 

rich in yttrium. It seems that the pyrolytic carbon coating is more reactive than the bulk 

of the carbon fibre, and that it will react fully before the fibre itself is affected. This is 

concluded from the fact that the sample of composition A treated at 1900°C showed 

yttrium ingress well into the fibre (Figure 5.15(c)) whereas in the sample containing a 

lower amount of sintering additives and treated at a lower temperature (i.e. less drive for 

reaction) the reaction has halted before severe damage of the bulk of the fibres. A 

similar effect was demonstrated in a much larger composite sample (5x20x70mm) to 

demonstrate that the migration effect exhibited by the sintering additives is not a 

consequence only of the sample size. The matrix of this composition B sample with as 

received P25 fibre sintered for 60 minutes at 1850°C is very porous in contrast to the 

tows and no light contrast areas of yttrium can be seen within the fibre. Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16 Large composite sample, composition B, P25 fibre, sintered for 60 minutes at 1850°C 
and the EDX trace for a spot analysis in matrix immediately outside fibre outer edge. 

However, although the background EDX reading for this sample is also similar to that 

seen for the monolithic SiC sample. Figure 5.13(a), the thin layer of matrix immediately 
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outside the boundary of the fibre in which no grains can be seen, shows a strong peak 

for yttrium. Aluminium is also visible in this point spectrum, but at a much lower level 

than for the sample sintered in an alumina/silicon carbide sinter bed. The gold coating 

is visible in the EDX spectrum. A small carbon peak was also detected with this thin 

windowed detector. Spot analysis of the centre of the fibres showed a significant 

amount of silicon but none of the sintering additives. 

The reaction between fibre and matrix is not so severe as expected, and damage is 

confined to fibres at the edges of samples where the partial pressures of the gaseous 

products involved probably vary fi-om those at the centre. Tows of carbon coated carbon 

fibre dipped in silicon carbide slurry of composition A and sintered for 120minutes at 

1850 or 1900°C showed clear evidence of yttrium migration to and ingress into the 

fibre. In the case of the sample sintered at 1850°C, an yttrium containing phase 

appeared to have mixed with or replaced the pyrolytic carbon coating. Once discovered 

in these samples, the yttrium migration process was also noted to have occurred in a 

more subtle form in a large composite sample of uncoated fibre and matrix composition 

B. The presence of an yttria layer at the fibre/matrix interface is not undesirable [Davis 

et al. 1993]. Attempts have been made to deposit yttria onto SiC fibres by sputtering in 

order to protect them from a reactive Mg-Li alloy [Kieschke et al. 1991] and although 

the success of the fibre protection was mixed, the yttria/silicon carbide system itself was 

found to be thermodynamically stable. It is possible that with careful manipulation of 

composition, hold time and temperature a composite could be produced with the ability 

to form a stable and durable fibre/matrix interface with suitable mechanical properties 

for debonding. 

5.2 Hot-Pressing 

5.2.1 Composite Design and Densification 

A rule of mixtures calculation can be used to predict the tensile stress strain behaviour 

of a composite with varying fibre volume fraction [Chawla 1993b]. This plot should 

correspond to the behaviour of the material between the inner loading points in 4-point 
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bending and whatever the testing method chosen, allows calculation of the critical 

volume fractions of fibres at the behaviour boundaries. 

If the fibre and matrix materials of the composite material have equal strains to failure, 

the ultimate strength of the composite, is just a weighted average of the ultimate 

strengths of the components, 

(5.9) 

afi, and %», are the ultimate tensile strengths of the fibres and the matrix respectively 

and Vf the fibre volume fraction. If this unlikely condition is met, then the composite 

fails by single fracture when is reached. In the case of this ceramic matrix 

composite however, the ultimate strain of the fibre is greater than that of the matrix. 

Emu, SO once the failure strain of the matrix is reached the entire load (which was 

previously shared between the fibres and matrix) is transferred to the fibres. The total 

load which can be borne by the fibres in the composite is determined by the product of 

their volume fraction and ultimate strength, 

cT=cr^Vf (5.10) 

At low volume fractions the load which can be supported, cr, is smaller than load 

transferred when the matrix fails, 

= o-/'P/ - P/) (5.11) 

where (t/\s the stress in the matrix when the ultimate strain of the matrix is reached. At 

higher volume fractions fibre, the fibres can continue to bear load after the matrix has 

fractured and the composite, despite the matrix being cracked the specimen does not 

fail until the value of equation (5.10) is reached. When Vf=Vmi„ a transition in behaviour 

from single to multiple fracture occurs. Unless the volume of fibres in the composite 

exceeds the critical volume, little benefit is derived from the inclusion of fibres and 

multiple fracture and thus energy absorption through pull-out are impossible. The 

balance between these equations is illustrated for P25 fibres and a silicon carbide 

matrix (both literature properties [Chawla 1993b], and values measured for monolithic 

SiC of composition B hot-pressed for 60 minutes at 1850°C) in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.17 (a) Stress-strain plots for P25 fibre and monolithic silicon carbide allowing the value of 
a / to be determined and (b) ultimate tensile vs. volume fraction fibres for a uni-
directional composite, indicating Italics denote values arising fi-om measured SiC 
properties. 

It is apparent from Figure 5.17(a) that although the self produced silicon carbide 

exhibits the same elastic properties as the reference material referred to from the 

literature, the ultimate rupture stress for this material is much lower - 187MPa as 

opposed to 655MPa. The material hot-pressed at 1850°C is not fully dense and the 

presence of pores as fracture initiators probably accounts for its lower strength, the 

material is however, more representative of the composite matrix material. This low 

value for when used in equation (5.11) produces a plot for vs. Vf which cuts the 

plot for load bearing capacity of the fibres at a volume fraction of 0.13 or 13vol% 

fibres. A composite of P25 fibre with these matrix properties will exhibit multiple 

matrix fracture when more than 13vol% of fibres are included. This is much lower than 

the 41vol% that would be required for a composite with a fully dense matrix with the 

properties described in the literature, but is a only curious side effect of the difficulty of 

densifying SiC. The composite will only achieve the strength predicted by the o)-„Vf 

slope if the properties of the fibres are completely unaffected by processing. This is, in 

reality, unlikely. 
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The physical properties of the hot-pressed composite samples produced are summarised 

in Table 5.9. 

Table 5.9 Physical properties of the densified composite samples of various compositions, grouped 
by hot-pressing temperature. 

Composition 3wt% adds & 
P25 

3wt% adds & 
coated P25 

6wt% adds & 
P25 

6^vt% adds & 
coated P25 

1750°C 

D 

Matrix D 

Shrinkage % 

ensity %TD (g/cm^) 

ensity %TD (g/cm^) 

27.0 

16.44 

80.4(2.316) 

76.1 (2.470) 

29.57 

23.2 

87.2 (2.728) 

84.1 (2.483) 

32.3 

29 

98.1 (2.77) 

97.6(3.190) 

27.35 

17,4 

82.6(2.391) 

78.8 (2,576) 

1800°C 

D 

Matrix D 

Shrinliage % 

ensity %TD (g/cm^) 

ensity %TD (g/cm^) 

326 

31.08 

98.3 (2.760) 

97.9(3,177) 

29 88 

253 

86.0 (2.446) 

82.4 (2.678) 

-

-

The results for the samples produced using uncoated fibre show clearly that hot-

pressing a sample at 1800°C with 3wt% AI2O3 and Y2O3 added or at 1750°C with 6wt% 

sintering additives produces composites of 98% of the theoretical rule of mixtures 

figure. This figure is calculated assuming that no change takes place in the fibre during 

processing. Densification at 1750°C produces much less dense material. The new 

composition, containing 6wt% additives, was chosen as excess liquid phase was 

squeezed from a composition A sample and onto the graphite mould during hot-

pressing, thus addition of 9wt% additives was judged to be too much for hot-pressing. 

The figures for composites incorporating coated carbon fibre are generally 

disappointing. Although the density figure for the 3wt% additives sample hot-pressed at 

1750°C is higher than the corresponding uncoated fibre sample, the samples containing 

3 or 6wt% additives and hot-pressed at 1800°C are much less dense than expected. This 

can only be attributed to poor fibre pre-form infiltration. All of the composite matrix 

densities are still greater than silicon carbide sintered without mechanical pressure at 

the same temperature and for the same time; the sample containing 3wt% additives and 

uncoated fibre, for example, is as dense as a sample sintered for 120 minutes at 1850°C 

with the same additive level. The uneven infiltration, however, makes detailed 

comparison between hot-pressing and sintering on the basis of density alone difficult. 
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5.3 Composite Mechanical Testing 

5.3.1 4-point bending 

Two composite materials were machined and tested as 3mm and 2.5mm thick 

specimens. Some variation was seen between the results obtained for the different 

thicknesses but no systematic difference which could be attributed to the sample sizes 

was detected. Table 5.10. 

Table 5.10 Failure stresses (of) and elastic modulus {E) measurements for bend samples of height 
2.5 and 3 mm. 

Material - 3wt% adds, P25, 
hot-pressed at 1750°C 

Material - 6wt% adds, P25, 
hot-pressed at 1750°C 

h = 2.5mm h = 3mm h = 2.5mm h = 3mm 

af(MPa) E(GPa) 
287 6 73 4 
190.4 84.9 
176.6 106,3 
220.9 95.2 

af(MPa) E(GPa) 
185.4 45.7 
167.0 77.7 
170,7 85,3 
153.2 73.3 

af(MPa) E(GPa) 
330.3 109.8 
272 5 %.9 
184,6 82,7 
226.9 81.4 

af(MPa) E(GPa) 
497 5 135 8 
322.7 160,7 
383,1 150,6 
455.7 147.4 

Mean ± Standard Deviation Mean ± Standard Deviation 

218.8±49.4 89.9±14.0 169.1±13.2 70.35±17.5 253.6±62.5 91,7±13.1 414,8±77,5 148,6±10,2 

Reduction in the observed failure stress of the 2.5mm samples compared to those of 

height 3mm, due to the reduced volume of material tested and thus the lower number of 

defects stressed, is the most likely effect changing the sample height. The elastic 

modulus is not strictly volume dependant, provided that the material is homogeneous. 

The differences seen while not insignificant, cannot be related to sample size. Data in 

Table 5.10 demonstrates that while for the samples containing 3wt% of additives, 

testing a sample of height 2.5mm did indeed produce a higher value of failure stress, the 

situation is reversed for the samples containing 6wt% additives. Variation in properties 

can more properly be attributed to variations in densification behaviour. The study of 

effect of sample height was initiated when later samples containing coated carbon fibre 

could only be produced in plates thick enough to yield 2.5mm samples after testing of 

3mm samples had already been carried out. The sets of specimens compared in Table 

5.10 were unavoidably drawn from different batches. 
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Simple plots of mean elastic modulus and failure stress against density for all samples 

hot-pressed at either 1750 or 1800°C and containing either as received or pyrolytic 

carbon coated P25 fibre. Figure 5.18, reveal density to be the most decisive factor in 

determining these properties. 
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2 
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70 75 80 85 90 95 

Composite Density (%TD) 

100 

Figure 5.18 Variation of composite Young's modulus and ultimate failure stress with overall density. 

Evidently, the effect of sample size is not significant enough to be detectable over that 

of composite density. Straight lines have been drawn in Figure 5.18 to indicate the 

magnitude of the variation of Young's modulus and failure stress with composite 

density but the variation is not necessarily linear. For a monolithic ceramic, both 

properties are generally found to vary with porosity according to an exponential 

relationship containing the factor, where V is the volume fraction porosity and b a 

constant related to Poisson's ratio, pore shape and distribution [Lee & Rainforth 1994]. 

While these data are for the composite as a whole rather than monolithic ceramic 

material and fiill analysis for the effect of volume fraction porosity is not justified, it 

can be concluded that density is the most significant factor affecting Young's modulus 

and failure stress and that the similarity of the trends in Figure 5 .18 is a consequence of 

that fact. 
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This progression of E and values with increasing composite density is, of course, also 

apparent from examples of the stress/displacement plots from which the average data 

were drawn. Figure 5.19, where the legend ranks the samples in order of performance. 

Each sample exhibits an initial linear elastic region. No damage is caused until the end 

of this stage is reached. Thereafter, increasing deflection is non-linear with increasing 

load as multiple matrix cracking occurs - deflection increases more rapidly with little 

increase in load as the stress in successive blocks of matrix builds up to the matrix 

cracking stress, Once matrix microcracking is saturated, the fibres are loaded until 

catastrophic failure. This behaviour is best illustrated by the first sample (1800°C, 

3wt% adds., P25) in Figure 5.19. 

500 
1800°C, 3wt% adds., P25 
1750°C, 6wt% adds., P25 
1750°C, 6wt% adds., P25 + Cpyr 
1800°C, 3wt% adds., P25 + Cpyr 
1750°C, 3wt% adds., P25 + Cpyr 
1750°C. 3wt% adds.. P25 

CL 300 

% 
P 200 

100 200 300 

Displacement (^m) 

400 500 

Figure 5.19 Representative bending Stress-Displacement curves for composite material hot-pressed 
at the temperature, and containing the constituents, shown in the legend. 

The densities and mechanical properties of these samples are summarised in Table 

5.11. With the exception of the material containing coated P25 fibres and 6wt% of 

sintering additives, hot-pressed at 1750°C, it is apparent that ranking material in order 

of Young's modulus produces the same list as ranking in order of density. Ranking in 

order of ultimate failure stress also produces the same listing, within error limits. 
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Ultimate failure stress is dependant on fibre loading, which similarly increases with 

greater sample shrinkage and higher final density. 

Table 5.11 Summary of composite sample densities and average mechanical properties. 

Composite Hot-
Pressing Temp. & 

Composition 

Composite 
Density 
(%TD) 

Matrix Density 
(%TD) 

Volume % 
Fibre 

E 

(GPa) 

Of 

(MPa) 

0"c 

MPa) 

98.4 979 326 147.3 403.8 87.94 
adds, P25 ±11.8 ±90.1 ±18.33 

98 976 323 148.6 414.8 87.14 
adds, P25 ±10.3 ±77.5 ±17.86 

826 788 27.4 91,74 253 6 60 02 
adds, P25 + ±13.1 ±62 5 ±10.02 

860 8Z5 29.9 105.8 198.13 56 96 
adds, P25 + ±12.3 ±24.1 ±12.50 

872 84.1 296 900 218.8 66 94 
adds, P25 + ±14.0 ±49.4 ±7.00 

80.4 76.1 27.0 70.4 169.1 35,61 
adds, P25 ±17.2 ±13.2 ±10.68 

Non-linear behaviour is most pronounced in the two densest samples, which also 

achieve the value of <3̂  predicted from the strain analysis illustrated by Figure 5.17(b). 

Within the limits of errors, the matrix failure stress also increases with increasing 

density. 

5.3.2 Microcrack analysis 

Comparing bend test plots, and the values drawn from them directly, for the materials 

of different densities produced, proves rather unilluminating precisely because the 

materials densities have such a large influence on the properties. A more important and 

more general assessment of ceramic composite mechanical behaviour may be obtained 

from, the interfacial shear stress, r. This was calculated from measurement of the 

microcrack spacing on the polished tensile specimen surface and the stress at which 

behaviour deviated from linearity extracted from the stress/deflection curve using 

Marshall & Evans [1985] equation which they demonstrated to be accurate for 

application to bend tests. 
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(J„R 

•( / + I 
(5.12) 

<7c is the matrix cracking stress (the stress value at which the stress displacement curve 

deviates from linearity), R is the fibre radius, d is half of the average crack spacing, E is 

the Young's modulus of a component and V its volume fraction in the composite. 

Subscripts m and / refer to matrix and fibre respectively. While densification 

undoubtedly also affects the value of r, the composite properties which vary (P^and E„,) 

are accounted for in the calculation and thus a general basis for comparison is obtained. 

The values calculated varied between 6.87 and 0.20MPa which are very much at the 

lower end of the scale usually measured for ceramic matrix composites; ~l-200MPa 

[Evans & Zok 1994]. Values are tabulated in Table 5.12 and plotted in Figure 5.20. 

Table 5.12 Complete interfacial shear stress data. 

Sample Interfacial Shear Stress, T, MPa Mean Std. Dev. 

1800 °C, 3wt% adds, P25 &78 3 75 3J5 5.19 1.90 

1750°C, 6wt% adds, P25 436 435 432 268 3 93 083 

1750°C, 6wt% adds, P25+Cpyr 3 06 2 98 292 263 2 90 0.19 

1800°C, 3wt% adds, P25+Cpyr 3J2 2.93 2.57 2.06 277 0.6] 

1750°C, 3wt% adds, P25+Cpyr 4.15 2.44 227 220 2 77 093 

1750 °C, 3wt% adds, P25 3.04 2 09 1.13 020 1.61 1.90 

2 

W 4 -

I 
( / ) 3 

s 
CO 

1 -

I I 1800"C, 3wt% adds., P25 

1750°C, 6wt% adds., P25 

1750°C, 6wt% adds., P25 + 

1800°C, 3wt% adds, P25 + 

1750°C, 3wt% adds., P25 + 

m m 1750°C, 3wt% adds., P25 

Figure 5.20 Interfacial shear stress results of microcrack spacing analysis for composite material hot-
pressed at the temperature, and containing the constituents, shown in the legend. The 4 
experimental values are plotted for each material with the highest individual value placed 
on the left on the diagram and the lowest on the right. 
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Again, ranking the samples in order of decreasing interfacial shear stress is the same as 

ranking the samples in order of density, with the exception of the sample of coated P25 

fibre containing 6wt% additives and hot-pressed at 1750°C. The samples manufactured 

from coated fibre give r values which are indistinguishable within the limits of the 

errors. The ordering of the samples made with uncoated fibre is as would be expected if 

increased reaction between matrix and fibre was responsible for increasing the 

interfacial shear stress. The higher process temperature leads to the greatest value of x 

and the lower to smaller T. Between these two, hot-pressing at 1750°C in the presence 

of 6wt% additives produces an intermediate value approaching the top end of the range. 

It appears, however, that adding 3wt% extra sintering additives does less to increase 

fibre matrix reaction than increasing the temperature by 50°C. While a higher value of r 

could have been expected in the sample containing coated P25 hot-pressed at 1800°C, it 

appears either that the carbon coating is prevented from reacting with the matrix in the 

environment of the hot-press or that the phase formed has an equally low x value. 

Residual stress as well as the physical attributes of the interface (determined by degree 

of reaction and observed through microstructural examination) is also likely to 

influence the interfacial shear stress. Increased radial stress compressing the interface 

will cause the observed value of r to increase (equation 2.29). Application of the 

Warwick and Clyne model [1991] predicts a compressive stress across the interface. 

The magnitude of this stress would increase as the processing temperature is increased 

and when a denser matrix with a higher Young's modulus is produced. This would tie 

in with the values measured from the crack spacing which show the highest value of r is 

obtained in the densest of the composites hot-pressed at 1800°C. Uncertainties in 

predicting the behaviour of porous matrices mean that the values calculated are just an 

indication of the possible residual stress state. 

In summary, it appears that high sample density, obtained by effective fibre pre-form 

infiltration and hot-pressing at 1800°C or the use of additional sinter additives (6 as 

opposed to 3wt%) has the biggest single influence on mechanical behaviour of this 

material and swamps other effects. 
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Figure 5.21 Material containing 3wt% additives and uncoated P25 fibre hot-pressed at 1750°C (a) 
fibre pull-out and (b) polished cross section. Material containing 3wt% additives and 
uncoated P25 fibre hot-pressed at 1800°C (c) fi-acture surface with little pullout and (d) 
polished cross section. 

% 

Figure 5.22 Microstructure of sample containing 6wt% additives, hot-pressed at 1750°C containing 
uncoated P25 fibre. 
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5.3.3 Composite Microstructure 

Composite microstructure as examined by SEM, reveals features which reflect the 

values of interfacial shear stress, r, determined from microcrack spacing measurement. 

The sample with the lowest interfacial shear stress (uncoated P25 fibre, 3wt% additives 

and hot-pressed at 1750°C) is the only material to show consistent fibre-pull out in 

areas away from the tensile surface. Figure 5.21(a). The fibre surfaces are clean and 

smooth and the shape of fibres in a polished cross section. Figure 5.21(b) is regular. The 

matrix is porous as the 74% TD figure taken by rule of mixtures from the mercury 

immersion value suggests. At the opposite end of the range, the sample with the highest 

value of r shows that only stubby fibre lengths have been pulled out. Figure 5.21(c) and 

the outlines of fibres in cross section. Figure 5.21(c), are less distinct and are thought to 

have reacted more with the matrix. EDX analysis of fibres in both of these samples 

showed little silicon penetration into the fibre and no excess of yttrium or aluminium 

anywhere in the composites. The material made with uncoated P25 fibre and 6wt% 

additives and hot-pressed at 1750°C, Figure 5.22, has a matrix which appears 

intermediate to the samples with 3wt% additives hot-pressed at 1750 and 1800°C. The 

extent of fibre reaction is as limited as that in the sample processed at lower 

temperature. 
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Samples made using coated fibre are as difficult to distinguish on the basis of 

micro structure as by mechanical properties, Figure 5.23. 

KM s r : 

3 ^ 

Figure 5.23 Microstructure of samples containing (a) 3wt% or (b) 6wt% additives, containing carbon 
coated P25 fibre hot-pressed at 1750°C. 

Porosity in these samples appears to be concentrated close to the boundaries of the 

fibres and on the fibre poles facing away from the direction of application of pressure. 

This pattern of hindered densification is a known pit-fall of uni-axial consolidation 

[Casagranda et al. 1996] and also suggests that the 27MPa of pressure applied, while 

aiding densification in the vertical direction, might cause material to be pushed 

horizontally outwards faster than densification can fill the voids. Lower pressure may be 

required for more complete densification. 

As in monolith densification, increasing densification temperature or the amount of 

sintering additives used are both effective in encouraging SiC densification. The 

application of pressure did not produce the high densities expected and observation of 

the microstructure suggests that the application of pressure may in fact encourage de-

sintering in the directions perpendicular to its application. The appearance of fibre 

matrix interfaces during SEM examination reflected the interfacial shear stress values 

measured - a bonded, reacted fibre giving a much higher value. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Powder Suspensions 

Measurement of particle size by an X-ray sedimentation technique after ultrasonic 

disruption of 5vol% aqueous powder suspensions of UF-15 and FCP-15 a-SiC powders 

confirm the particle size distributions stated by the powder manufacturers. Applying the 

same techniques to a 30vol% powders suspension of UF-15 showed that ultrasonication 

for 90 minutes at the same power level (350W) is sufficient to break up any large 

agglomerates, but that applying ultrasonic disruption for longer periods (150 minutes) 

produces more agglomerates. P-phase B20 powder is not successfully dispersed by this 

method; particle sizes at chosen comparison points on a 'cumulative mass percentage 

finer' plot are at least twice the values stated by the manufacturer. Further analysis by 

laser diffraction, which allows the generation of a plot of particle size distribution, 

showed that whereas the bulk of particles in the UF-15 powder have a diameter around 

Ipm, the diameters of B20 particles (or agglomerates) are distributed quite evenly in 

the diameter range lOO-lpm with only small peaks at 1 and 5 jum. The results 

demonstrate that the alpha phase powders chosen for study are easily dispersed by 

ultrasonic disruption while the beta phase B20 powder does not respond so well to this 

treatment. 

Dispersion of UF-15 SiC powder in water produces a suspension of pH 3, just below the 

isoelectric point of the powder at pH 4. Hence at pH < 4, the SiC powder surface is 

positively charged and when pH > 4, particles are negatively charged. Similarly, Alcan 

Baco RA207 LS AI2O3 powder produces a suspension of pH 9 and the transition from 

positive to negative surface charging occurs at a pH of 7.7. Starck Fine Grade Y2O3 

produces a dispersion of pH 9.5 and passes through its isoelectric at pH 9.75. The ESA 

(Electrokinetic Sonic Amplitude) value of a suspension of B20 powder and thus its 

stability is very low (0.3mPa.mA^) even at high pH and the stability of FCP-15 powder 

suspensions are not stable with time. Consequently UF-15 a-SiC was chosen as the 

basis powder for further study and sample preparation. The UF-15 SiC powder which 

will form the major component of the ceramic slurry reaches maximum stability (as 
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implied from the ESA value, -3.0mPa.m/V, measured using MATEC™ equipment) at an 

approximate pH of 9 or after the addition of 0.23ml of IM NaOH to a suspension 

containing 23g of SiC. This pH value is very close to the isoelectric point of yttria 

however, and so when a three component slurry is produced, the pH should be 

maintained above 10 or IM NaOH added at a rate of 0.5ml per 23g SiC. As 

measurement of pH in a powder suspension is unreliable, volumes of base added were 

kept constant as the means for reproducing slurries. Comparison of the electrokinetic 

properties of a mixed suspension of SiC and AI2O3 and Y2O3 in the proportions required 

for sintering shows that at pH values of 9 and above, the mixed slurry behaves as a 

weighted average of the individual powders. At pH values of 8 and lower, where AI2O3 

and Y2O3 powder particles are oppositely charged to the SiC, the ESA of the suspension 

is smaller in magnitude than that calculated from the rule of mixtures. 

Four wetting agents were tested and of these two compounds. Aerosol OT (the sodium 

salt of a suphosinic acid) and Glydol N2002 (an alkyl chain and benzene ring joined to a 

lyophylic sulphonate group) were found to increase the stability of a SiC suspension. 

The rate of increased stability with amount of agent added is greater for Glydol N2002 

than Aerosol OT. This is attributed to the shorter, straighter organic tail of Glydol 

N2002 which allows fast diffusion to sites and absorption without blocking remaining 

sites. 

Suspensions containing between 30 and 40vol% UF-15 silicon carbide powder exhibit 

plastic or pseudoplastic rheological behaviour when tested in a rotational cup and bob 

rheometer. Equipment was not sensitive enough to detect (or rule out) the presence of a 

yield sfress and distinguish between plastic and pseudoplastic behaviour. Steady state 

viscosity when pH is held constant at -10, ranges from 6.63.mPa.s for a 30vol% 

suspension to 19.93mPa.s for a suspension containing 40vol% SiC powders,. Increasing 

the temperature of a 30vol% solids suspension from 15 to 25°C causes viscosity to drop 

from 10.30 to 8.94. In a plot of viscosity (obtained from a method assuming the shear 

rate in the cup bob gap varies linearly with distance) against pH a minimum is observed 

at pH 9 - this corresponds to the point of maximum suspension stability as extracted 

from the electrokinetic analysis of the suspension. The wetting agent Glydol N2002, 
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which increased the stabilisation of a silicon carbide suspension, also reduces the 

viscosity of a 47vol% slurry from 53.92 to 48.7mPa.s. Adding the same amount of a 

non-stabilising wetting agent, Silwett-77 (a polyalkylene oxide-modified 

polydimethylsiloxane), caused the viscosity to increase from 55.80 to 58.90mPa.s. 

Overall, Silwett-77 was found to be the most effective of the wetting agents tested in 

reducing the surface tension of water, as measured by the rise height of water in a 

capillary tube. No advantage is gained from adding more than 0.1 wt% of any of the 

agents to water. Glydol N2002 produces the lowest surface tension value at low 

concentrations, but the meniscus shape suggests this is accompanied by a simultaneous 

increase in the solid/liquid surface energy, which has implications for the ease of 

spreading. Dipping fibre tows in a powder suspension indicated that while addition of 

Glydol N2002 produced green bodies of slightly lower density, these samples were 

more uniform than those produced from a suspension containing Silwett-77. Glydol 

N2002 was chosen as the wetting agent for use in further work. 

The build up rate of silicon carbide green bodies produced by pressure filtration under 

20bar of gas pressure increases linearly with suspension viscosity. Bodies with green 

densities between 58 and 65% of theoretical can be produced. 

6.2 Densification and Sample Assessment 

Pressureless Sintering 

For samples containing 9wt% AI2O3 and Y2O3 additives in the YAG ratio (composition 

A) increasing the sintering temperature from 1850 to 1900°C produces a dramatic 

increase in final density achieved - 92% as opposed to 75% of the theoretical density of 

SiC. Increasing the temperature from 1750 to 1850°C has a barely detectable effect on 

these samples. Bodies containing 3wt% of the additive mix (composition B) in 

comparison, show an almost linear increase in final density over the entire 1750 to 

1900°C temperature range. Varying the length of the hold time at a sintering 

temperature of 1850°C demonstrated that for composition B samples, densification 

plateaus after the hold time reaches 60 minutes. For composition A samples, peak 
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density is achieved after a hold time slightly less than or equal to 60 minutes and 

holding for 120 minute actually causes a decrease in density with respect to the figure 

achieved after 60 minutes. The use of a SiC sinter bed containing a small proportion of 

alumina improves the densities achieved for both compositions and counteracts the 

damaging effect of prolonged hold time on composition A samples. Sintering for 120 

minutes at 1850°C in the sinter bed produced composition A samples of density 

3.08g/cm^ or 95.7% of the theoretical figure for SiC. 

Factorial analysis allows statistical quantification of the effect of the varying the 

densification parameters between 2 levels. The first analysis compared the effect of 

temperature (1800 and 1850°C), additive content (3 or 9wt% AI2O3 and Y2O3 in the 

YAG ratio^and hold time (60 or 120 minutes). This temperature step is insignificant and 

the most significant factor in increasing sample density is reducing the hold time from 

120 to 60 minutes. This is 3.5 times more important than the next most important 

variable - increasing the additive concentration from 3 to 9wt%. In a second analysis, 

the same steps in hold time and additive concentration were compared to the effect of 

sintering with or without an enclosing powder bed. The use of the sinter bed is 20 times 

more significant than the next most important variable. The combined effect of 

increasing hold time and additive concentration was a significant drop in density. 

XRD analysis of samples sintered without the use of a sinter bed, indicates that alumina 

is lost progressively as sintering temperature is increased. This is implied from the 

observation of the reduced intensity of the YAG (3Al203;5Y203) reflection and the 

appearance of a peak for an yttria rich phase - AI2Y4O9 or Al203:2Y203 as the sintering 

temperature is increased. The yttria rich phase was also produced in samples sintered 

for 60 minutes or longer at 1850°C, again indicating alumina loss, but not for those held 

at temperature for just 30 minutes. Further, analysis of samples sintered for 60 or 120 

minutes in at 1850°C in the sinter bed showed no trace of the yttria rich phase. Thus, 

alumina is lost progressively with increasing temperature and time from samples 

sintered at 1850°C and above for hold times of 60 minutes or longer but the losses can 

be minimised by the use of a sinter bed. Atomic absorption spectroscopy confirms that 

both aluminium and yttrium levels are lower in samples sintered for 120 minutes at 
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1850 or 1900°C, but that the amount of yttria rich phase present is probably over 

estimated by the comparison of XRD peak heights. 

In general, density trends extracted from the bulk measurements by mercury immersion 

were confirmed by the appearance of microstructure examined by SEM. A composition 

B sample sintered for 30 minutes at 1850°C was dense to a depth of SOOjum from the 

surface, and otherwise barely sintered. This, along with the presence of a band of 

porosity 500)Lim from the sample surface in otherwise dense samples is taken to indicate 

that sintering occurs initially in the outer portion of the specimens and progresses 

inwards. A light coloured (yttria rich) second phase collects in pockets within the 

samples and is concentrated towards the outside and on the surface of samples sintered 

for 120 minutes at 1850 or 1900°C. Similarly, a crack in a composition A sample 

sintered for 120 minutes at 1850°C in a silicon carbide/alumina sinter bed was filled 

with a light coloured, yttria rich material. The results suggest that the liquid phase 

migrates towards areas of free space at elevated temperatures when hold times are 

prolonged. 

Fibres towards the edges of fibre tows dipped in ceramic slurries and sintered under the 

same conditions as the monolith, are very badly damaged due to reaction with the 

matrix material, however fibres at the centres of samples are not badly damaged. 

Pyrolytic carbon coated carbon fibre showed evidence of yttrium ingress when dipped 

in composition A slurry and heat treated for 120 minutes at 1900°C, but on reduction of 

the temperature to 1850°C, yttrium rich material was seen only outside of the fibre 

limits. Apparently the carbon coating is consumed sacrificially and protects the bulk of 

the fibre. Concentrations of yttrium rich material are also found surrounding uncoated 

fibres in a larger composite sample with matrix of composition B sintered for 

60minutes at 1850°C 

Hot-Pressing 

Composite samples produced from uncoated carbon fibre were densified successfully to 

98.3% theoretical composite density at 1800°C with a matrix of composition B or at 

1750°C (97.6% TD) when 6 wt% of sintering additives were included in the matrix 
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mix. A composition B sample hot-pressed at 1750°C attained only 80.4% density. 

Samples manufactured from coated carbon fibre and processed under the same 

conditions failed to densify satisfactorily due to poor infiltration of the pre-forms. 

Composite density was found to be the most influential factor on mechanical properties. 

Those specimens approaching to full density have a Young's modulus of ISOGPa and 

final failure stress of 403MPa. All samples showed non-linear stress/displacement 

behaviour after the onset of damage, but the properties of the lower density composites 

are disappointing in comparison to dense monolithic SiC. Similarly, interfacial shear 

stress increased with increasing density as the conditions for full densification (higher 

temperature and increased content of sintering additives) are similar to those which 

encourage fibre/matrix reaction. However all values of interfacial shear stress (5.19 to 

1.61MPa) the presence of pulled-out fibres and the fact that microcracking was able to 

occur with out fracturing fibres, indicate that fibre/matrix interaction has been 

minimised and the interface is weak enough to fracture in preference to the fibres. 

6.3 Significance 

The application of ultrasonic disruption as oppose to mechanical mixing during slurry 

production shortens and simplifies the process. Contamination by milling media (a 

problem when processing highly abrasive silicon carbide powder) is avoided and as 

neither powder nor solvent are lost during separation of milling balls, the composition 

of the slurry is more accurately controlled. The results of MATEC™ electrokinetic sonic 

analysis of 5vol% powder suspensions were found, in this case to predict accurately the 

behaviour of higher concentration dispersions and thus allowed the immediate 

production of stable slurries. The high quality of the slurry produced was reflected in 

the very dense green bodies produced. This analysis technique could be applied to other 

powder systems. 

Manipulation of sintering conditions of monolithic silicon carbide showed that 

prolonged holds at high temperature do not, generally, result in a denser ceramic. Long 

hold times also cause the alumina, added along with yttria to promote sintering, to be 

lost from the material. This effect can be counteracted using a silicon carbide/alumina 
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sinter bed, but this method of containment, involving assembly and disassembly before 

and after sintering, is unlikely to be popular industrially. The additives are lost after 

migrating to the sample surfaces and are also found concentrated in cracks and around 

carbon coated carbon fibres which were dipped in the powder slurry and free sintered. 

While detrimental to the final density of monolithic samples, the manipulation of this 

migrating liquid phase presents the possibility of producing a stable oxide interface in 

fibre reinforced silicon carbide composites. As current interphase materials must be 

deposited before fibres are incorporated in the matrix and preserved during processing 

and in high temperature applications, the prospect of an effective interphase which is 

produced during production and remains stable in the service conditions of the 

component is an attractive one. The time consuming, and thus expensive fibre coating 

step might be avoided and the material produced maintain the required interface 

properties during service. 

Hot-pressing composite samples did not produce the benefits expected of matrix 

densification equal to that achieved by pressureless sintering of monolith but at lower 

temperatures. The fact that composite samples could not be densified satisfactorily at a 

temperature lower then 1800°C, suggests that the incorporation of crystalline SiC 

fibres, as initially intended, in composite material produced via this route may not be 

viable. At this temperature, crystallites in the fibres grow rapidly damaging fibre 

mechanical properties severely. 
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7. FURTHER WORK 

Etching of the pressureless sintered silicon carbide samples to reveal grain structure 

would allow more definite conclusions to be drawn about the mechanisms operating 

during SiC sintering, in particular, the origin of the density demarcation between the 

surface and interior of certain samples. Information on grain structure could be 

combined with observation of the distribution of the second phase to investigate the 

development of both. Similarly, further quantitative chemical analysis of the remaining 

samples (for example, by atomic absorption spectroscopy) should be carried out to 

determine the amounts of sintering aids being lost from the compacts under varying 

conditions. Thermodynamic calculations might also help explain the processes causing 

the compositional change during processing.. 

Currently, the most promising in-situ interface results are achieved when a pyrolytic 

carbon coating, applied by reactive CVD, is replaced or reacted with material rich in the 

oxide sintering additives during pressureless sintering. As the aim in composite research 

is to produce cheaper, industrially viable materials, more economic alternatives to this 

reactive carbon source should be investigated. Pyrolysable polymeric materials used in 

the production of matrix material for carbon/carbon composites might be adapted for 

use as a fibre coating. The coating layer could be applied by the sol-gel means already 

in use for oxide coating oxide fibres. Conversely, in order to protect a pyrolytic carbon, 

fibre coating, carbon black powder could be incorporated into the matrix during slurry 

processing, although the value of a carbon interface in a material intended for use at 

elevated temperatures, well above the 600°C limit for carbon oxidation is questionable. 

Evidence suggests that the yttria rich oxide fibre/matrix interface does not form readily 

under the mechanical pressure applied during hot-pressing of the composite. The 

pressure is required to density the material however, so possibly a post-densification 

heat treatment would be required to produce the interface of interest. The effect of heat 

treatment or interface formation on fibre properties should be considered. Suggestions 

that this yttria rich oxide interface will be thermodynamically stable during high 

temperature use and exhibit the desired mechanical properties are drawn only from the 
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literature. The properties of the particular interface as produced in this case including 

its morphology and crystal structure should be investigated. Testing at room and high 

temperature for chemical compatibility/durability and mechanical performance is also 

essential. 

More detailed mechanical testing of the composite material (in a short beam bend test 

to evaluate shear strength, in tension and for residual stresses) is required to compare 

properties with other materials, rather than producing a ranking which can be related 

processing as presented. Explanation of interfacial behaviour would be aided by 

detailed, investigation of the fibre/matrix interfaces. 
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Appendix A - Laplace Equation 

Figure A.1 shows a portion, ABCD, of a curved surface which has been cut by two 

planes perpendicular to each other. Each of the planes therefore contains a portion of 

arc where it intersects the curved surface - radii Ri and R2 the lengths of which are 

denoted by x and y respectively. 

Figure A.1 Definition of co-ordinates describing the displacement of an element of curved surface 
ABCD to A-B'C'D'. 

The surface is moved out by a small amount, dz, to the position A'B'C'D'. Since the 

comers continue to lie along the extensions of the diverging radial lines, this move 

increases the arc lengths too x+dx andy+c^. The area of the surface must also increase. 

The work required to accomplish this must be supplied by a pressure increase. A/? 

across the element of surface area. The increase in area when the surface is displaced is 

given by, 

dA = {x + dx){y + d}^ - xy = xd.y + y.dx + dx.dy = x.dy + y.dx (A.1) 

The increase in free energy, dG, associated with the increase in area, dA,is given by, 

dG = /[x.dy + y.dx) (A.2) 
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where y is the surface energy. 

If ordinary pressure/volume work is responsible for the expansion of this surface, then 

the work equals Ap.tfF where dV is the volume swept out by the moving surface. In the 

notation of figure A. 1 this equals, 

dW - Ispxy.dz (A. 3) 

Setting equations (A. 2) and (A. 3) equal to one another yields, 

/[x. dy + y. <ir) = Apxy. dz (A. 4) 

By using similar triangles, we may set up the following proportions, 

x + dx X 

+ dz 
c a 5 ) 

and 

^ (A.6) 

which simplify to. 

+dz 

* u l 7 ) 

and 

x + dz 

' (A.8) 
y + dz 

Substituting (A.7) and (A.8) into (A.4) relates Ap to Ri, R2 and y. 

l!^ = y 
^1 O 

(A.9) 
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Appendix B -Constants in Model of Hutchinson and Jenson 

Summary of constants for model of Hutchinson and Jenson applying in the case of type 

n boundary conditions: 

^2 — 

K ~ 

(l-f)E,[\ + E,lE] 

{Ef+{\-lo)E] 

(1 + d)E^ {2(1 - u ) ' E ^ + ( l - 2 ( ; ) [ l - u + / ( l + v)\E^ - E f ) } 

( l - u ) E y [ ( l + u ) E , + ( l - u ) E J 

/ ( I + u) {(1 - / ) ( ! + u)(l - 2 ) + 2(1 - u) ' 

(1 - t;)(l - / ) [ ( ! + u)E, + (1 -

c, = 

^2 ~ 

+^3) 

2/ 

^2(62+63)^ 

% 

2 

q ^ \-aJ 

cz ^ 2 / 

with 
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Appendix C - General Shear Rate Expression 

The following derivation from Wazer et al. [1966] allows the shear rate at any point in 

the gap of a concentric cylinder viscometer to be calculated without making any 

assumptions about the rheological behaviour of the fluid under test. 

Shear stress is related to torque by the expression 

and the velocity gradient across the gap can be expressed generally as 

f — ' f 

Here co is the angular rotation of the whole apparatus were no shearing of the fluid to 

take place. The internal stress is derived from the second part of the sum. Since we 

dv 
know that shear rate, , is a function of shear stress for a non-Newtonian fluid, the 

dr 

general expression 

dr ^ [^27ir^hJ 
= = (C.3) 

For steady flow, M is a constant, and so by differentiating (1) substitution for M we 

1. • dr dr 
obtam, — = (C.4) 

r 2r 

and so. 

d(o---f{T)— (C.5) 
2 t 

Integrating from the bob where and 03=0 to the cup where T=rc and <»=Q gives, 

^ = (C.6) 
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When only a single cup and bob assembly is available, the expression is differentiated. 

dO. 1 

d r * 2 V 
(C.7) 

and by Euler-McLaurin expansion yields the expansion. 

/ ( r j : 
q 

i n g 
1 + i n f . 

d\x\Q. 

d\nr 
+ 

( i n g ) ' d^Q. 

, 3Q J( lnTj^y 
(C.8) 

only the first two terms need be used for 1% accuracy provided that the value of e is 

less than 0.2. So a relationship between v and y can be obtained by measuring the 

angular velocity and torque at the inner cylinder, converting the torque to a shear rate 

and finding the gradient of a log/log plot of the two quantities. 

Variables: 

M= torque 
V = linear velocity 
T= shear stress 
h = height of bob 

CO = angular velocity 

r = radius 
Q = angular rotation rate 
Rc = cup radius 
Rb = bob radius 

K s = 
R. 
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Appendix D - Fibre Properties 

Table D. 1 summarises the properties of the fibres used in wetting (P25 and FT%500) 

and composite manufacture (P25). The properties of Hi-Nicalon silicon carbide fibres 

are included for comparison. 

Table D.l Summarised properties of reinforcing fibres. 

P25 FT500 Hi-Nicalon 

Tensile Strength (GPa) 1.4 3.0 2.8 

Tensile Modulus (GPa) 160 500 270 

Density (g/cm^) 1.90 2.14 2.74 

Elongation at break (%) 0.9 0.6 1.0 

Filament Diameter (fan) 11 10 14 

Composition (wt%) 97+ carbon - 63.7 Si, 31.2 C, 0.5 0 

Thermal Conductivity 
(W/mK) 

22 150 -

Coefficient of Thermal 
Expansion (l/Klff^) 

- -1.0 -
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Appendix E - Figures and Tables 

Page 

Figure 2.1 Schematic of Stem and Gouy layers for a positively charged particle 12 
[Brinker & Scherer 1990]. 

Figure 2.2 Schematic of DLVO potential - VA=attractive van der Waals potential, 13 
VR=repulsive electrostatic potential. 

Figure 2.3 Free surface silanol, hydrogen bonded silanol and siloxane surface species 14 
[Feke 1987]. 

Figure 2.4 Dependence of shear stress on shear rate for Newtonian, pseudoplastic 16 
dilatent and Bingham systems along with dilatent and pseudoplastic systems 
with yield points. Pseudoplastic and dilatent behaviour are also known as 
shear thickening and shear thinning respectively [Reed 1989]. 

Figure 2.5 (a) The effect of pH on yield stress and plastic viscosity, (b) Relationship 17 
between yield stress and electrophoretic mobility of powder particles (NFO 
and NFl are a-SiC powders with mean diameters of 1.2 and 2.8|j,m 
respectively) [Ferreira & Diz 1992]. 

Figure 2.6 Solid content dependence of (a) yield stress and (b) viscosity for silicon 18 
carbide suspensions of particles 0.1 and 07|xm in diameter which are 
referred to as A and B respectively [Hirata et al. 1993]. 

Figure 2.7 Apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate for various fraction solid in 19 
the SiC/dodecane system with dispersant added [Bishop & Bowen 1987]. 

Figure 2.8 Young's equation illustrated by a sessile drop, where y represents the 21 
interaction energy between two phases. 5 is the solid phase, / the liquid 
phase and v is the vapour phase, 6 is the liquid-solid contact angle 
[Hiemenz 1977]. 

Figure 2.9 Definition of co-ordinates for describing a liquid profile with an axis of 23 
symmetry (OP)[Hiemenz 1977]. 

Figure 2.10 Liquid profile in a cylindrical capillary tube. R = tube radius, h = height rise 24 
to base of meniscus, 6= three phase contact angle. 

Figure 2.11 Schematic diagram showing the direction of flux for vacancies below a 29 
curved surface. 

Figure 2.12 Six alternative paths permitting diffusion controlled sintering. All lead to 30 
neck growth, only mechanisms 4 and 6 allow centres to translate together 
allowing densification [Ashby 1974]. 

Figure 2.13 The stages occurring in densification by liquid phase sintering involving 32 
some solubility in the liquid phase [McColm 1988]. 

Figure 2.14 An idealised model of two particles separated by a liquid bridge [Rahaman 33 
1995]. 

Figure 2.15 Possible shapes for particles with (a) high radius of curvature surfaces 34 
which dissolve and reprecipitate easily and (b) low radius of curvature 
surfaces which are more difficult to dissolve and reprecipitate. 

Figure 2.16 Definition of dihedral angle, \\i, for liquid in contact with grain comers. 35 

Figure 2.17 Specific surface area vs. firing temperature for P-SiC containing O 0.8wt% 39 
C and • containing 0.8wt% C + 0.6wt% B. 

Figure 2.18 Equilibrium phase diagram for A1203 and Y2O3 [Cutler & Jackson 1989]. 44 

Figure 2.19 Diagram illustrating (a) reinforcements on lattice sites, (b) edges shrink less 47 
than diagonals, constraint relieved by crack opening (c) densification 
potential of matrix deforms cell along edges, Lange et al. [Langel988]. 
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Figure 2.20 The fundamental mechanisms operating in a CMC as a crack extends 
through the matrix [Evans & Zok 1994], 

Figure 2.21 A tensile stress-strain curve for a 'tough' ceramic composite. 

Figure 2.22 Stress, crack opening curves for (a) steady state cracking and (b) steady 
state toughening [Evans 1989]. 

Figure 2.23 The fibre sliding model indicating the location of debonding and fnctional 
sliding [Evans & Zok 1994]. 

Figure 2.24 Variation in tensile/compressive stress with specimen length; (a) three point 
bend test; maximum occurs along a line in the centre of the span length; (b) 
four point bend test: a constant stress acts on the lower surface over the 
inner span length; (c) tensile test; the whole gauge length of the specimen is 
subjected to a uniform stress [Chawla 1993b]. 
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of cumulative number % finer and cumulative mass % finer for 68 
a single powder (UF-15) from the manufacturer, H.C. Starck's data. 

Figure 3.2 The UVP effect - the relative motion induced between particle and liquid 74 
on application of a sound wave causes the production of an alternating 
dipole. 

Figure 3.3 Views of MATEC™ equipment including measurement cell and probe, 75 
controlling electronics and interfaces and PC. 

Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of MATEC™ measurement cell. 75 

Figure 3.5 Cone and plate viscometer. 79 

Figure 3.6 Pressure filtration equipment - the pressure vessel and mould inset (centre) 84 
are secured by bolts passing through all three components and sealed with 
0-rings. 

Figure3.7 Example of 1850°C, 2hr hold sintering profile used in resistance heating 86 
fiimace. Ultimate temperatures varied, ramps remained constant. 

Figure 3.8 The hot-pressing schedules used in composite densification. Schedule 1 88 
reaches a peak temperature of 1750°C and schedule 2, 1800°C. 

Figure 3.9 Schematic diagram of the mercury balance. 89 

Figure 3.10 Volume of electron interaction in SEM and the effect on intensity of 91 
emitted secondary electron beam. 

Figure 3.11 Distribution of bending moment (analogous to tensile/compressive stress) 94 
and shear stress in a 4-point bending bar and equations for calculating the 
peak values. 

Figure 4.1 Cumulative mass percent finer plots for UF-15 SiC powder subjected to 97 
different ultrasonication times. 

Figure 4.2 Cumulative mass percentage finer plots for FCP-15 and B20 powders. 98 

Figure 4.3 Cumulative Mass Percentage finer and particle size distribution in terms of mass 99 
percentage for (a) UF-15 and (b) B20 SiC powders. 

Figure 4.4 Titration of IM NaOH and IM HNO3 into 5vol% suspensions of SiC (UP- 101 
15), AI2O3, and Y2O3. 

Figure 4.5 Reaction of the hydrated surface of alumina with or OH' [Reed 102 
1989]. 
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Figure 4.6 Variation of ESA and pH with volume IM NaOH added to a 5vol% 103 
suspension of UF-15 SiC. 

Figure 4.7 ESA results from titration of slurry containing 5vol% SiC with AI2O3 & 104 
Y2O3 added with IM HNO3 and IMNaOH. 

Figure 4.8 ESA and conductivity results from titration of (a) Silwet-77, (b) Produkt 108 
KS1115,(c) Aerosol OT and (d) Glydol N2002 against 5vol% SiC 
suspensions. 

Figure4.9 Shear Stress potted against shear rate for aqueous suspensions containing 110 
between 30 and 40vol% SiC. 

Figure4.10 Viscosity vs. Shear Rate for aqueous slurries containing 30-40vol% SiC 111 
powder. 

Figure 4.11 (a) Viscosity measured at 100s"' vs. SiC powder volume content, (b) 112 
Dependence of viscosity on temperature for a 30vol% aqueous SiC 
suspension. 

Figure 4.12 Viscosity variation with pH, comparing average shear rate and general 113 
calculation methods. See equations (3.8) & (3.9). 

Figure 4.13 Schematic profiles of Shear Rate vs. Radius in a concentric gap for a 114 
Newtonian liquid, a Pseudoplastic liquid and as assumed by the Average 
Shear Rate viscosity calculation. 

Figure 4.14 Viscosity variation with addition of wetting agent. 115 

Figure 4.15 Height of liquid rise in capillary vs. Surfactant concentration for the 117 
selected wetting agent solutions and water. 

Figure 4.16 Liquid profiles in capillary tube for (a) water (b) water + 0.01 wt% Glydol, 118 
(c) water + 0. lwt% Glydol and (d) water + 1 wt% Glydol. 

Figure 4.17 Optical micrograph of cross-sectioned green composite produced from 121 
47vol% powder sluny containing 3wt% sintering additives and 0.1 wt% 
(wrt solvent) of Glydol N2002 wetting agent. 

Figure 4.18 Variation of casting rate with suspension viscosity under 20bar air pressure. 122 

Figure 5.1 Effect of sintering temperature on (a) ultimate density and (b) mass loss and 124 
linear shrinkage, for SiC of composition A (9wt% AI2O3 & Y2O3) and 
composition B (3wt% AI2O3 & Y2O3) held for 120 minutes at ultimate 
sintering temperature. 

Figure 5.2 Effect of varying hold time on ultimate density for samples sintered at 125 
1850°C. 

Figure 5.3 Efficiency of sintering (% density increase from green) at 1850°C for 126 
various hold times and sintering environments. 

Figure 5.4 Effect of temperature on densification efficiency, compared with influence 127 
of alumina containing powder bed for a constant high temperature hold of 
120 minutes. 

Figure 5.5 Significance of temperature, additive concentration, hold time, and pair 131 
wise combinations of these variables on the density of sintered silicon 
carbide. 

Figure 5.6 Significance of hold time, additive concentration and use of sinter bed, and 133 
pair wise combinations of these variables on the density of sintered silicon 
carbide. 
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Figure 5.7 Evolution of YAG (AI5Y3O12) and yttria rich (AI2Y4O9) phase content with 134 
(a) temperature for a 120 minute hold and (b) hold time at a constant 
temperature of 1850°C, measured by XRD. 

Figure 5.8 Variation of concentration of atomic aluminium and yttrium with increasing 137 
temperature, determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy and 
superimposed on a bar chart of corresponding density figures. 

Figure 5.9 Variation of microstructure of composition B samples sintered for 120 141 
minutes with increasing sintering temperature. 

Figure 5.10 Microstructure of composition A samples sintered for 30, 60 and 120 141 
minutes at a temperature of 1850°C. 

Figure5.il (a) Composition B, I850°C, 30 minutes, (b) composition B, 1850°C, 30 143 
minutes centre of sample, (c) composition A, 1900°C, 120 minutes & (d) 
composition A, 1850°C 120 minutes. 

Figure 5.12 Samples sintered at 1800°C for 60 minutes (a) composition A edge of 143 
sample & (b) composition B centre of sample. 

Figure 5.13 EDX traces for (a) background and (b) spot measurement on light area 145 
corresponding to micrograph Figure 5.14(b). 

Figure 5.14 Composition A sample sintered for 120 minutes in alumina containing bed 146 
at 1850°C (a) centre of sample & (b) crack at edge of sample filled with 
yttria rich material. 

Figure 5.15 (a) P25 fibre/composition B, 1850°C, 120 minutes, edge (b) P25 146 
fibre/composition B, 1850°C, 120 minutes, centre, (c) carbon coated 
P25/composition A, 1900°C, 120 minutes & (d) carbon coated 
P25/composition A, 1850°C, 120 minutes. 

Figure 5.16 Large composite sample, composition B, P25 fibre, sintered for 60 minutes 148 
at 1850°C and the EDX trace for a spot analysis in matrix immediately 
outside fibre outer edge. 

Figure 5.17 (a) Stress-strain plots for P25 fibre and monolithic silicon carbide allowing 151 
the value of a / to be determined and (b) ultimate tensile vs. volume 
fi-action fibres for a uni-directional composite, indicating Italics denote 
values arising fi-om measured SiC properties. 

Figure 5.18 Variation of composite Young's modulus and ultimate failure stress with 154 
overall density. 

Figure 5.19 Representative bending Stress-Displacement curves for composite material 155 
hot-pressed at the temperature, and containing the constituents, shown in 
the legend. 

Figure 5.20 Interfacial shear stress results of microcrack spacing analysis for composite 157 
material hot-pressed at the temperature, and containing the constituents, 
shown in the legend. The 4 experimental values are plotted for each 
material with the highest individual value placed on the left on the diagram 
and the lowest on the right. 

Figure 5.21 Material containing 3wt% additives and uncoated P25 fibre hot-pressed at 159 
1750°C (a) fibre pull-out and (b) polished cross section. Material 
containing 3wt% additives and uncoated P25 fibre hot-pressed at 1800°C 
(c) fi-acture surface with little pullout and (d) polished cross section. 

Figure 5.22 Microstructure of sample containing 6wt% additives, hot-pressed at 159 
1750°C containing uncoated P25 fibre. 

Figure 5.23 Microstructure of samples containing (a) 3wt% or (b) 6wt% additives, 161 
containing carbon coated P25 fibre hot-pressed at 1750°C. 
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Table 2.1 CVD reactions in ceramic processing [Rahaman 1995] 

Table 2.2 Microstructural features observed in ceramics produced by liquid phase 
sintering, related to variation in dihedral angle. 

Table 2.3 Gibbs' free energy equations for reactions (2.22)-(2.24). 

Table 2.4 Gas pressures generated by SiC formation and decomposition reactions 
active during sintering. 
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Table 3.1 Suppliers' information on SiC powders 67 

Table 3.2 Suppliers' information on alumina and yttria powders. 69 

Table 3.3 Combinations of ultrasonic times and powder vol% and the powders used 70 
in each test. 

Table 3.4 Summary of M A T E C ™ titration experiments. 78 

Table 3.5 Sample compositions and theoretical densities (TD) 84 

Table 3.6 Monolithic silicon carbide densification conditions. 87 

Table 4.1 Sedigraph data for a-SiC powder. 96 

Table 4.2 Sedigraph results for FCP-15 and B20 silicon carbide powders 98 

Table 4.3 Measured and calculated data for the influence of AI2O3 and Y2O3 on the 106 
stability of a SiC suspension. 

Table 4.4 Conditions and summary of results for viscosity determinations. * UF- 116 
15+adds is 200g UF-15 SiC, 8.62g alumina & 11.62g yttria. US denotes 
use of ultrasonic probes. Viscosity values at 100s"\ 

Table 4.5 Capillary rise height data for the selected wetting agent solutions. 117 

Table 4.6 Inferred changes in surface properties from capillary experiments - 119 
'changes' in h and 9are w.r.t. previous entry in table. 

Table 5.1 Selected variables and levels examined in first factorial analysis of SiC 
density results. 

Table 5.2 Array of experiments and resulting responses for the first 2^ factorial 
analysis. 

Table 5.3 Effects and variance of sintering experiments testing the effect of 
temperature, additive concentration and hold time on silicon carbide 
density. 

Table 5.4 Selected variables and levels examined in second factorial analysis of SiC 
density results. 

Table 5.5 Array of experiments and resulting responses for the second 2^ factorial 
analysis. 

Table 5.6 Effects and variance of sintering experiments testing the effect of, hold 
time, additive concentration and use of sinter bed on silicon carbide density. 

Table 5.7 Normalised XRD intensities showing effect of sintering bed and hold time 
on phases present in composition A samples. 
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Table 5.8 

Table 5.9 

Mass losses for sintering at 1850°C, ranked from highest to lowest. 

Physical properties of the densified composite samples of various 
compositions, grouped by hot-pressing temperature. 

Table 5.10 Failure stresses (q^) and elastic modulus (E) measurements for bend 
samples of height 2.5 and 3 mm. 

Table 5.11 Summary of composite sample densities and average mechanical properties. 

Table 5.12 Complete interfacial shear stress data. 
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